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The ecient execution of sequential legacy applications on modern, parallel com-
puter architectures is one of today’s most pressing problems. Automatic paralleliza-
tion has been investigated as a potential solution for several decades but its success
generally remains restricted to small niches of regular, array-based applications.
This thesis investigates two techniques that have the potential to overcome these
limitations.
Beginning at the lowest level of abstraction, the binary executable, it presents
a study of the limits of Dynamic Binary Parallelization (Dbp), a recently proposed
technique that takes advantage of an underlying multicore host to transparently
parallelize a sequential binary executable. While still in its infancy, Dbp has re-
ceived broad interest within the research community. This thesis seeks to gain an
understanding of the factors contributing to the limits of Dbp and the costs and
overheads of its implementation. An extensive evaluation using a parameterizable
Dbp system targeting a Cmp with light-weight architectural Tls support is pre-
sented. The results show that there is room for a significant reduction of up to 54%
in the number of instructions on the critical paths of legacy Spec Cpu2006 bench-
marks, but that it is much harder to translate these savings into actual performance
improvements, with a realistic hardware-supported implementation achieving a
speedup of 1.09 on average.
While automatically parallelizing compilers have traditionally focused on data
parallelism, additional parallelism exists in a plethora of other shapes such as task
farms, divide & conquer, map/reduce and many more. These algorithmic skeletons,
i.e. high-level abstractions for commonly used patterns of parallel computation,
differ substantially from data parallel loops. Unfortunately, algorithmic skeletons
are largely informal programming abstractions and are lacking a formal character-
ization in terms of established compiler concepts. This thesis develops compiler-
friendly characterizations of popular algorithmic skeletons using a novel notion of
commutativity based on liveness. A hybrid static/dynamic analysis framework for
the context-sensitive detection of skeletons in legacy code that overcomes limita-
tions of static analysis by complementing it with profiling information is described.
A proof-of-concept implementation of this framework in the Llvm compiler infras-
tructure is evaluated against Spec Cpu2006 benchmarks for the detection of a
iii
typical skeleton. The results illustrate that skeletons are often context-sensitive in
nature.
Like the two approaches presented in this thesis, many dynamic paralleliza-
tion techniques exploit the fact that some statically detected data and control
flow dependences do not manifest themselves in every possible program execution
(may-dependences) but occur only infrequently, e.g. for some corner cases, or not
at all for any legal program input. While the effectiveness of dynamic paralleliza-
tion techniques critically depends on the absence of such dependences, not much
is known about their nature. This thesis presents an empirical analysis and char-
acterization of the variability of both data dependences and control flow across
program runs. The cBench benchmark suite is run with 100 randomly chosen
input data sets to generate whole-program control and data flow graphs (Cdfgs)
for each run, which are then compared to obtain a measure of the variance in the
observed control and data flow. The results show that, on average, the cumulative
profile information gathered with at least 55, and up to 100, different input data
sets is needed to achieve full coverage of the data flow observed across all runs.
For control flow, the figure stands at 46 and 100 data sets, respectively. This sug-
gests that profile-guided parallelization needs to be applied with utmost care, as
misclassification of sequential loops as parallel was observed even when up to 94
input data sets are used.
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“The free lunch is over” concluded a seminal article by Herb Sutter [119] in 2005.
Until then, software developers could rely on every new generation of processors de-
livering ever-increasing performance without changing the underlying sequential
model of computation. Computer architects were able to leverage the exponential
growth of transistors per die (referred to as Moore’s Law [111]) to improve perfor-
mance through better microarchitectures, better caches, and above all higher clock
speeds. Existing software would in turn simply run faster on newer processors
with every generation (see Specint performance 1990-2005 in Figure 1.1).
Around the beginning of the last decade, it became apparent that this ‘free’
growth of performance would come to an end. As can be seen in Figure 1.1,Moore’s
Law continued to be in effect after 2000 but a number of physical limitations put
a stop to attempts at scaling clock speeds beyond 4GHz. Computer architects
faced rapidly growing transistor power leakage and unacceptably high thermal
output [13] and ultimately had to abandon existing microarchitectural designs,
such as Intel’s NetBurst microarchitecture [115].
This crisis led to a complete paradigm shift in the industry. Rather than deliv-
ering ever-increasing performance by improving sequential processing speed, the
focus shifted to exploiting parallelism as the new driver for performance. The repli-
cation of processing elements – either within a processor core for simultaneous
multi-threading (Smt), or in multiple cores on the same die in the form of a chip
multiprocessor (Cmp) – allowed the beneficial use of increased transistor counts
while avoiding the problems encountered with previous, single-threaded designs.
Since then, the shift to multi-core architectures has become so pervasive that
it affects all computing domains from high performance computing to embedded
1
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Original data collected and plotted by M. Horowitz, F. Labonte, O. Shacham, K. Olukotun, L. Hammond and C. Batten 
Dotted line extrapolations by C. Moore 
35 YEARS OF MICROPROCESSOR TREND DATA 
Figure 1.1: Microprocessor trend data for the ye rs 1970-2010. The chart shows
the exponential growth of transistors per die (Moore’s Law) and the flattening of
single-thread perfo mance, clock frequency, a d power consumption trends after
2005. This coincides with a notable increase in cores per die. Source of illustration:
C. Moore (AMD) [83].
systems. High-end mobile phones now commonly offer four or eight processor
cores. Architectures with a thousand cores are on the horizon [20].
1.1 The Problem: Legacy Code in the Multi-Core Era
The advent of the multi-core era spurred a flurry of research into new parallel
programming models, languages, and architectures (see our discussion of related
work in Chapter 2). The considerable amount of resources invested into this en-
deavor by both industry and academia might give an impression of firm control
over this revolution. One might expect that given those new techniques the per-
formance of applications would continue to increase exponentially as it did during
the uniprocessor era.
Reality paints a very different picture. The amount of legacy software still
in use is considerable [38]. Most of it was written for sequential uniprocessor ar-
chitectures and hence cannot benefit from current advances in multi-processor
technology. The reasons for the prevalence of legacy software lie both in the com-
plexity and importance of current software. It is often too costly to rewrite existing
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code. The original authors may not be available to carry out this work. New code
needs to be tested extensively and cannot afford to introduce bugs. Hence, legacy
code continues to be reused even in new projects (e.g. recent reports of COBOL
applications being moved to cloud computing platforms [32]). Virtualization tech-
nology, which allows legacy systems to be run in virtual containers on more recent
hardware, exacerbates this trend [87]. Consequently, there is often a desire to
handle ever-increasing amounts of data with existing codes and certainly a need
to maintain current performance levels on future hardware. The latter point is
not self-evident, since single-core performance on future architectures may well
stagnate or even decrease while multi-core performance continues to increase (see
Figure 1.1).
Even where code is already written for parallel execution, the continuous evo-
lution of parallel architectures and the resulting lack of portability of hand-tuned
codes leads to a related problem of parallel legacy code. If a program is par-
allelized by hand, this is usually done with a particular target architecture and
programming model in mind. Consequently, such code may perform poorly on
future architectures that may require a different granularity or type of parallelism.
For instance, message passing (Mpi) served as the dominant parallel programming
model across the high-performance computing industry for many years; now the
use of Gpus in heterogeneous architectures has become prevalent, but these re-
quire entirely different programming concepts (OpenCl, Cuda). While it raises
primarily the question of finding the best mapping of parallel programs to particu-
lar architectures, any mapping strategy nonetheless presupposes the availability
of sucient amounts of parallelism at various levels.
In summary, we are faced with two conflicting trends: the paradigm shift of
computer architecture towards exploiting parallelism as the main driver of per-
formance; and the continuing prevalence of legacy software that is ill-suited to
leverage the full capabilities of such architectures.
1.2 The Solution: Automatic Parallelization
An obvious solution to this problem would be a system that takes an existing
sequential application as its input and automatically transforms it into an equiv-
alent application that exploits the parallel capabilities of the target architecture
wherever this improves the application’s performance. This process is commonly
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known as automatic parallelization and has been under active research for sev-
eral decades [70]. This section gives a necessarily brief overview of what is in fact
a vast research area.
It is important to note that the process of automatic parallelization actually
comprises two distinct steps: the detection of parallelism and its extraction and
mapping onto a specific target architecture.
The detection stage aims to identify sections of code that can be executed in
parallel. These sections could come in various shapes, such as loops, regions, or
more complex parallel patterns. The granularity of parallelism is an important
factor in this context. It refers to the size of the individual work units extracted for
parallel execution. Architectures like graphical processing units (Gpus) generally
require fine-grained work units with a high degree of parallelism to deliver best
performance, while conventional chip multiprocessors (Cmp) deliver better results
with coarser granularity. This is a result of the costs of parallel execution, such
as thread creation, synchronization, and communication overheads, which vary
significantly between different architectural concepts.
In the subsequent extraction and mapping stage, semantics-preserving trans-
formations are first applied to prepare the detected parallel sections for actual
parallel execution. Examples for such transformations are the privatization of vari-
ables or the insertion of synchronization primitives. The extracted parallelism is
then mapped onto the target architecture by assigning the various parallel sections
to the parallel processing elements of the target architecture. This can be done
statically (at compilation time) or dynamically (at runtime). Mapping has both
a spatial (where to execute) and a temporal (in which order) dimension. It is a
complex process in itself since it is generally impossible to find an optimal mapping
in polynomial time. Various heuristics, profiling information, and machine learning
techniques are commonly employed to discover the best mapping [125].
While often described as a compiler technique, automatic parallelization can
be implemented at any point in the spectrum that comprises hardware, low-level
firmwares, compilers, and runtime systems. It can be applied statically (before the
application is executed) [50] ordynamically at application runtime [34]. Itmay be
profile-guided in that it could rely on knowledge about program behavior gained
from actual application runs [125]. Speculation may be used in cases where it is
impossible to determine ahead of time whether a parallelization strategy is legal,
i.e. preserving original program behavior [99]. Speculation is often employed













































(c) Dynamic binary parallelization.
Figure 1.2: Three typical approaches to automatic parallelization, representing
systems like [50, 125, 53].
in combination with transactional memory to roll back the program state to a
known ’good’ state should mis-speculation occur [51]. Alternatively, user input in
the form of code annotations [129] or an interactive parallelization approach [74]
may fill the gaps in analysis.
To illustrate the design of automatic parallelization systemsmore concretely,we
show three examples for typical parallelization workflows in Figure 1.2. (a) shows
the classic, static approach where the source code is analyzed and transformed
in the compiler, like in [50]; a mathematical model of dependences, such as the
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polyhedral model, is used to detect parallelism. In (b), an instrumented run of
the application provides profiling information to the parallelism detection stage;
the discovered parallelism is then extracted and mapped to the target architecture
using a model obtained by machine learning. This is the approach taken, e.g.
in [125]. Finally, (c) is a dynamic binary parallelization scheme; an unmodified
application binary runs on top of a transparent parallelization layer which discovers
parallelism on-the-fly and maps it onto a multi-core architecture during execution.
An example for this type of system is [53] and our study in Chapter 4.
1.3 The Problem with The Solution
As much as it sounds like a panacea to solve the problem of porting legacy code
to multi-core architectures, the history of automatic parallelization has turned out
to be a history of broken promises, documented in e.g. [3, 82, 125]. Up to this
day and despite decades of intensive research automatically parallelizing compilers
have failed to deliver except for small niches of applications involving regular array-
based computations [90], where techniques based on mathematical models (e.g.
the polyhedral model [14]) have been successfully applied.
There are a number of reasons for this:
1. Theoretical limitations: The underlying problem of proving the absence of
parallelism-inhibiting dependences is generally undecidable [71, 103].
2. Static vs. dynamic analysis: Much of the prior work on automatic paral-
lelization relies purely on static analyses. Such analyses can only compute
rough approximations to the actual dependence relations and are necessar-
ily conservative to maintain correctness. Information about actual program
behavior obtained at runtime would complement such analyses and compen-
sate for their shortcomings.
3. Structure and granularity of parallelism: Existing parallelizing compilers
generally focus solely on data-parallel loops, ignoring other patterns of par-
allelism.
4. Disconnection from software engineering practice: Current techniques
are driven by mathematical models of dependences which aim to respect all
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dependences in the sequential code even if those are merely implementa-
tion artifacts. In contrast, programmers do not use mathematical models to
parallelize sequential code. Instead, manual parallelization is usually driven
by algorithmic insights and knowledge of the the data structures used by
the application. The programmer’s goal is to maintain correctness of output
rather than meticulous replication of intermediate program behavior.
1.4 Contributions
In response to these shortcomings, the present thesis makes a number of distinct
but closely related contributions to the field of automatic parallelization. We take
a vertical approach in our study. Beginning at a very low level of abstraction, we
first establish the limits of dynamic binary parallelization, which aims to extract
parallelism from sequential binaries at runtime, and illustrate benefits of dynamic
information. This leads to a study of the variability of data dependences and con-
trol flow which are key factors in the profile sensitivity of dynamic parallelization
approaches. We conclude at a much higher level of abstraction with a novel char-
acterization of algorithmic skeletons in terms of well-known compiler concepts for
their automated detection in application source code.
Among the main contributions of this thesis are:
1. The introduction of a generic cost-adjustable dynamic binary parallelization
(Dbp) scheme that allows the modelling of a variety of possible implemen-
tations (Chapter 4),
2. the study of the limits of Dbp using this model, demonstrating the diculty
of a practical implementation of the technique, the importance of dynamic
information for parallelization, and the need for higher-level approaches to
address its shortcomings (Chapter 4),
3. the development of a simple, yet powerful profiling-based analysis to capture
data dependences and control flow for program executions with different
input data sets and its use to analyze the variability of dependences and
control flow in a benchmark suite given a large number of input datasets
(Chapter 5),
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4. the introduction of a new notion of commutativity for regions of code based
on liveness and its use to characterize a number of popular algorithmic skele-
tons (Chapter 6), and
5. the combination of static analysis and profiling into a practical methodol-
ogy for detecting parallelizable algorithmic skeletons in real-world legacy
applications (Chapter 6).
1.5 Thesis Structure
The remainder of this thesis is structured as follows.
Chapter 2 presents the related work. We introduce and discuss significant prior
work in the fields of dynamic binary parallelization, the variability of data depen-
dences and control flow, algorithmic skeletons, and the detection of patterns in
code for parallelization.
Chapter 3 provides background on the infrastructure used for our research.
This includes the ArcSim simulation environment, the Llvm compiler toolchain,
various benchmark suites, and our source code instrumentation and profiling tech-
niques.
Chapter 4 investigates the limits of dynamic binary parallelization (Dbp), an
automatic parallelization technique targeting existing application binaries. We
perform an extensive evaluation using a parameterizable Dbp system targeting a
Cmp with light-weight architectural Tls support and discuss the implications of
the results for the practical feasibility of the technique. This chapter is based on
work published in [34].
Chapter 5 analyzes the variability of data dependences and control flow in
typical benchmarks and discusses the implications of such variations on profile-
guided automatic parallelization. We run a suite of benchmarks with 100 randomly
chosen input data sets and record complete control and data flow traces. Based on
these traces, we build a whole-program control and data flow graph (Cdfg) for
each run and compare the resulting graphs to obtain a measure of the variance in
the observed control and data flow. The results provide an empirical foundation
for existing work in profile-guided automatic parallelization. This chapter is based
on work published in [35].
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Chapter 6 proposes a compiler-friendly characterization of algorithmic skele-
tons using a novel notion of commutativity based on liveness. We demonstrate
how this can be applied to characterize a number of popular skeletons. We also
introduce a hybrid static/dynamic analysis that serves as a framework to identify
potential candidate skeletons in benchmark code.
Chapter 7 concludes this thesis by summarizing the main contributions, pro-
viding a critical analysis of our work and discussing future directions.
1.6 Summary
This chapter has introduced the thesis, outlining the key problems and challenges.
It discusses why automatic parallelization techniques have failed to live up to
expectations and proposes the use of dynamic information as well as a focus on the
detection of coarser-grained patterns as a future direction. The key contributions of
this work have been listed and an outline of the thesis described. The next chapter





This chapter presents a critical review of prior workmost relevant to this thesis. The
primary objective of this chapter is to compare and contrast the approaches and
techniques we propose in this thesis to the existing body of work. The literature
on automatic parallelization is vast and goes back several decades [70]. In line
with the structure of this thesis, we take a vertical approach in the discussion of
this work.
Beginning at a very low level of abstraction, the binary executable, we discuss
prior work on dynamic binary parallelization in Section 2.2. This forms the back-
ground for Chapter 4. This is followed by a review of the literature on the sensitivity
of profiling information to input data in Section 2.3, which is relevant to our study
in Chapter 5. Finally, we discuss the related work on algorithmic skeletons, pattern
detection in source code, and commutativity analysis in Section 2.4. This serves
as the basis for our work in Chapter 6.
2.2 Dynamic Binary Parallelization
Unlike its more mature siblings Dynamic Binary Instrumentation (Dbi) [76] and
Dynamic Binary Translation (Dbt) [5], Dynamic Binary Parallelization is an emerg-
ing field and has only recently found attention [53, 29, 137, 139, 134] within the
academic community.
The theoretical availability of significant amounts of parallelism in single-
threaded binaries is known from studies such as Vachharajani et al. [127], which
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examines the scalability potential for exploiting the parallelism in single-threaded
applications on chip multi-processor (Cmp) platforms. The paper explores the to-
tal available parallelism in unmodified sequential applications and then examines
the viability of exploiting this parallelism on Cmp machines. It shows that it is
possible to achieve as much as a 200% speedup by parallelizing unmodified appli-
cations, but 8-16 cores will be needed to unlock this parallelism. The paper does
not address the limits of Dbp, though.
Thread-level speculation (Tls) has been proposed as a way of extracting par-
allelism speculatively from legacy applications, but generally relies on complex
additional hardware and the availability of source code for recompilation using
a Tls-aware compiler. Its limits are evaluated in [58]. While targeting a similar
problem, Tls is more concerned with the parallelization of loops and functions
that are mostly independent, but occasionally exhibit sequentializing data depen-
dences. TheMultiscalar architecture [113] represents an early implementation.
Jrpm [24] implements Tls-based dynamic parallelization for the Java virtual ma-
chine. Dou and Cintra [31] present a compile-time cost model for Tls that aims
to predict the expected speedup for a given candidate speculative section. A study
involving manual parallelization of the SpecCpu2006 benchmarks for a Tls plat-
form has been conducted in [89]. This study confirms the “conventional wisdom”
that these benchmarks are dicult to parallelize using traditional parallelizing
compilers (Intel’s Icc compiler in this case).
Current Dbp approaches span the entire range from solutions implemented in
hardware to those relying entirely on software runtime systems.
Marcuello and González [77] propose the Clustered Speculative Multithreaded
Microarchitecture, a pure hardware implementation of Dbp, which extracts spec-
ulative threads from single-threaded applications at runtime to use otherwise idle
resources of the processor. The system speculates on control flow, dependences
between threads, and data values using additional hardware on top of a Tls plat-
form. The paper reports an average of 1.6 parallel threads during the execution of
the SpecInt95 benchmark suite.
Wang et al. [132] introduce a Dbp approach based on program slicing. The
speculative slicing algorithm and various other program transformations to expose
parallelism are implemented in a runtime system. However, additional hardware
for parallel slice execution is required on top of the already complex extensions
for speculation support.
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Krishnan et al. [68] use an initial oine stage to identify and annotate parallel
work units and dependences between them. The modified binaries are executed
on a Cmp with hardware speculation support implementing a complex register
communication scheme based on synchronizing scoreboards. Kotha et al. [67] and
Pradelle et al. [95] rely entirely on off-line preprocessing of binaries to extract
parallel loops. Zilles and Sohi [144] use a ‘program distiller’ to produce an ap-
proximate, but faster variant of the binary. This distilled program is used for the
prediction of input values for tasks during speculative execution. Our study differs
in that it does not rely on a static transformation stage which would be limited in
its ability to extract control and data flow information.
Rasp [53] is a runtime system based on a dynamic binary translator from x86
to Risc. It leverages idle cores in a Cmp to analyze, optimize, and speculatively
parallelize sequential programs at runtime and thus enables a collection of simpler
cores to achieve sequential performance on par with a significantly more complex
core without any need for recompilation or hardware support beyond transactional
memory. We compare this approach directly to ours in Section 4.4.6 of Chapter 4.
DeVuyst et al. [29] propose a similar runtime system, but their study does not
account for the possibility of mis-speculation and the technique is limited to loop
parallelization. A recent paper by Yang et al. [137] re-evaluates the feasibility of
Dbp using a trace parallelization process. This work remains on a proof-of-concept
level and neither does it develop a realistic implementation nor a sound limit study.
Yardımcı and Franz [139] dynamically recompile binaries to generate paral-
lelized code for frequently executed code regions. The system is entirely software-
based and relies on a prior static analysis stage. It remains open whether there are
limits to this approach and how it scales beyond dual-core configurations.
Wentzlaff and Agarwal [134] present a Dbt-based simulator capable of emulat-
ing a superscalar x86 processor on the tile-based Raw architecture. Parallelization
is achieved by implementing the superscalar pipeline stages on distinct parallel pro-
cessing elements of the tiled architecture. The authors report an overall slowdown
for the SpecInt2000 benchmarks.
All of these approaches are specific to a particular target system and focus on
improvements resulting from the application of an isolated technique within the
context of a distinct implementation. In Chapter 4 of this thesis, we instead seek to
gain an understanding of the general limits of Dbp, independent of any particular
implementation.
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2.3 Sensitivity of Profiling to Input Data
In recent years, the use of dynamic information about actual application behavior
has become increasingly prevalent in automatic parallelization as it provides a
means of overcoming the limitations of static analysis.
Kim et al. [65] give an overview of profiling-based parallelization approaches.
Dbp, discussed in the previous section, is another technique motivated by the
possibility of extracting greater amounts of parallelism by leveraging dynamic
information.
Early work in dynamic dependency analysis by Austin et al. [10] dates back
to the 1990s. The primary goal of that work was to characterize the amount and
nature of instruction-level parallelism in ordinary programs and to guide the design
of processors taking advantage of this type of parallelism.
Despite the widespread use of dynamic data dependence and control flow data,
their variability caused by different input data sets and its impact on parallelization
has not yet been suciently investigated.
Faxén et al. [37] analyze the variability of data dependences in the 403.gcc
benchmark. The study is limited to the one benchmark and does not evaluate the
impact of dependence variability on parallelization outcomes.
Liebig et al. [75] present variability-aware analyses, which exploit similarities
of software products that belong to a common product line. This, however, is more
a problem of scalability of analyses, rather than input sensitivity of dependences.
Fisher and Freudenberger [39] studied the use of branch profiles from previous
runs of a program (using different input data sets) as predictors for branch direc-
tions in future runs. While they conclude that branches generally take the same
directions in different runs of a program, some runs were observed to exercise
entirely different program paths.
Wall [131] defines abstract measures that indicate how well profiles, such as
basic block counts or number of references to global variables, predict the behavior
of applications in future runs. The study compares the accuracy of ’perfect’ profiling
information - obtained from a previous run with the same input data set - to
profiling information obtainedwith different input data sets. In some cases, profiles
obtained with different data sets reach only half of the accuracy of the ’perfect’
profile. This implies that there can be significant variations in program behavior
depending on the input data set.
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Hunter et al. [55] study code coverage and input variability of telecommuni-
cation applications, suggesting that input data sets provided with standard bench-
marks do not suciently exercise control flow paths.
Eeckhout et al. [36] describe methods of exploring the workload space of bench-
marks using statistical techniques to select representative input data sets. This
provides a method for investigating the impact of input data sets on benchmark
behavior, but the paper does not consider the variability of dependences or the
effect of different workloads on dynamic parallelization.
A poster abstract by Bhattacharyya [17] presents an outline of a study inves-
tigating the impact of inputs on may-dependences in the context of Tls, but the
work remains at the conceptual level.
The notion of control and data flow coverage is of central importance in the
fields of software reliability and testing. An early technique by Rapps et al. [98]
for selecting test data using data flow techniques dates back to the 1980s. This
is related to dynamic program slicing [66], which is concerned with determining
a dynamic slice that contains all statements that actually affect the value of a
variable at a program point for a particular execution of the program. While many
coverage analyses for program testing have been developed, these do not consider
the statistical nature of dependences and control flow.
Berube et al. [16] present a methodology to produce statistically sound com-
bined profiles from multiple runs of a program. This is important for feedback-
directed optimization, where branch frequencies determine optimization strate-
gies. In our study in Chapter 5, this is less relevant as we are concerned with
dependences preventing parallelization, where a single dependence is enough to
enforce sequential execution.
Tallam et al. [120] describe a methodology for the generation and ecient
compression of an extended whole program path representation. Their approach
allows profile information to be compressed to about 4% original size, but comes
with an additional runtime overhead of 20%. Sd3 by Kim et al. [65] achieves a
significant reduction of profiling overheads by parallelizing dependence profiling.
In Chapter 5, we are more concerned with the analysis of profiling information
rather than its ecient collection and storage.
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2.4 Automated Detection of Algorithmic Skeletons
Our work on the detection of algorithmic skeletons in Chapter 6 draws on prior
research in five distinct areas: the concept of algorithmic skeletons, pattern recogni-
tion in source code for automatic parallelization, commutativity analysis, liveness
of variables, and hybrid static/dynamic analysis techniques. Liveness analysis is
a well-known concept in compiler engineering and is discussed in textbooks such
as Muchnik [84]. In the following sections, we will review related work in the
remaining areas.
2.4.1 Algorithmic Skeletons
The concept of algorithmic skeletons was introduced by Cole [26] in the 1980s
to abstract commonly-used patterns of parallel computation, communication, and
interaction. Cole envisaged the development of libraries that would provide pa-
rameterizable implementations – templates – of such patterns. The developer of
a parallel program then essentially selects the most appropriate skeleton for the
task at hand and inserts the user code into the template. As the orchestration and
synchronization of parallel tasks is implicitly defined by the skeleton, programmers
are not burdened with such complex and target-dependent aspects of paralleliza-
tion. The idea has been widely adopted in the parallel programming community,
for example, in the shape of Intel’s Threading Building Blocks (Tbb) [102], Google’s
MapReduce [28], and in a large number of dedicated skeleton frameworks. A
detailed survey is given in [47].
More recently, algorithmic skeletons have inspired textbook literature on paral-
lel programming using parallel design patterns. Books by Ortega-Arjona [88] and
McCool et al. [81] present catalogues of architecture and communication patterns
for parallel applications in much the same way as the well-known “Gang of Four”
book [43] did for object-oriented software design patterns.
The term skeleton is at times also used for the unrelated idea of ‘stripping’ a
program of some of its code to expose an essential core which can be analyzed
more easily. It has been used with this meaning in the context of interactive par-
allelization [1] and benchmark generation [114], but those techniques are not
relevant to our approach in this thesis.
Algorithmic skeletons are commonly defined using a graphical representation,
a verbal description, pseudo-code notation, or concrete code examples [47]. How-
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ever, this is not sucient to develop compiler analyses capable of detecting algo-
rithmic skeletons in sequential code. In Chapter 6, we therefore introduce a formal
characterization in terms of concepts defined in compiler theory and commonly
available in compiler frameworks.
While no such unified characterization currently exists, isolated techniques for
pattern recognition and detection of specific skeletons have been proposed in the
literature. The next section gives an overview.
2.4.2 Pattern Recognition for Automatic Parallelization
Paramat [62] is an algorithmic pattern recognition framework. Using an hierarchi-
cal approach, it discovers instances of frequently occurring programming constructs
in source code. The patterns are described using a domain-specific language and
matched over the program’s abstract syntax tree (Ast). The framework was later
used by Sarvestani et al. [112] to detect common algorithmic patterns, such as
matrix operations or Fir filters, in Dsp codes. The analysis is purely static and
patterns are expressed at a low, syntactic level without taking into account other
compiler analyses, such as alias or commutativity analysis. In practice, this restricts
the Paramat approach to a pointer-free subset of input languages and leads to a
narrow focus on mathematical codes, for which other parallelization techniques
have also proven to be effective. Unlike ourwork, it aims to detect particular idioms,
such as matrix multiplication, rather than the more abstract algorithmic skeletons.
Nonetheless, this work is somewhat orthogonal to our approach as it could be used
as a building block for the static skeleton candidate detection stage of our hybrid
analysis infrastructure.
Di Martino and Iannello [79] present the Pap Recognizer, another tool for the
detection of algorithmic patterns in code. A detailed comparison between Pap and
Paramat was published in [80]. Both use a hierarchical detection approach, but
differ in significant other aspects, such as the intermediate program representation
used and whether pattern recognition is deterministic. Pap uses a plan-based
recognizer on the program dependence graph (Pdg) and is implemented in Prolog.
It is geared towards interactive use and presents the user with all possible matches,
some of which may overlap, while in Paramat a node can only be matched by
one pattern. The Pap approach was later proposed specifically as a method for
skeleton recognition in [30] with Divide and Conquer given as an example. The
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paper, however, is a mere sketch of a possible implementation and does not provide
an empirical evaluation.
Xark [8] is a framework for the detection of computational kernels in source
code. It uses Gated Single Assignment (Gsa) form as its intermediate represen-
tation and matches kernels to strongly connected components (Sccs) in the Ir,
which can in turn be composed hierarchically to form more complex kernels.
Besides focusing on the detection of specific algorithms rather than generic
structures, all of these techniques have in common that they use dependence re-
lations to characterize algorithmic patterns and rely purely on static analysis. In
our work in Chapter 6, we show that commutativity is a more powerful concept
for the characterization of skeletons and that shortcomings in static analysis can
be overcome by taking dynamic information into account.
In the world of functional languages, Scaife et al. [110] describe an auto-
parallelizing compiler for Standard Ml that exploits the close correspondence
between higher-order functions, such as map and fold, and algorithmic skeletons
for automatic parallelization. Functional languages, however, inherently expose a
large degree of parallelism so the bigger question addressed by the article is how
such parallelism can be exploited profitably. Our approach targets legacy code
which is commonly implemented in imperative rather than functional languages.
In the space of general purpose Gpu computing, Samadi et al. [108] describe a
technique to recognize common patterns (map, scatter/gather, reduction, stencil,
etc.) in parallel OpenCl or Cuda code and to transform them into approximate
implementations of the same idioms. Bones [85] introduces a C-to-Cuda com-
piler that extracts skeletons from sequential code based on user annotations. The
user manually selects the regions to be parallelized and classifies the algorithm
expressed in the code using a complex domain-specific language. In contrast, our
approach does not require such annotations.
In the following sections, we review techniques for the detection of specific
skeletons.
Task Parallelism
Paradigm [12] has limited support for the simultaneous exploitation of data
parallelism (within functions) and functional parallelism (between functions) for
some applications. Such applications can be viewed as a graph composed of a set
of data parallel tasks with precedence relationships which describe the functional
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parallelism that exists among the tasks. The restricted focus on the function level
is a serious limitation, which together with necessarily conservative precedence
relationships almost entirely inhibit success in detecting functional parallelism in
real-world applications.
Maps [22] is a tool for profile-guided detection of task parallelism in sequential
C programs. In this framework tasks are unusual hybrids of basic blocks and traces.
An empirical heuristic is used for clustering blocks considering profitability of the
resulting task partitioning.Maps targets static embedded kernels and a proprietary,
low-latency MPSoC platform.
Dünnweber et al. [33] employ conventional loop parallelization and then map
the resulting parallelism to a grid-based task farm implementation.
Pipeline Parallelism
The pipeline skeleton applies the well-known computer architecture concept of
pipelining to software parallelization. Sequences of code regions represent the
stages of a pipeline; parallelism is uncovered by removing stages from the critical
path where dependences permit.
Thies et al. [121] describe a framework for the parallelization of applications
that exhibit a streaming computation pattern. Their approach requires the manual
annotation of pipeline stages.
Speculative decoupled software pipelining (SpecDswp) [128] parallelizes
loops by partitioning their body into fine-grained pipeline stages, some of which
may run in parallel in the absence of dependences. Infrequent or easily predictable
dependences are speculated. The approach requires support formemory versioning
in the underlying hardware.
Tournavitis and Franke [124] describe a profile-guided pipeline extraction
technique. Pipeline stages are extracted at multiple levels of loop nests and can be
replicated to prevent bottlenecks.
Cordes et al. [27] investigate the extraction of pipeline parallelism in conjunc-
tion with mapping to a heterogeneous target architecture.
Divide and Conquer
Freisleben and Kielmann [40] propose a semi-automated technique to parallelize
divide-and-conquer algorithms. It requires code annotations by the user to indi-
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cate parallelizable functions, synchronization points, input and output parameters,
array dimensions, and the problem size. The system maps the annotated code to
a task farm implemented on a message-passing parallel architecture.
Rugina and Rinard [106] and Gupta et al. [48] also target divide-and-conquer
algorithms. Their techniques are more sophisticated since they do not require
user annotations but instead rely on interprocedural pointer analysis and symbolic
memory bounds analysis to identify independent function calls in the recursive
divide-and-conquer call graph. Both approaches do not exploit commutativity and
are limited to algorithms operating over array-like data structures.
2.4.3 Commutativity Analysis
Commutativity as a distinct and more general concept than parallelism was ex-
plored by Bernstein as far back as 1966 [15]. The precise definition of commuta-
tivity, however, varies between authors.
Two different notions of commutativity supporting parallelization have been
suggested, namely operations-based commutativity, where commutativity of code
regions is based on the commutativity of the operations performed in those regions,
and effects-based commutativity, where two regions are considered commutative if
their effect on the visible program state is identical for any order of execution.
An early notion of operations-based commutativity and a suitable analysis was
developed by Rinard and Diniz [104, 105]. This analysis views computation as
composed of separable operations on objects. It analyzes the program at this gran-
ularity to discover when operations commute, i.e. generate the same final result
regardless of the order in which they execute. If all of the operations required to
perform two given computations A and B commute, then A and B are commutative.
In particular, A and B are said to be commutative if memory contents match exactly
for the candidate functions executed in any order. While this notion of commuta-
tivity is powerful, it has significant drawbacks. It is conservative as its restriction to
exact matches of memory contents rules out valid parallelization opportunities re-
sulting from non-matched memory contents if these are not relevant to the output
of the computation. Our use of liveness analysis overcomes this problem. Relying
purely on static analysis, Rinard and Diniz require extensive support for symbolic
computation and transformation in the compiler, which is not currently available
in most compiler frameworks. While we exploit available static analyses in our
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framework, dynamic information is used to compensate for any limitations. Ri-
nard and Diniz define commutativity as a context-insensitive property. In contrast,
we are able to detect commutativity even in cases where it depends on the execu-
tion context. Finally, the implementation in [104, 105] is restricted to a subset of
the C++ programming language and requires the program to be written in strict
object-oriented style.
Aleen and Clark [2] propose an alternative definition of output-based commu-
tativity. This definition of commutativity is less conservative as it requires outputs
of a function to be checked only if they are used later on in the program. In fact, it
does not require an exact match of the memory contents (between two different
execution orders), but classifies a single function as commutative if the candidate
function can be executed in an arbitrary order with respect to itself and a later
computation, which uses the function output and delivers indistinguishable re-
sults either way. Clearly, this analysis is more aggressive as it focuses on values
that matter (=outputs). On the surface, this may seem similar to our approach
applied to the detection of a single skeleton (commutative calls). However, there
are significant differences: (1) We define commutativity as a property of two code
regions which may or may not be the same region. The approach in [2] limits it
to self-commutativity of a function. This is a serious restriction as it prohibits task
parallelism,where parallel tasks can be any computation. (2) Aleen and Clark’s def-
inition of commutativity as an inherent property of a function is context-insensitive.
Some operations commute only under certain conditions; the context-sensitive na-
ture of our approach takes this into account. Context-insensitivity also requires
full view of the program as it cannot handle commutative and non-commutative
calling contexts of the same function. (3) The results are of limited use for the
stated goal of automatic parallelization, because a function may be determined to
be commutative, but the program may not actually contain two consecutive inde-
pendent calls to it. Our technique only considers commutativity that is actually
present in the application code. (4) They use an approximate form of static anal-
ysis, random interpretation, which has an – albeit quantifiable – margin of error.
Reducing this error leads to increased complexity and exacerbates the well-known
disadvantages of symbolic execution; our hybrid static/dynamic commutativity
analysis approach does not suffer from this problem and can guarantee correctness
at least for given program inputs.
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Kim and Rinard [63] present a technique to verify commutativity conditions,
which are logical formulae that characterize when operations on a linked data
structure commute. The conditions, such as “HashMap.contains(k1) commutes with
HashMap.insert(k2, v) if k1 6= k2”, must be provided by the user and are then veri-
fied automatically. Exploiting commutativity conditions proven in this way would
enable our approach to detect algorithmic skeletons involving operations on linked
data structures. While this is not yet part of our implementation, it could be inte-
grated into the detection framework easily. The more dicult aspect, not covered
by the paper, is the detection of linked data structures and operations on them in
source code in the first place. Furthermore, Kim and Rinard require the data struc-
ture implementation to be fully verified which could be envisaged for standard
libraries but is unlikely for custom implementations in application code.
Alter [126] is a framework for loop parallelization using code annotations.
Unlike traditional loop parallelization approaches, it allows data dependences to
be violated where this does not affect the outcome of the loop. Loop iterations
can be annotated as commutative or tolerating stale reads. The annotations can
also be inferred using automated testing on input data. The framework relies on
a speculative runtime system that implements a variant of software transactional
memory. This requires loops to be instrumented in the final parallel program; our
approach only uses instrumentation for the analysis stage. We also target more
general algorithmic skeletons instead of only DoAll loops.
Code annotations for commutative functions are also proposed in paralleliza-
tion frameworks by Bridges et al. [21], as well as in Galois [69] and Paralax [129].
A generalized semantic commutativity based programming extension, called
Commutative Set (CommSet), and its associated compiler technology are pre-
sented in [94]. CommSet supports pipeline and data parallelism, but not task
parallelism. Code annotations enable the programmer to specify commutativity
relations between groups of arbitrary structured code blocks. Using this construct,
serializing constraints that inhibit parallelization can be relaxed. The key differ-
ences to our work are that CommSet relies on user annotations and provides
little guidance to the user where to look for commutativity. It presents all statically
discovered dependences, possibly overloading the user with irrelevant informa-
tion. CommSet has no built-in notion of algorithmic skeletons, but is restricted to
pipelines and traditional data parallelism.
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2.4.4 Hybrid Static/Dynamic Approaches for Parallelization
The problem of proving the absence of parallelism-inhibiting dependences is gen-
erally undecidable [71, 103]. In order to preserve correctness, static dependence
analysis techniques hence often present so-called may-dependences, which may
or may not manifest themselves during program execution [96]. Similarly, the
undecidability of associativity and commutativity analysis in general was proven
in [23]. These results establish important theoretical limits on static analyses for
parallelization and motivate the use of profiling information in our approach de-
scribed in Chapter 6.
The use of dynamic information to overcome the limitations of static analyses
has not yet been investigated in the context of commutativity analysis, but has been
the subject of several studies relying on dependence analysis for parallelization. In
this section, we give a brief overview of such techniques.
Inspector/Executor techniques, e.g. [107, 100], generate inspector code that
first analyzes cross-iteration dependences in loops and scheduler/executor code
that then schedules and executes the loop iterations in parallel (where possible)
using the dependence information extracted by the inspector at runtime.
Multi-versioning approaches, e.g. [86, 97], generate both a sequential and a
parallel version for a parallel loop candidate. At run-time, the evaluation of a
guarding predicate determines whether the parallel or sequential version of the
code is executed. Generation of a suitable predicate can be hard and its evaluation
at run-time costly.
Speculative schemes, such as Tls (see above) [99], execute a parallel loop
candidate in parallel while simultaneously collecting a (partial) trace of its mem-
ory references which could not be conclusively analyzed by the compiler. After
the parallel execution, the trace is analyzed and if the optimistic parallel execu-
tion is found to be invalid (potential data dependences are uncovered) the loop
is re-executed sequentially. The run-time overhead for keeping track of memory
references and checking for dependence violations is often prohibitive and, thus,
specialized hardware support has been proposed.
Profile-guided approaches, e.g. [10, 37, 143, 125, 65, 64, 60, 130, 109, 142,
141] combine dependence profiling information with static dependence analyses
to gain additional information on may-dependences. While run-time overhead is
avoided, this approach requires an additional profiling step at compile-time and
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does not provide safety guarantees, requiring either additional, manual validation
or automatically inserted, but costly run-time checks.
Sambamba [116, 117] combines a number of these approaches into a unified
framework for automatic parallelization, which includes both the detection and
extraction/mapping of parallelism. The approach is centered around a runtime
system which dynamically profiles, analyzes, and recompiles the program during
execution. Multiple versions of functions, e.g. parallel, sequential, or specialized
for a specific execution context, are compiled just-in-time and selected depending
on the execution context and profiling information to maximize performance. The
framework uses speculative execution to overcome the limitations of the analyses
used. The current implementation only supports functional parallelism and does
not exploit commutativity. The use of software transactional memory to support
speculation in [117] removes the need for specialized hardware, but comes with
significant performance penalties. Code annotations are proposed to mitigate these
issues. The proposed approach is orthogonal to our work in the sense that skeleton-
based parallelism detection could serve as an initial off-line stage that can uncover
parallelism at various granularities which can then be exploited profitably by an
adaptive runtime system like Sambamba.
2.5 Conclusion
In this chapter, we have presented a detailed overview of prior work relevant to this
thesis and contrasted it with our work. We briefly summarize the key differences
between our work and previous approaches here.
Dynamic binary parallelization was presented as a promising mechanism for
the automatic parallelization of legacy applications in a multitude of previous stud-
ies. However, these studies had a narrow focus on particular implementations and
did not suciently characterize the limits of the technique. In Chapter 4, we over-
come these shortcomings by conducting a limit study using a parameterizable cost
model of a generic Dbp system capable of covering the spectrum from hardware
to software-based implementations.
Like Dbp, many recent parallelization techniques rely on dynamic data de-
pendence and control flow information. However, there is insucient empirical
evidence on the variability of such information given different input data sets and
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its impact on parallelization. The study of the variability of data dependences and
control flow in Chapter 5 fills this gap.
Finally, previous work on algorithmic skeletons focused on their definition and
the provision of libraries to develop skeleton-based parallel code. Frameworks for
generic algorithmic pattern matching and isolated techniques for the detection
of individual skeletons have been proposed in the literature. However, there is
no unified approach to the detection of algorithmic skeletons in legacy code. In
Chapter 6, we introduce a novel characterization of algorithmic skeletons using
commutativity and liveness and propose a hybrid static/dynamic framework for
their context-sensitive detection. Commutativity analysis has been used for auto-
matic parallelization before, but current approaches rely on symbolic execution
and are context-insensitive.
Before presenting these contributions in detail, we discuss some of the infras-





In this chapter, we describe the infrastructure and tools used in the remainder
of this thesis. These include an instruction set simulator for microarchitectural
simulation, code instrumentation techniques to capture program behavior, and
two benchmark suites for empirical evaluation.
3.2 ArcSim Instruction Set Simulator
While the experiments in Chapters 5 and 6 are conducted with native code, our
limit study of dynamic binary parallelization in Chapter 4 requires microarchitec-
tural simulation of a hardware model. This section gives a brief overview of the
ArcSim simulation environment that was used for these experiments. A number
of contributions to the simulator were made in the course of this work and were
published in [19, 4].
ArcSim is a target adaptable simulatorwith extensive support of the Arcompact
instruction set architecture (Isa) [7], a typical Risc Isa comparable e.g. to Arm.
It is a full-system simulator, implementing multiple processors, the memory sub-
system (including Mmu), and sucient interrupt-driven peripherals to simulate
the boot-up and interactive operation of a complete Linux-based system. The sim-
ulator has a very fast and highly-optimized interpreted simulation mode [123]. By
using a parallel just-in-time compiler (Jit) to translate frequently interpreted in-
structions into native code, ArcSim is capable of simulating applications at speeds
approaching or even exceeding that of a silicon implementation while faithfully
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Figure 3.1: Incremental 1© 2© 3© control flow graph from sequence of interpreted
basic blocks 4© during one trace interval.
modeling the processor’s architectural state [19]. ArcSim simulates the EnCore
microprocessor [122] developed at the University of Edinburgh. ArcSim’s microar-
chitectural processor model of EnCore has been verified against a synthesizable
Rtl implementation. EnCore has been successfully taped out to silicon, and both
ArcSim and EnCore have been commercially licensed.
The just-in-time compiler in ArcSim works at region granularity [19]. In-
terpreted simulation time is partitioned into trace intervals whose length is de-
termined by a user-defined number of interpreted instructions. In the course of
interpreted simulation, ArcSim incrementally constructs a dynamic control flow
graph for each code page (see Figure 3.1). At the end of each trace interval, the
regions selected for compilation are dispatched to a decoupled, parallel Jit com-
piler farm. ArcSim must maintain an accurate memory model to preserve full
architectural observability. Region traces generated during a trace interval are
therefore separated at page boundaries, where a page can contain up to 8 KB of
target instructions.
























Figure 3.2: Schematic overview of the Llvm compiler infrastructure showing
the clear separation of frontend, target-independent analysis and transformation
passes, and the backend. Llvm Ir is used as a target-independent program repre-
sentation throughout the optimization stage.
We extended and repurposed this incremental Cfg construction infrastructure
to build a parameterizable model for region-based dynamic binary parallelization
(Dbp). Instead of dispatching them for Jit compilation, regions are dynamically
partitioned into smaller units which are then speculatively executed in parallel. Our
system allows the modelling of thread management overheads (spawning, setup,
commit, and invalidation) using parameterized unit costs on top of ArcSim’s
multiprocessor simulation capabilities [4]. The Dbp model is described in detail
in Chapter 4.
3.3 Llvm Compiler Infrastructure
Throughout this thesis, we make extensive use of the Llvm compiler infrastruc-
ture as the implementation framework for our compiler-based instrumentation
and analyses. The Llvm compiler infrastructure [72] began its life as part of a
Master’s thesis by Chris Lattner at the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign.
It has since developed into a mature compiler framework highly regarded for its
modularity, extensibility, and permissive open-source license. Llvm is widely used
both in academia and industry, where it now serves as the default compiler for all
of Apple’s products and the Sony PlayStation 4, among others.
Figure 3.2 gives an overview of its architecture. Notable features include the
clear separation between the language frontends, the target-independent opti-
mizer, and the target-specific backends; the implementation of the optimizer as
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a sequence of transformation and analysis passes; as well as the use of one single
target-independent program representation, Llvm intermediate representation
(Ir), throughout the optimization stage.
Optimization passes – regardless of whether they are analyses or transforma-
tions – are implemented as C++ classes and can target individual basic blocks,
loops, functions, or the entire module. They are scheduled by a pass manager based
on dependences expressed in their implementation. For instance, the Global Value
Numbering transformation requires the results of the Dominator Tree and Alias
Analysis passes. Optimization passes can also be compiled as shared libraries and
can be loaded into the compiler dynamically.
Optimization passes operate on a target-independent intermediate represen-
tation (Llvm Ir). The Ir is a strongly typed, Risc-like set of instructions with
associated metadata (e.g. for debug information). It represents memory accesses
with load/store instructions and uses static single assignment form (Ssa) for
register values. Listing 3.3 shows a C program and its corresponding Llvm Ir at
-O1 optimization level.
Automatically parallelizing compilers have traditionally been implemented as
source-to-source compilers (e.g. Suif [50]) and therefore operated at a relatively
high level of representation. Llvm Ir may seem low-level in comparison. Nonethe-
less, its use has distinct advantages over a source-level representation. It allows
us to leverage the rich set of analyses and transformations already implemented
in the Llvm infrastructure. Dataflow through Ssa registers is made explicit and
greatly facilitates analysis. At the same time, crucial information such as types,
typed pointer arithmetic, and control flow is retained. By adding additional meta-
data to instructions in the frontend, it is possible to link Ir instructions back to
program statements and hence present analysis results in terms of source-level
concepts.
3.4 Code Instrumentation Framework
In Chapter 1, we discussed the value of exploiting knowledge about dynamic pro-
gram behavior in the automatic parallelization workflow. Such knowledge can be
gained from actual runs of an application by instrumenting the code to record
information like control and data flow. This can be done in two ways: either using
dynamic instrumentation at runtime or static instrumentation at compile-time.
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#include <math.h>
void map_sqrt(float *A, int N) {




(a) C source code of a function
define void @map_sqrt(float* %A, i32 %N) {
entry:
%earlyexit = icmp sgt i32 %N, 0, !dbg !20
br i1 %earlyexit, label %for.body, label %for.end, !dbg !20
for.body:
%i = phi i32 [ %inc, %for.body ], [ 0, %entry ]
%arrayidx = getelementptr inbounds float* %A, i32 %i, !dbg !21
%arrayval = load float* %arrayidx, align 4, !dbg !21
%result = call float @sqrtf(float %arrayval), !dbg !21
store float %result, float* %arrayidx, align 4, !dbg !21
%inc = add nsw i32 %i, 1, !dbg !20
%exitcond = icmp eq i32 %inc, %N, !dbg !20





!20 = metadata !{i32 4, i32 0, ...}
...
(b) Llvm Ir after compilation with Clang -O1 -g (simplified)
Figure 3.3: Comparison of C source code and Llvm Ir illustrating the Ssa form
used for register values and load/store instructions for pointer-based memory
accesses. Corresponding source code statements and Ir instructions are shown in
the same color. Debug information (indicated by !dbg) is attached to the instruc-
tions as metadata.
The circumstances of the intended use of instrumentation dictate which of the
two forms can be used. It is important to note that instrumentation itself does not
affect the behavior of the original code; its sole aim is to gather information, which
can then be used for analysis purposes e.g. in automatic parallelization.
Dynamic binary parallelization (Chapter 4) uses dynamic instrumentation. The
binary is run in a virtual execution environment (Vee) which tracks all memory
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references and control flow and exploits this information directly for automatic par-
allelization. It would not be possible to use source instrumentation in this context,
as the source code is not available during execution and Dbp by its nature must
remain transparent to the application being parallelized. The binary represents
a very low level of abstraction and would generally not be statically analyzable.
However, heavy optimizations which obscure original program structures make
even dynamic analysis a challenging problem.
Static instrumentation, where applicable, does not suffer from these issues.
Code is instrumented during compilation by inserting calls to a runtime library
into source code locations where relevant events need to be recorded. This allows
the results to be related immediately to the source code. Chapters 5 and 6 make
use of static instrumentation.
We have developed a static instrumentation framework based on Llvm. It is
implemented as a module pass at Llvm Ir level and is capable of instrumenting
control flow (function calls, loop iterations, and other branches) as well as memory
references (reads, writes, and allocations). Code is instrumented by traversing the
Ir of a module and marking relevant Ir nodes with function calls to a runtime
library. Pertinent information, e.g. the address read or written, the basic block
branched to, or the function being called, and – crucially – a reference to the Llvm
Ir node are passed as arguments to these calls. The node references can in turn
be linked back to the source code. It is thus possible to later exploit the resulting
dynamic information both directly in the compiler and in interactive environments,
such as an Ide. Figure 3.4 shows the instrumentation process in detail.
We have created two runtime libraries that implement the instrumentation
hooks:
• CdfgProfiler produces a trace of dynamic control flow and memory ref-
erences to construct a complete control and data flow graph (Cdfg) of the
application. This methodology and its use for a large-scale study on the
variability of data dependences and control flow is discussed in detail in
Chapter 5. Figure 3.4 gives an example of its use.
• CommProfiler uses the instrumentation to profile liveness of memory
locations and to determine commutativity of regions in a candidate skeleton







[BRANCH, ASTref=0xA0, IRref=0:0:1] Dest=0:1
[READ,   ASTref=0xB0, IRref=0:1:3] Addr=0x7FFFF50 Size=4
[WRITE,  ASTref=0xC0, IRref=0:1:5] Addr=0x7FFFF54 Size=4
[BRANCH, ASTref=0xA0, IRref=0:1:8] Dest=0:1
[READ,   ASTref=0xB0, IRref=0:1:2] Addr=0x7FFFF54 Size=4
[WRITE,  ASTref=0xC0, IRref=0:1:4] Addr=0x7FFFF58 Size=4
[BRANCH, ASTref=0xA0, IRref=0:1:8] Dest=0:1
...








%earlyexit = icmp sgt i32 %N, 0
call void @__memprof_branch(i1 %earlyexit, . . . )
br i1 %earlyexit, label %for.body, label %for.end
for.body:
%i = phi i32 [ %inc, %for.body ], [ 1, %entry ]
%sub = add nsw i32 %i, -1 
%arrayidx = getelementptr inbounds float* %A, i32 %sub
%arrayval = load float* %arrayidx, align 4
%addr = bitcast float* %arrayidx to i8*
call void @__memprof_read(i8* %addr, i32 4, . . . ) 
%arrayidx1 = getelementptr inbounds float* %A, i32 %i
store float %arrayval, float* %arrayidx1, align 4
%addr1 = bitcast float* %arrayidx1 to i8*
call void @__memprof_write(i8* %addr1, i32 4, . . . )
%inc = add nsw i32 %i, 1
%exitcond = icmp eq i32 %inc, %N
call void @__memprof_branch(i1 %exitcond, . . . )
br i1 %exitcond, label %for.end, label %for.body
for.end:
   ret void
void fun(float *A, int N) {















Figure 3.4: Static instrumentation. The source code is compiled to Llvm Ir which
in turn is instrumented by the insertion of calls to a runtime library (shown in bold;
the arguments relating calls to Ast and Ir nodes have been omitted for brevity).
If the benchmark is linked against the CdfgProfiler library and run, the trace
shown is produced. Based on this trace, a Cdfg can be generated; the loop-carried
flow dependence with its direction vector [135] is shown by the dashed line.
to CdfgProfiler, additional instrumentation is used to mark candidate
skeletons.
3.5 Benchmarks
We use a number of standard benchmark applications for the empirical evaluation
of our techniques. This has a two-fold purpose. Firstly, the use of these benchmarks
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Benchmark Language Subset Application Area
400.perlbench C INT Programming Language
401.bzip2 C INT Compression
403.gcc C INT C Compiler
429.mcf C INT Combinatorial Optimization
445.gobmk C INT Artificial Intelligence: Go
456.hmmer C INT Search Gene Sequence
458.sjeng C INT Artificial Intelligence: chess
462.libquantum C INT Physics / Quantum Computing
464.h264ref C INT Video Compression
471.omnetpp C++ INT Discrete Event Simulation
473.astar C++ INT Path-finding Algorithms
483.xalancbmk C++ INT XML Processing
410.bwaves Fortran FP Fluid Dynamics
416.gamess Fortran FP Quantum Chemistry
433.milc C FP Physics / Quantum Chromodynamics
434.zeusmp Fortran FP Physics / CFD
435.gromacs C, Fortran FP Biochemistry / Molecular Dynamics
436.cactusADM C, Fortran FP Physics / General Relativity
437.leslie3d Fortran FP Fluid Dynamics
444.namd C++ FP Biology / Molecular Dynamics
447.dealII C++ FP Finite Element Analysis
450.soplex C++ FP Linear Programming, Optimization
453.povray C++ FP Image Ray-tracing
454.calculix C, Fortran FP Structural Mechanics
459.GemsFDTD Fortran FP Computational Electromagnetics
465.tonto Fortran FP Quantum Chemistry
470.lbm C FP Fluid Dynamics
481.wrf C, Fortran FP Weather
482.sphinx3 C FP Speech recognition
Table 3.1: The Spec Cpu2006 benchmark suite.
demonstrates the practical applicability and relevance of the proposed research.
Secondly, it becomes possible to relate the results to those of prior and future
work. In this section, we describe the two benchmark suites used in the following
chapters.
3.5.1 Spec Cpu2006 Suite
The Spec Cpu2006 benchmark [52] is an industry-standard Cpu-intensive bench-
mark suite. It includes 29 individual benchmark applications that are subdivided
into 12 integer (Specint) and 17 floating point (Specfp) applications (see Table
3.1). The benchmarks are implemented in C, C++, and Fortran. They were devel-
oped from real user applications that are in wide use across industry and academia
and are therefore considered ‘typical’ for the workloads a general purpose com-
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puter system has to handle. Size metrics have only been published for the C++
benchmarks [136], but these indicate binary sizes ranging from 142KB to 17MB
and line counts from just over 5,000 to 550,000.
The benchmark suite was designed primarily to provide a comparative mea-
sure of compute-intensive performance across different hardware platforms but
is equally suited to demonstrate the relative impact of optimizations on the same
platform.
The Spec Cpu2006 benchmarks are sequential applications and have been
described as dicult to parallelize using existing automated compiler-based meth-
ods [89]. As the same paper shows, this is not due to an inherent lack of parallelism
but due to the restrictions of existing static automatic parallelization methods that
are unable to analyze the complex general purpose code in these benchmarks.
The Spec Cpu2006 benchmark suite comes with three input data sets, called
test, train, and ref, of increasing size. Spec requires a commercial license and
cannot be freely distributed.
3.5.2 cBench Suite
While Spec Cpu2006 is regarded as the industry standard, the large size of its
constituent benchmark applications and the small number of input data sets does
not make it an ideal candidate for large-scale evaluations. For this reason, we use
an alternative benchmark suite, cBench, for our study of the variability of data
dependences and control flow in Chapter 5.
The cBench suite contains 32 benchmark applications and is originally based
on the MiBench [49] suite. While primarily an embedded benchmark suite, it
comprises codes that cover the entire spectrum from small algorithmic kernels to
complex applications; from crc32 with 130 lines of code to ghostscript with
over 99,000. Table 3.2 gives an overview of the benchmarks.
A collection of over 1,000 input data sets for the cBench benchmarks is avail-
able in the form of the kDataSets collection [25]. This makes it an ideal subject
for large-scale studies like the one presented in Chapter 5.
Unlike Spec Cpu2006, the cBench suite and kDataSets are freely available
and do not require a commercial license.
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of iterations (tens or hundreds) are required to find the best combi-
nation of compiler optimizations. However, to our knowledge, there
is no benchmark suite available with multiple hundreds of distinct
data sets per program. As a result, not only are researchers forced
to evaluate iterative optimization using an unrealistic experimental
setting, they are unable to answer the aforementioned fundamental
question about whether iterative optimization is effective across a
broad range of data sets.
In order to address this key question, we collect 1000 data sets
for 32 programs, mostly derived from the MiBench benchmark
suite [15]. Our results show that, for each benchmark, there is at
least one combination of compiler optimizations that achieves 86%
or more of the maximum speedup (i.e., the speedup obtained with
the best possible combination per data set) across all data sets.
This result has a significant implication: it means that, in practice,
iterative optimization may often be largely data set insensitive. It
also means that a program can be optimized by a software vendor
on a collection of data sets before shipping, and will retain near-
optimal performance for most other data sets. So the problem
of finding the best optimization for a particular program may be
significantly less complex than previously anticipated.
This paper is organized as follows. We present KDataSets in
Section 2, and characterize its diversity and coverage in Section 3;
we also compare KDataSets against the previously proposed Mi-
DataSets, which comes with 20 data sets per benchmark, and show
that a large population of data sets is indeed necessary to capture a
sufficiently wide range of program behaviors. In Section 4, we then
emulate realistic iterative optimization using the 1000 data sets in
KDataSets, devise a strategy for selecting the best possible combi-
nation of optimizations, and evaluate the impact of an unrealistic
experimental context on iterative optimization strategies. We also
discuss the scope and the general applicability of the results ob-
tained in this paper (Section 5). Finally, we summarize related work
(Section 6) and conclude (Section 7).
2. KDataSets: A 1000-Data Set Suite
As mentioned in the introduction, we have collected 1000 data sets
for each of our 32 benchmarks. Most of these benchmarks come
from the MiBench benchmark suite. MiBench [15] is an embed-
ded benchmark suite covering a broad spectrum of applications,
ranging from simple embedded signal-processing tasks to smart-
phone and desktop tasks. It was developed with the idea that desk-
tops and sophisticated embedded devices are on a collision course
(for both applications and architectures, e.g., the x86 Intel Atom
processor is increasingly used for embedded devices), calling for a
broad enough benchmark suite. We use a modified version of the
MiBench suite, which was evaluated across different data sets and
architectures [2, 14]. We also added bzip2 (both the compressor
and the decompressor) to our set of benchmarks, and we plan to
add and disseminate more programs over time. The benchmarks
are listed in Table 1; the number of source lines ranges from 130
lines for kernels, e.g., crc32, to 99,869 lines for large programs,
e.g., ghostscript.
Table 1 summarizes the various data sets in KDataSets; it de-
scribes the range in file size along with a description of how these
data sets were obtained. The data sets vary from simple num-
bers and arrays, to text files, postscript files, pictures and audio
files in different formats. Some data sets, such as the numbers
for bitcount as well as the numbers in the array for qsort, are
randomly generated. For other programs, such as dijkstra and
patricia, we built data sets that exhibit distinct characteristics in
terms of how the workload exercises different control flow paths
and deals with different working set sizes — this was done based
on studying the benchmarks’ source code and our target domain
knowledge.
Program Data set Data set description
(# source lines) file size
bitcount (460) - Numbers: randomly generated in-
tegers




Adjacency matrix: varied matrix
size, content, percentage of discon-
nected vertices (random)
patricia (290) 0.6K-1.9M IP and mask pairs: varied mask
range to control insertion rate (ran-
dom)
jpeg d (13501) 3.6K-1.5M JPEG image: varied size, scenery,
compression ratio, color depth






9K-137M TIFF image: from JPEG images
by ImageMagick converter (con-
verted)
susan c, e, s
(each 1376)
12K-46M PGM image: from jpeg images
by ImageMagick converter (con-
verted)




167K-36M WAVE audio: output of mad (con-
verted)
adpcm d (211) 21K-8.8M ADPCM audio: output of adpcm c
(converted)
gsm (3806) 83K-18M Sun/NeXT audio: from MP3 au-
dios by mad (converted)
ghostscript
(99869)
11K-43M Postscript file: varied page num-






0.1K-42M Text file: varied size, contents
(novel, prose, poem, technical
writings, etc.)
blowfish e (863) 0.6K-35M Any file: a mix of text, image, au-
dio, generated files
blowfish d (863) 0.6K-35M Encrypted file: output of blow-
fish e
pgp e (19575) 0.6K-35M Any file: a mix of text, image, au-
dio, generated files
pgp d (19575) 0.4K-18M Encrypted file: output of pgp e
rijndael e (952) 0.6K-35M Any file: a mix of text, image, au-
dio, generated files
rijndael d (952) 0.7K-35M Encrypted file: output of rijndael d
sha (197) 0.6K-35M Any file: a mix of text, image, au-
dio, generated files
CRC32 (130) 0.6K-35M Any file: a mix of text, image, au-
dio, generated files
bzip2e (5125) 0.7K-57M Any file: a mix of above text,
image, audio, generated files, and
other files like program binary,
source code
bzip2d (5125) 0.2K-25M Compressed file: output of bzip2e
Table 1. KDataSets description.
The text files are collected from the Gutenberg project
(gutenberg.org) and python.org. Postscript files are collected
from various web sites: somethingconstructive.ne, oss.net,
ocw.mit.edu, samandal.org, pythonpapers.org, etc., and we
converted some of the collected PDF files into PS format. Images
are collected from public-domain-image.com and converted
into the different required formats (TIFF, JPEG, PGM, PPM). Au-
dio files are collected from freesoundfiles.tintagel.net,
jamendo.com, ejunto.com and converted again into the appro-
Table 3.2: The cBench benchmark suite and kDataSets (from [25]).
3.6 Summary
In this chapter, we have introduced the infrastructure used throughout this thesis.
We presented the ArcSim instruction set simulator and t Llvm compiler infras-
tructure. We discussed the concept of code instrumentation to gain knowledge
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about runtime behavior of an application and its implementation in both dynamic
and static instrumentation frameworks. The two benchmark suites used for our
empirical evaluation, Spec Cpu2006 and cBench, and their relative merits were
presented. In the next chapter, we begin our study of automatic parallelization
with the concept of dynamic binary parallelization (Dbp).

Chapter4
Dynamic Binary Parallelization and its
Limits
We begin our vertical approach to the study of parallelization by considering au-
tomatic parallelization at the binary level. The key advantage of this type of par-
allelization is that it remains entirely transparent to the user; no recompilation
or access to the source code of legacy applications is required. Before consider-
ing higher-level techniques, we therefore first investigate a key question: Is it
possible to extract parallelism from legacy applications when only the binary
executable is available and what are the limits of this approach?
In this chapter, we investigate Dynamic Binary Parallelization (Dbp), a recently
proposed technique [53, 29, 137] that aims to address this issue. In establishing its
limits, we seek to gain an understanding of the factors contributing to these limits
and the costs and overheads of its implementation. We perform an extensive eval-
uation using a parameterizable Dbp model targeting a chip multi-processor (Cmp)
with light-weight architectural thread-level speculation (Tls) support.
The chapter is structured as follows. We introduce the background and moti-
vation for our study in Section 4.1. The architecture of our dynamic binary par-
allelization model is presented in Section 4.2. We evaluate the sensitivity of this
model to changes in various parameters. Our experimental setup is described in
Section 4.3, followed by the results of our evaluation in Section 4.4. Finally, we
summarize and conclude in Section 4.5.
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4.1 Introduction
While the current generation of multi-core processors still comprises relatively few,
but powerful cores [18] it is anticipated that in the foreseeable future processor
manufacturers will provide us with chip multi-processors (Cmps) containing more,
but possibly less powerful cores [101]. A current example of such an architecture
is the Intel Single-Chip Cloud Computer [57], where each Scc chip contains 48
P54C Pentium cores. How to run sequential legacy applications on such many-
core architectures without incurring an unacceptable performance penalty is a key
research challenge.
One obvious solution to this problem would be to include one or more Ilp-rich
cores specifically dedicated to the execution of sequential workloads in an Asym-
metric Multicore Processor (Amp). While this is an entirely feasible approach [54],
it creates a number of new problems related to the design and software control of
such a heterogeneous processor [45]. An alternative approach to executing legacy
code on Cmps is to employ Dynamic Binary Parallelization (Dbp) [53, 29, 137]
to dynamically remap a sequential application to a Symmetric Multicore Processor
(Smp) in a Virtual Execution Environment (Vee).
Despite the flexibility Dbp offers, its main drawback is that the extraction of
parallelism from a binary executable compiled and optimized for a particular single-
core machine is a hard problem. This is not only due to the idiosyncrasies of the
Instruction Set Architecture (Isa) the application has been compiled for, but also
due to the low-level nature of the binary representation which obfuscates much
of the higher-level code structure so vital to traditional control and data flow de-
pendence analyses supporting parallelization. Recently proposed Dbp approaches,
e.g. [53, 29], seek to overcome these diculties by incorporating Thread-level
Speculation (Tls), Dynamic Binary Rewriting (Dbr), and a wealth of behavioral
information collected during the execution of a program. Such proposals often nar-
rowly concentrate on a specific design point, though, and thus give only a limited
insight into the constrains on the design space for Dbp implementations.
In this chapter, we attempt to remedy some of the shortcomings of previous Dbp
studies. Our work is the first to pursue a characterization approach that is, as much
as possible, independent of specific Dbp systems and architecture configurations.
In particular, we explicitly make no assumptions on whether Tls is implemented in
















Figure 4.1: Overview of the general architecture of a dynamic binary parallelization
system.
support is explored in one common, parameterizable framework. The model employs
a generic region-based tracing approach, which represents the state-of-the-art in
dynamic instruction tracing [19], and subsumes various other, more fine-grained,
thread identification algorithms proposed in previous work (see Section 2.2). In
this way, a more accurate upper bound on the performance potential of Dbp is
obtained (as opposed to some particular implementation) and, moreover, relative
performance sensitivity can be related to specific high-level system parameters.
4.1.1 Motivation
Consider the generic dynamic parallelization system in Figure 4.1. An unmodified
single-core application binary is run on top of a multi-core architecture which
parallelizes the application at runtime to improve its performance while remaining
entirely transparent to the original application. Dbp can be realized in a number
of different ways ranging from runtime systems fully implemented in software,
low-level firmwares relying on a limited degree of hardware support, to entirely
hardware-based solutions.
The key idea behind such systems is to reduce the number of critical path
instructions by overlapping the execution of subsequent segments of the instruction
stream. The parallel execution has to respect true dependences between code
segments. While this may seem similar to the exploitation of instruction level
parallelism (Ilp) in superscalar processors, the goal is usually to parallelize much
larger sections of binary code.
To motivate the study presented in this chapter, we have implemented a spec-
ulative region-based Dbp system. We assume an unlimited number of Risc cores






































































Reduction in critical path instructions
bmk gainratio old gainratio
perlbench 8.74% 1.09 8.29%
bzip2 1.60% 1.02 1.59%
gcc 28.91% 1.29 27.31%
mcf 12.76% 1.13 11.72%
milc 18.85% 1.19 18.83%
namd 19.17% 1.19 19.06%
gobmk 31.60% 1.32 30.02%
soplex 29.81% 1.30 29.81%
povray 23.34% 1.23 22.82%
hmmer 32.02% 1.32 32.02%
sjeng 24.21% 1.24 23.68%
libquantum 62.29% 1.62 53.80%
h264ref 25.66% 1.26 23.64%
lbm 27.55% 1.28 27.39%
omnetpp 40.42% 1.40 39.30%
astar 29.76% 1.30 29.30%
sphinx3 20.45% 1.20 20.28%
xalancbmk 47.32% 1.47 43.72%
average 26.92% 1.27 25.70%
bmk 5 spawn 0 rest 10 spawn 0 rest 20 spawn 0 rest 50 spawn 0 rest 100 spawn 0 rest 500 spawn 0 rest 1000 spawn 0 rest
perlbench 1.307608388129 1.288289301976 1.27331141167876 1.26670836467003 1.26279317384592 1.22545140380499 1.18156573953279
bzip2 1.012632107674 1.010230036497 1.00842954522187 1.00889231516792 1.00888770035481 1.00817084327608 1.00739083920624
gcc 1.211525400832 1.167648237322 1.11376544870173 1.05952970354342 1.03566088139455 1.00238497578575 1.00198803334282
mcf 1.086382081148 1.082994451028 1.07876229507944 1.07132634078966 1.06586896352338 1.05341050802098 1.04351157547875
milc 1.096158611188 1.032783580287 1.01270947982308 1.00350707770968 1.0008275986607 1.00008728707706 1.00007658379696
namd 1.101973238157 1.030690815321 1.01130719793886 1.00413448562679 1.00197305543819 1.00012263253048 1.00014023585474
gobmk 1.513549234318 1.460627806768 1.38657115663755 1.28856886983958 1.24921696852225 1.16803499170194 1.12116148719074
soplex 1.223082869818 1.172396303773 1.12461216639231 1.06613671504587 1.03880612326854 1.02603829000243 1.02007711902329
povray 1.147059671406 1.080030456702 1.048258105307 1.02175955450785 1.01355830572298 1.00146799940204 1.00099652459752
hmmer 1.35008211663 1.27663730114 1.17038138019919 1.00875964846881 1.00018835335484 1.00012037670668 1.00008235237652
sjeng 1.556772772165 1.503088402763 1.43717104769068 1.34456909323282 1.3135212159521 1.27933564124949 1.25612669399164
libquantum 2.109190831481 2.056851354148 1.97698480715373 1.7837500717457 1.56543219724671 1.01731230978847 0.999885562296606
h264ref 1.269379997443 1.226282578041 1.1864384542501 1.13856883723999 1.10141578557244 0.999962030559625 0.999796556200477
lbm 1.313835437101 1.237986371988 1.18448483256356 1.15208288811225 1.14510470933135 1.13692485430066 1.12689906863461
omnetpp 1.404340755411 1.276643409804 1.14457750855377 1.01651949224154 1.00274455902883 1.0020115447079 1.00134319004261
astar 1.284464879982 1.252463356538 1.19027662248178 1.07120545759571 1.01011484292977 1.00120831013409 1.00094548224453
sphinx3 1.134996745256 1.080100117585 1.04301104345473 1.02230366537783 1.01751389770125 1.00691811248175 1.00430422390967
xalancbmk 1.306699617079 1.240359480804 1.15771218828288 1.04349467529916 0.995096425717075 0.996929326030786 1.0012766644743































































Impact of variation of thread spawn cost
5 10 20 50 100 500 1000 cycles 



























































































DBP speedup upper bound 
bmk 20 spawn 5 rest 20 spawn 10 rest 20 spawn 20 rest 20 spawn 50 rest 20 spawn 100 rest 20 spawn 500 rest 20 spawn 1000 rest
perlbench 1.269434212353 1.267185912372 1.26436271707646 1.25661135961558 1.24301314968537 1.13934922451871 1.04366245092607
bzip2 1.008349207493 1.008906411869 1.00881010433857 1.00864397177094 1.00864840048376 1.00660677294184 1.00500678724511
gcc 1.077958269069 1.058529738644 1.04082953453451 1.01767688739113 1.00295483515909 1.00179620214504 1.00069190876421
mcf 1.074716127488 1.072383717905 1.06876952403471 1.06250523738455 1.05623526722137 1.03583519101833 1.01975546851166
milc 1.00576038062 1.003223373794 1.00160185307301 1.00032920800712 1.00009447031907 1.0000638930867 1.00002918521051
namd 1.006224223061 1.00440161077 1.00260261752153 1.00013682921964 0.998848562222088 1.00012388989023 1.00004721563514
gobmk 1.330363622315 1.297530628742 1.25947543922287 1.22122811902889 1.19168133369778 1.08416487545009 1.01656161583899
soplex 1.096043871696 1.07603556244 1.05120637129122 1.03379609299404 1.02843655320713 1.01572640565534 1.00552042785872
povray 1.029315401782 1.021899838709 1.01607367981405 1.00651944057411 1.00236522087787 1.00076620536152 1.00014898209768
hmmer 1.075602455331 1.015742140951 1.00041506648364 1.00017259465526 1.00013718697021 1.00004682157219 0.999995910135219
sjeng 1.386956869829 1.351932306782 1.32151260577138 1.30316221682913 1.28856616472764 1.23280222494414 1.1701192811169
libquantum 1.88119427207 1.793018103448 1.64949318161924 1.35810812115775 1.08893360453734 1.00023181497461 1.00009319147672
h264ref 1.160380564435 1.14109013628 1.11482586871342 1.06149940437856 1.0167259990117 1.00251234722808 1.00233663598765
lbm 1.171457090042 1.167145046497 1.15652267442212 1.14362677163611 1.14058347989781 1.11670124363789 1.08820469471018
omnetpp 1.045588321553 1.016778204772 1.00265577999572 1.00266965418384 1.00247957765548 1.00106757232203 1.0001779227458
astar 1.138464390059 1.086352717794 1.0277669625082 1.00471819820938 1.00082743019236 1.00066118827388 1.00018107534318
sphinx3 1.030574583802 1.025257201967 1.01981189716688 1.0164527881108 1.01356145735775 1.00405407181664 1.00096480935132
xalancbmk 1.0872192716 1.044520518794 0.995362543994939 1.00020808668947 0.996365185660082 1.0019960748868 1.00096274241261































































Impact of thread setup and commit costs




































































DBP speedup with misspeculation 
bmk 0 inval 20 rest 5 inval 20 rest 10 inval 20 rest 20 inval 20 rest 50 inval 20 rest 100 inval 20 rest 500 inval 20 rest 1000 inval 20 rest
perlbench 1.254937937287 1.254856663501 1.25477258149625 1.25459594005138 1.2540215565035 1.25302323624005 1.24485209103078 1.23459118666308
bzip2 1.008914556585 1.008914087385 1.00891361201525 1.00891262841295 1.0089094557518 1.00890398990326 1.00885742549007 1.00879680876168
gcc 1.015231325253 1.01564972289 1.01554728849774 1.0174871402984 1.01734064709239 1.01514868991834 1.01525174357604 1.01071576785193
mcf 1.06703336751 1.067033103195 1.06703282373847 1.0670322187563 1.06703026460303 1.06702669197777 1.06696662505369 1.06690251846465
milc 0.99892404339 0.998918684438 0.998913023890265 0.998901002640649 0.998858749364337 0.998780695409737 0.998133930146468 0.997322027896436
namd 0.978800432484 0.978786566435 0.978771656493483 0.97873956846004 0.978633492526225 0.978441786150667 0.976884869651131 0.974943506786825
gobmk 1.205655975919 1.205647487478 1.20563854124627 1.20561963245533 1.20552578089866 1.20540019607364 1.2045950094199 1.20325861008789
soplex 1.011843387621 1.011813239791 1.01181230423061 1.01181028304136 1.0118180325834 1.01181024759667 1.01163183316485 1.01147958227699
povray 0.997653348709 0.997633380432 0.997612192853889 0.997564898075398 0.995342732332208 0.995131520526355 0.9923185738209 0.988804557603981
hmmer 0.999918186932 1.001032520998 1.00103105065969 1.00102785393027 1.00101692663024 1.00099717806817 1.0008290388988 1.0006170816635
sjeng 1.303224306715 1.303223614788 1.30322288259105 1.30322133286147 1.30317844433016 1.30316866074368 1.30306934740341 1.30296722265032
libquantum 1.464547742084 1.464547484864 1.46454721543879 1.464546633566 1.46454471199566 1.46454137374579 1.46536428114342 1.46532177843174
h264ref 1.091174534714 1.091170711337 1.09116672456241 1.09115820129028 1.09128926382925 1.09105700283052 1.08615004408407 1.0850875712973
lbm 1.157193423766 1.157193246133 1.15719306592903 1.15719267269692 1.15719136282911 1.15718905834052 1.15716964963282 1.15714480314872
omnetpp 1.002349522135 1.002348975685 1.00234838757231 1.00234710708033 1.00234126876254 1.00232584726912 1.00223192914234 1.00211345863855
astar 1.00610768545 1.00610738527 1.00609891778306 1.00609824810338 1.00609592583031 1.00609169846983 1.00607745202188 1.00604449131378
sphinx3 1.018047828797 1.018047184351 1.01804650716958 1.01804505030296 1.01805021885308 1.01803417224362 1.01795112379906 1.01784917900579
xalancbmk 0.979426660073 0.9793931238 0.979357512650007 0.979279012534942 0.978980304131746 0.978420846334954 0.973384900662897 0.967834778525632































































Impact of invalidation cost








































































DBP speedup upper bound 




















































































































































































DBP speedup upper bound 





Figure 4.2: Reduction in critical path instructions when using region-based dynamic
binary parallelization on a speculative Cmp architecture with unlimited cores.
and write-back caches to support memory transactions. The system identifies con-
trol flow regions in the instruction stream at runtime and speculatively overlaps
segements where there are no dependences or where these can be trivially specu-
lated (see Section 4.2 for more architectural details). We run a number of Spec
Cpu2006 benchmarks and identify the percentage of total instructions that can
be taken off the critical path using this technique in functional simulation without
regard for the overhead of speculation. In this sense, the results illustrate the scope
for any concrete implementation of a region-based Dbp.
The results, shown in Figure 4.2, are encouraging. For all benchmarks, Dbp
reduces the number of instructions on the critical path. In the case of highly data-
parallel benchmarks, such as libquantum, we achieve a reduction of up to 62%.
Even a more task-parallel application, such as gcc, shows a 29% decrease. On the
other hand, in the case of bzip2, the high degree of dependences due to the use
of shared data structures leads to a rather poor overlap of only 2%.
These results show that there is significant scope for a dynamic binary paral-
lelization system for a wide range of applications. The dicult question, however,
is how to translate this into actual performance gains when considering the over-
heads incurred by a Dbp system. Many of these overheads are adjustable – they
depend on the particular implementation of the system and especially the amount
of hardware support required. Feasibility and design considerations have to be
guided by a thorough understanding of these factors. In the remainder of this
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Figure 4.3: Architecture Overview
chapter, we will address precisely this question by analyzing the sensitivity of a
Dbp architecture to changes in various parameters.
4.2 Architecture for Dbp
A dynamic binary parallelization system extracts parallelism from single-core ap-
plications at runtime to improve performance while remaining entirely transparent
to the application. It operates directly on the level of binary code and therefore
requires no access to the application source code. As an on-line method, Dbp has
the advantage of being able to exploit information about the actual runtime be-
havior of the application which may be dicult to obtain by static analysis of the
source code. This allows it to target frequently executed code portions specifically.
On the other hand, Dbp poses a number of challenges. The units of parallelism
detected at runtime may be fairly small so low overheads become critical to achiev-
ing performance gains. Modern compilers produce dense and highly optimized
code so the degree of dependences between code sections can be high and it is
often impossible to determine such dependences ahead of execution
The consensus in existing research [53, 29, 137] in the area of Dbp is therefore:
• Parallelization needs to be speculative, i.e. there must be a mechanism to
recover from attempted parallelizations which turn out to violate depen-
dences or prove incorrect due to the execution taking a different path in the
application code.
• A degree of hardware support, such as transactional memory buffers, is re-
quired to achieve a performance benefit from Dbp.


































Figure 4.4: Example of two speculative parallel execution epochs on a 3-core
system. In both cases, the master core spawns two speculative threads. In (a), the
parallel execution completes successfully. In (b), core 1 detects a violation and
enters the invalidation phase, rolling back memory transactions and canceling
subsequent threads.
Based on this experience, we have designed a cost-adjustable dynamic binary
parallelization scheme. Our design is relatively conservative and provides the abil-
ity to vary the costs of various operations. This will allow us to gain insights on a
wide variety of possible hard- and software-based Dbp implementations.
4.2.1 Overview
We assume a Cmp architecture with a number of cores with private L1 caches and a
shared L2 cache connected to a shared bus (Figure 4.3). This ensures fast and low-
latency communication between cores which is critical for ecient parallelization.
Transactional memory support is implemented on top of write-back L1 caches
which allow speculative data to be stored locally.
The available cores are divided into a master core and several speculative cores.
Any application begins executing on the master core. At appropriate points, the
master core launches speculative threads on the remaining cores. The code exe-
cuted on the master core is always non-speculative and never reverted, while code
running on speculative cores may turn out to violate dependences or not be on the
execution path of the program at all.
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In Figure 4.4, we show examples of (a) successful and (b) unsuccessful specu-
lation phases. The system launches two threads which speculatively execute code
blocks further ahead in the predicted flow of execution, while the master core
continues at the current program counter. Once its share of the code has finished
executing, the master core waits for the speculative cores to either complete suc-
cessfully or to abort execution if the speculation proves to be incorrect.
This epoch-based implementation of speculation is rather conservative, since
idle cores could continue to speculate ahead as soon as they finish executing a
section of code instead of waiting for the current parallelization phase to end. This
would, however, make the speculation layer significantly more complex without
leading to performance gains for the most common case of speculative execution
– the overlapping of data parallel loop iterations – when most threads will be
comparable in length.
4.2.2 Trace-based Thread Identification
A key feature of any Dbp system is the manner in which it identifies sections of
the instruction stream that can be run as parallel threads. In contrast to most
Tls schemes, where compiler-based analysis identifies threads ahead of execution,
a Dbp system can only rely on information obtained from execution counters
and analysis of the binary code of the application. In line with traditional off-line
automatic parallelization, most systems target elementary loops as the basic unit
of parallelism [53, 29, 77, 139]. However, the use of more general structures such
as traces [137] or program slices [132] has also been proposed.
We implement a lightweight region trace-based approach, a technique suc-
cessfully employed in high-performance dynamic binary translation (Dbt) sys-
tems [19]. At runtime, we construct control-flow graphs of the application on a
per-page basis. Tracing is lightweight because we only record basic block entry
points (i.e. memory addresses) as nodes, and pairs of source and target entry points
as edges in the Cfg traces. Edges are annotated with execution frequencies.
Execution time is partitioned into trace intervals (see Figure 4.5) whose length
is determined by a user-defined number of executed instructions. After each trace
interval, the Dbp system enters an analysis phase – which can be decoupled from
execution and performed on an idle or dedicated core – to identify cutting points in
the Cfg traces. Based on this information, we can predict likely future control flow
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Figure 4.5: Incremental construction ( 1©, 2©, 3©) of region traces from the sequence
of basic blocks 4© executed during one trace interval. Cutting points separate
segments of the trace whose execution is speculatively overlapped.
and speculatively overlap execution of segments of the predicted control path at
cutting points when control reaches the same region again. We employ a number of
heuristics (loop boundaries, backward branches, and a threshold on the maximum
number of instructions) to identify such points in traces. Once speculation has
been attempted for a given region, the outcome can be used to vary the location of
cutting points as well as the likelihood of further attempts at speculation (dynamic
adaptation). The maximum length of a region trace is bounded by the page size.
This limitation is an architectural requirement, as the underlying system architec-
ture includes a memory management unit (Mmu). In order to support generic
code, the Dbp system must allow for the possibility of self-modifying code and
needs to be compatible with memory paging by the operating system.
The region trace-based approach is suciently generic to subsume other, more
fine-grained, thread identification algorithms proposed in relatedwork (see Section
2.2). It can express loop, task, and data parallelism at various granularities and
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hence derive results indicative of the upper bound performance that more targeted
algorithms would exhibit. Some of the limitations of this approach are discussed
in Chapter 7.
Regardless of their shape, the identification of suitable code sections for par-
allelization incurs an initial overhead and potentially ongoing costs. Unlike other
parallelization costs, these overheads manifest themselves in delays until paral-
lelization can be attempted but do not cause a potential slowdown compared to
single-core execution. This is because any such overheads can be ooaded into
a free hardware context (e.g. an idle core) where thread identification can take
place concurrently with the execution of the binary.
4.2.3 Speculative Execution Costs
Once threads have been identified, speculative parallel execution involves a number
of different steps. Figure 4.4 shows the four stages of thread spawning, setup,
commit, and invalidation, all of which incur costs that are dictated by the particular
implementation of the Dbp system. We will now discuss them in more detail.
Thread spawning. After the identification of suitable sections for parallel exe-
cution and when execution has reached a point where such a section begins, the
Dbp system needs to spawn threads to begin parallel execution. This requires at
least the sending of the current program counter (Pc) to the various cores par-
ticipating in parallel execution. It may also involve the transfer of live-in registers
either through memory or dedicated communication lines. Costs for this stage can
range from very few cycles (e.g. in the Multiscalar architecture [113]) to several
hundreds in software-based solutions.
Thread setup. Before a newly spawned thread can begin execution, some setup
workmay be required. This can happen simultaneously on all cores running parallel
threads and may involve value prediction for registers or memory locations, or the
copying of state from the spawning core. Both [29] and [53] implement these
features in software although the respective costs are not explained in detail.
Thread commit. At the end of a successful parallel execution, each core needs
to commit its state. If execution was speculative, this includes checking whether
there were violations of dependences ormis-speculated values andmaking memory
or register updates non-speculative. It may also involve waiting for predecessor
threads to complete and the forwarding of data to successor threads. In Rasp [53],
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for instance, speculative stores are marked non-speculative in constant time and
become architecturally visible immediately, while value speculation is verified in
software after waiting for predecessor threads to complete.
Thread invalidate. Speculative execution may fail for two reasons: (a) we may
mispredict future control flow and hence execute code that is not on the actual
execution path; or (b) we may discover a violation of dependences or an incorrect
value speculation upon reaching the commit phase. In both cases, the speculative
parallel execution has to be aborted and its possible effects reverted (’squashed’).
The costs resulting from mis-speculation are twofold. Firstly, execution cycles are
’wasted’ on code which later has to be squashed. This element of the cost is deter-
mined by the length of the speculative threads. In our model, it is represented by
cycle-accurate simulation of the ’wasted’ execution. Secondly, additional overheads
may be incurred in invalidating the speculative execution phase, such as canceling
a memory transaction and stopping successor threads. We allow these additional
overheads to be modeled separately by a parameterizable cost.
4.2.4 Data Dependence Speculation
We have so far described a basic model for Dbp. A number of optimizations are
commonly employed in order to improve performance. Of particular importance
are those which aim to reduce data dependences between threads.
A data dependence between two threads can be classified as either a flow, an
anti, or an output dependence. Anti and output dependences can be eliminated us-
ing memory and register renaming. This is easily achieved through small modifica-
tions to the memory hierarchy which carry little overhead [53]. Flow dependences,
on the other hand, actually prevent parallelization.
Value prediction is one way of alleviating this problem. Dbp implementations,
such as [53], use it to predict values of memory locations and registers based on
historic observations or typical code patterns, like spilling and reloading across
calls, and thus speculatively break flow dependences between threads. This is
especially important for loop induction variables where future values need to be
predicted in order to execute several loop iterations in parallel.
In our study, we use a less complex approach. We resolve anti and output
dependences using renaming. Flow dependences on memory locations are always
treated as violations; those on registers are speculated using a last value predictor.










L2 Unified Cache (shared) 1M/4-way
L2 Latency 10 cycles
Cache Replacement Policy Pseudo-random
Bus Width/Latency/Clock Divisor 32-bit/16 cycles/2
Simulation
Simulator Full-system, cycle-accurate
I/O & System Calls Emulated
Speculative parallelization costs
Spawning, Setup, Commit, Invalidate 0 ... 1000 cycles
Table 4.1: Simulator Configuration and Setup.
Whenever a read-after-write violation on a register occurs, we save the last value
written to that register by the ’writer’ thread in the metadata for the ’reader’ thread.
Every time the ’reader’ thread is executed in the future, the register is speculatively
set to this value on thread entry. Loop induction variables are detected and handled
separately.
4.3 Experimental Setup
Before discussing the results of our Dbp study, we briefly describe our experimental
setup. All experiments were conducted using a fast, cycle-accurate, full-system
instruction set simulator (Iss) of the target architecture. Its micro-architectural
processor model has been verified against a synthesizable Rtl implementation.
We faithfully model the actual hardware execution of parallel threads, including
waiting times for thread completion, wasted execution cycles on invalidation, and
cache/memory effects of speculative execution. Thread management overheads
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(spawning, setup, commit, and invalidation) are represented using parameterized
unit costs that are added to the cycle count whenever a given event occurs in
simulation.
The speedups reported in the results section are based on cycle count measure-
ments obtained from this simulation environment.
4.3.1 Processor Model
We simulate an 8-core Cmp architecture of Risc processors using the ArcSim
simulator described in Chapter 3. The simulator faithfully models each core’s 3-
stage pipeline, mixed-mode 16/32-bit Arcompact instruction set, zero overhead
loops, static branch prediction, branch delay slots, and four-way set associative
data and instruction caches. The cores share a unified L2 cache. Cycle penalties for
memory transactions and thread management are reflected in the parameterizable
costs for the various Dbp stages discussed in previous sections.
4.3.2 Benchmarks
Our evaluation focuses on the Spec Cpu2006 benchmark suite. We use all of the
benchmarks implemented in C/C++, both integer and floating point codes1. As
we noted in Chapter 3, these are sequential applications and have been described
as dicult to parallelize using existing automated compiler-based methods [89].
The benchmarks were compiled using arc-gcc-4.2.1 with -O2 optimization
level.
We simulate complete runs of the benchmarks. In order to reduce simulation
times, we use smaller data sets provided with the Spec benchmark suite. The
benchmarks execute an average of 10 billion Risc instructions each per run.
4.4 Results
We begin our evaluation by establishing the theoretical maximum speedup achiev-
able using region-based Dbp in the absence of costs for speculative parallel execu-
tion. We then analyze the impact of the thread spawn, setup, and commit costs.
Initially, we do this under the assumption that traces which our system would try







































































Reduction in critical path instructions
bmk gainratio old gainratio
perlbench 8.74% 1.09 8.29%
bzip2 1.60% 1.02 1.59%
gcc 28.91% 1.29 27.31%
mcf 12.76% 1.13 11.72%
milc 18.85% 1.19 18.83%
namd 19.17% 1.19 19.06%
gobmk 31.60% 1.32 30.02%
soplex 29.81% 1.30 29.81%
povray 23.34% 1.23 22.82%
hmmer 32.02% 1.32 32.02%
sjeng 24.21% 1.24 23.68%
libquantum 62.29% 1.62 53.80%
h264ref 25.66% 1.26 23.64%
lbm 27.55% 1.28 27.39%
omnetpp 40.42% 1.40 39.30%
astar 29.76% 1.30 29.30%
sphinx3 20.45% 1.20 20.28%
xalancbmk 47.32% 1.47 43.72%
average 26.92% 1.27 25.70%
bmk 5 spawn 0 rest 10 spawn 0 rest 20 spawn 0 rest 50 spawn 0 rest 100 spawn 0 rest 500 spawn 0 rest 1000 spawn 0 rest
perlbench 1.307608388129 1.288289301976 1.27331141167876 1.26670836467003 1.26279317384592 1.22545140380499 1.18156573953279
bzip2 1.012632107674 1.010230036497 1.00842954522187 1.00889231516792 1.00888770035481 1.00817084327608 1.00739083920624
gcc 1.211525400832 1.167648237322 1.11376544870173 1.05952970354342 1.03566088139455 1.00238497578575 1.00198803334282
mcf 1.086382081148 1.082994451028 1.07876229507944 1.07132634078966 1.06586896352338 1.05341050802098 1.04351157547875
milc 1.096158611188 1.032783580287 1.01270947982308 1.00350707770968 1.0008275986607 1.00008728707706 1.00007658379696
namd 1.101973238157 1.030690815321 1.01130719793886 1.00413448562679 1.00197305543819 1.00012263253048 1.00014023585474
gobmk 1.513549234318 1.460627806768 1.38657115663755 1.28856886983958 1.24921696852225 1.16803499170194 1.12116148719074
soplex 1.223082869818 1.172396303773 1.12461216639231 1.06613671504587 1.03880612326854 1.02603829000243 1.02007711902329
povray 1.147059671406 1.080030456702 1.048258105307 1.02175955450785 1.01355830572298 1.00146799940204 1.00099652459752
hmmer 1.35008211663 1.27663730114 1.17038138019919 1.00875964846881 1.00018835335484 1.00012037670668 1.00008235237652
sjeng 1.556772772165 1.503088402763 1.43717104769068 1.34456909323282 1.3135212159521 1.27933564124949 1.25612669399164
libquantum 2.109190831481 2.056851354148 1.97698480715373 1.7837500717457 1.56543219724671 1.01731230978847 0.999885562296606
h264ref 1.269379997443 1.226282578041 1.1864384542501 1.13856883723999 1.10141578557244 0.999962030559625 0.999796556200477
lbm 1.313835437101 1.237986371988 1.18448483256356 1.15208288811225 1.14510470933135 1.13692485430066 1.12689906863461
omnetpp 1.404340755411 1.276643409804 1.14457750855377 1.01651949224154 1.00274455902883 1.0020115447079 1.00134319004261
astar 1.284464879982 1.252463356538 1.19027662248178 1.07120545759571 1.01011484292977 1.00120831013409 1.00094548224453
sphinx3 1.134996745256 1.080100117585 1.04301104345473 1.02230366537783 1.01751389770125 1.00691811248175 1.00430422390967
xalancbmk 1.306699617079 1.240359480804 1.15771218828288 1.04349467529916 0.995096425717075 0.996929326030786 1.0012766644743































































Impact of variation of thread spawn cost
5 10 20 50 100 500 1000 cycles 



























































































DBP speedup upper bound 
bmk 20 spawn 5 rest 20 spawn 10 rest 20 spawn 20 rest 20 spawn 50 rest 20 spawn 100 rest 20 spawn 500 rest 20 spawn 1000 rest
perlbench 1.269434212353 1.267185912372 1.26436271707646 1.25661135961558 1.24301314968537 1.13934922451871 1.04366245092607
bzip2 1.008349207493 1.008906411869 1.00881010433857 1.00864397177094 1.00864840048376 1.00660677294184 1.00500678724511
gcc 1.077958269069 1.058529738644 1.04082953453451 1.01767688739113 1.00295483515909 1.00179620214504 1.00069190876421
mcf 1.074716127488 1.072383717905 1.06876952403471 1.06250523738455 1.05623526722137 1.03583519101833 1.01975546851166
milc 1.00576038062 1.003223373794 1.00160185307301 1.00032920800712 1.00009447031907 1.0000638930867 1.00002918521051
namd 1.006224223061 1.00440161077 1.00260261752153 1.00013682921964 0.998848562222088 1.00012388989023 1.00004721563514
gobmk 1.330363622315 1.297530628742 1.25947543922287 1.22122811902889 1.19168133369778 1.08416487545009 1.01656161583899
soplex 1.096043871696 1.07603556244 1.05120637129122 1.03379609299404 1.02843655320713 1.01572640565534 1.00552042785872
povray 1.029315401782 1.021899838709 1.01607367981405 1.00651944057411 1.00236522087787 1.00076620536152 1.00014898209768
hmmer 1.075602455331 1.015742140951 1.00041506648364 1.00017259465526 1.00013718697021 1.00004682157219 0.999995910135219
sjeng 1.386956869829 1.351932306782 1.32151260577138 1.30316221682913 1.28856616472764 1.23280222494414 1.1701192811169
libquantum 1.88119427207 1.793018103448 1.64949318161924 1.35810812115775 1.08893360453734 1.00023181497461 1.00009319147672
h264ref 1.160380564435 1.14109013628 1.11482586871342 1.06149940437856 1.0167259990117 1.00251234722808 1.00233663598765
lbm 1.171457090042 1.167145046497 1.15652267442212 1.14362677163611 1.14058347989781 1.11670124363789 1.08820469471018
omnetpp 1.045588321553 1.016778204772 1.00265577999572 1.00266965418384 1.00247957765548 1.00106757232203 1.0001779227458
astar 1.138464390059 1.086352717794 1.0277669625082 1.00471819820938 1.00082743019236 1.00066118827388 1.00018107534318
sphinx3 1.030574583802 1.025257201967 1.01981189716688 1.0164527881108 1.01356145735775 1.00405407181664 1.00096480935132
xalancbmk 1.0872192716 1.044520518794 0.995362543994939 1.00020808668947 0.996365185660082 1.0019960748868 1.00096274241261































































Impact of thread setup and commit costs




































































DBP speedup with misspeculation 
bmk 0 inval 20 rest 5 inval 20 rest 10 inval 20 rest 20 inval 20 rest 50 inval 20 rest 100 inval 20 rest 500 inval 20 rest 1000 inval 20 rest
perlbench 1.254937937287 1.254856663501 1.25477258149625 1.25459594005138 1.2540215565035 1.25302323624005 1.24485209103078 1.23459118666308
bzip2 1.008914556585 1.008914087385 1.00891361201525 1.00891262841295 1.0089094557518 1.00890398990326 1.00885742549007 1.00879680876168
gcc 1.015231325253 1.01564972289 1.01554728849774 1.0174871402984 1.01734064709239 1.01514868991834 1.01525174357604 1.01071576785193
mcf 1.06703336751 1.067033103195 1.06703282373847 1.0670322187563 1.06703026460303 1.06702669197777 1.06696662505369 1.06690251846465
milc 0.99892404339 0.998918684438 0.998913023890265 0.998901002640649 0.998858749364337 0.998780695409737 0.998133930146468 0.997322027896436
namd 0.978800432484 0.978786566435 0.978771656493483 0.97873956846004 0.978633492526225 0.978441786150667 0.976884869651131 0.974943506786825
gobmk 1.205655975919 1.205647487478 1.20563854124627 1.20561963245533 1.20552578089866 1.20540019607364 1.2045950094199 1.20325861008789
soplex 1.011843387621 1.011813239791 1.01181230423061 1.01181028304136 1.0118180325834 1.01181024759667 1.01163183316485 1.01147958227699
povray 0.997653348709 0.997633380432 0.997612192853889 0.997564898075398 0.995342732332208 0.995131520526355 0.9923185738209 0.988804557603981
hmmer 0.999918186932 1.001032520998 1.00103105065969 1.00102785393027 1.00101692663024 1.00099717806817 1.0008290388988 1.0006170816635
sjeng 1.303224306715 1.303223614788 1.30322288259105 1.30322133286147 1.30317844433016 1.30316866074368 1.30306934740341 1.30296722265032
libquantum 1.464547742084 1.464547484864 1.46454721543879 1.464546633566 1.46454471199566 1.46454137374579 1.46536428114342 1.46532177843174
h264ref 1.091174534714 1.091170711337 1.09116672456241 1.09115820129028 1.09128926382925 1.09105700283052 1.08615004408407 1.0850875712973
lbm 1.157193423766 1.157193246133 1.15719306592903 1.15719267269692 1.15719136282911 1.15718905834052 1.15716964963282 1.15714480314872
omnetpp 1.002349522135 1.002348975685 1.00234838757231 1.00234710708033 1.00234126876254 1.00232584726912 1.00223192914234 1.00211345863855
astar 1.00610768545 1.00610738527 1.00609891778306 1.00609824810338 1.00609592583031 1.00609169846983 1.00607745202188 1.00604449131378
sphinx3 1.018047828797 1.018047184351 1.01804650716958 1.01804505030296 1.01805021885308 1.01803417224362 1.01795112379906 1.01784917900579
xalancbmk 0.979426660073 0.9793931238 0.979357512650007 0.979279012534942 0.978980304131746 0.978420846334954 0.973384900662897 0.967834778525632































































Impact of invalidation cost








































































DBP speedup upper bound 




















































































































































































DBP speedup upper bound 





Figure 4.6: Upper bound to speedup if all Dbp costs are set to zero (bars); and
reduction in critical path instructions from Figure 4.2 (line).
to parallelize but fails to achieve a speedup with have already been identified and
rejected prior to the measurement interval. In this way, we can illustrate the actual
impact of successful parallel execution irrespective of the particular predictor used
to decide whether parallelization should be attempted, and thus determine an
upper bound for the performance under the given parameters.
Following on from these experiments, we continue with a more realistic model
that does allow fo the occurrence of mis-speculation. We investigate the impact
of varying mis-speculation penalties and finally show the performance achieved
with a realistic set of parameters determined in the course of our experiments.
4.4.1 Upper Bounds
Before investigating the impact of individual Dbp parameters, it is important to
understand the theoretical maximum speedup achievable using the technique. This
upper bound is reached if all costs are set to zero, i.e. if speculative parallelization
does not incur any cycle penalties. Figure 4.6 shows the results.
We achieve an average speedup of 1.43x over single-core execution. The
libquantum benchmark performs particularly well with a speedup of 2.17x.
Only one benchmark, bzip2, fails to show any significant improvement from Dbp.
Our work was motivated by the insight that a speculative Dbp system can
overlap sizable portions of the instruction stream for parallel execution. In Figure
4.6, we again show the possible reduction in critical path instructions, which we























































































































bmk 5 spawn 0 rest 10 spawn 0 rest 20 spawn 0 rest 50 spawn 0 rest 100 spawn 0 rest 500 spawn 0 rest 1000 spawn 0 rest
perlbench 1.307608388129 1.288289301976 1.27331141167876 1.26670836467003 1.26279317384592 1.22545140380499 1.18156573953279
bzip2 1.012632107674 1.010230036497 1.00842954522187 1.00889231516792 1.00888770035481 1.00817084327608 1.00739083920624
gcc 1.211525400832 1.167648237322 1.11376544870173 1.05952970354342 1.03566088139455 1.00238497578575 1.00198803334282
mcf 1.086382081148 1.082994451028 1.07876229507944 1.07132634078966 1.06586896352338 1.05341050802098 1.04351157547875
milc 1.096158611188 1.032783580287 1.01270947982308 1.00350707770968 1.0008275986607 1.00008728707706 1.00007658379696
namd 1.101973238157 1.030690815321 1.01130719793886 1.00413448562679 1.00197305543819 1.00012263253048 1.00014023585474
gobmk 1.513549234318 1.460627806768 1.38657115663755 1.28856886983958 1.24921696852225 1.16803499170194 1.12116148719074
soplex 1.223082869818 1.172396303773 1.12461216639231 1.06613671504587 1.03880612326854 1.02603829000243 1.02007711902329
povray 1.147059671406 1.080030456702 1.048258105307 1.02175955450785 1.01355830572298 1.00146799940204 1.00099652459752
hmmer 1.35008211663 1.27663730114 1.17038138019919 1.00875964846881 1.00018835335484 1.00012037670668 1.00008235237652
sjeng 1.556772772165 1.503088402763 1.43717104769068 1.34456909323282 1.3135212159521 1.27933564124949 1.25612669399164
libquantum 2.109190831481 2.056851354148 1.97698480715373 1.7837500717457 1.56543219724671 1.01731230978847 0.999885562296606
h264ref 1.269379997443 1.226282578041 1.1864384542501 1.13856883723999 1.10141578557244 0.999962030559625 0.999796556200477
lbm 1.313835437101 1.237986371988 1.18448483256356 1.15208288811225 1.14510470933135 1.13692485430066 1.12689906863461
omnetpp 1.404340755411 1.276643409804 1.14457750855377 1.01651949224154 1.00274455902883 1.0020115447079 1.00134319004261
astar 1.284464879982 1.252463356538 1.19027662248178 1.07120545759571 1.01011484292977 1.00120831013409 1.00094548224453
sphinx3 1.134996745256 1.080100117585 1.04301104345473 1.02230366537783 1.01751389770125 1.00691811248175 1.00430422390967
xalancbmk 1.306699617079 1.240359480804 1.15771218828288 1.04349467529916 0.995096425717075 0.996929326030786 1.0012766644743










































































Impact of variation of thread spawn cost
5 10 20 50 100 500 1000 cycles 
























































































































DBP speedup upper bound 
bmk 20 spawn 5 rest 20 spawn 10 rest 20 spawn 20 rest 20 spawn 50 rest 20 spawn 100 rest 20 spawn 500 rest 20 spawn 1000 rest
perlbench 1.269434212353 1.267185912372 1.26436271707646 1.25661135961558 1.24301314968537 1.13934922451871 1.04366245092607
bzip2 1.008349207493 1.008906411869 1.00881010433857 1.00864397177094 1.00864840048376 1.00660677294184 1.00500678724511
gcc 1.077958269069 1.058529738644 1.04082953453451 1.01767688739113 1.00295483515909 1.00179620214504 1.00069190876421
mcf 1.074716127488 1.072383717905 1.06876952403471 1.06250523738455 1.05623526722137 1.03583519101833 1.01975546851166
milc 1.00576038062 1.003223373794 1.00160185307301 1.00032920800712 1.00009447031907 1.0000638930867 1.00002918521051
namd 1.006224223061 1.00440161077 1.00260261752153 1.00013682921964 0.998848562222088 1.00012388989023 1.00004721563514
gobmk 1.330363622315 1.297530628742 1.25947543922287 1.22122811902889 1.19168133369778 1.08416487545009 1.01656161583899
soplex 1.096043871696 1.07603556244 1.05120637129122 1.03379609299404 1.02843655320713 1.01572640565534 1.00552042785872
povray 1.029315401782 1.021899838709 1.01607367981405 1.00651944057411 1.00236522087787 1.00076620536152 1.00014898209768
hmmer 1.075602455331 1.015742140951 1.00041506648364 1.00017259465526 1.00013718697021 1.00004682157219 0.999995910135219
sjeng 1.386956869829 1.351932306782 1.32151260577138 1.30316221682913 1.28856616472764 1.23280222494414 1.1701192811169
libquantum 1.88119427207 1.793018103448 1.64949318161924 1.35810812115775 1.08893360453734 1.00023181497461 1.00009319147672
h264ref 1.160380564435 1.14109013628 1.11482586871342 1.06149940437856 1.0167259990117 1.00251234722808 1.00233663598765
lbm 1.171457090042 1.167145046497 1.15652267442212 1.14362677163611 1.14058347989781 1.11670124363789 1.08820469471018
omnetpp 1.045588321553 1.016778204772 1.00265577999572 1.00266965418384 1.00247957765548 1.00106757232203 1.0001779227458
astar 1.138464390059 1.086352717794 1.0277669625082 1.00471819820938 1.00082743019236 1.00066118827388 1.00018107534318
sphinx3 1.030574583802 1.025257201967 1.01981189716688 1.0164527881108 1.01356145735775 1.00405407181664 1.00096480935132
xalancbmk 1.0872192716 1.044520518794 0.995362543994939 1.00020808668947 0.996365185660082 1.0019960748868 1.00096274241261










































































Impact of thread setup and commit costs































































































DBP speedup with misspeculation 
bmk 0 inval 20 rest 5 inval 20 rest 10 inval 20 rest 20 inval 20 rest 50 inval 20 rest 100 inval 20 rest 500 inval 20 rest 1000 inval 20 rest
perlbench 1.254937937287 1.254856663501 1.25477258149625 1.25459594005138 1.2540215565035 1.25302323624005 1.24485209103078 1.23459118666308
bzip2 1.008914556585 1.008914087385 1.00891361201525 1.00891262841295 1.0089094557518 1.00890398990326 1.00885742549007 1.00879680876168
gcc 1.015231325253 1.01564972289 1.01554728849774 1.0174871402984 1.01734064709239 1.01514868991834 1.01525174357604 1.01071576785193
mcf 1.06703336751 1.067033103195 1.06703282373847 1.0670322187563 1.06703026460303 1.06702669197777 1.06696662505369 1.06690251846465
milc 0.99892404339 0.998918684438 0.998913023890265 0.998901002640649 0.998858749364337 0.998780695409737 0.998133930146468 0.997322027896436
namd 0.978800432484 0.978786566435 0.978771656493483 0.97873956846004 0.978633492526225 0.978441786150667 0.976884869651131 0.974943506786825
gobmk 1.205655975919 1.205647487478 1.20563854124627 1.20561963245533 1.20552578089866 1.20540019607364 1.2045950094199 1.20325861008789
soplex 1.011843387621 1.011813239791 1.01181230423061 1.01181028304136 1.0118180325834 1.01181024759667 1.01163183316485 1.01147958227699
povray 0.997653348709 0.997633380432 0.997612192853889 0.997564898075398 0.995342732332208 0.995131520526355 0.9923185738209 0.988804557603981
hmmer 0.999918186932 1.001032520998 1.00103105065969 1.00102785393027 1.00101692663024 1.00099717806817 1.0008290388988 1.0006170816635
sjeng 1.303224306715 1.303223614788 1.30322288259105 1.30322133286147 1.30317844433016 1.30316866074368 1.30306934740341 1.30296722265032
libquantum 1.464547742084 1.464547484864 1.46454721543879 1.464546633566 1.46454471199566 1.46454137374579 1.46536428114342 1.46532177843174
h264ref 1.091174534714 1.091170711337 1.09116672456241 1.09115820129028 1.09128926382925 1.09105700283052 1.08615004408407 1.0850875712973
lbm 1.157193423766 1.157193246133 1.15719306592903 1.15719267269692 1.15719136282911 1.15718905834052 1.15716964963282 1.15714480314872
omnetpp 1.002349522135 1.002348975685 1.00234838757231 1.00234710708033 1.00234126876254 1.00232584726912 1.00223192914234 1.00211345863855
astar 1.00610768545 1.00610738527 1.00609891778306 1.00609824810338 1.00609592583031 1.00609169846983 1.00607745202188 1.00604449131378
sphinx3 1.018047828797 1.018047184351 1.01804650716958 1.01804505030296 1.01805021885308 1.01803417224362 1.01795112379906 1.01784917900579
xalancbmk 0.979426660073 0.9793931238 0.979357512650007 0.979279012534942 0.978980304131746 0.978420846334954 0.973384900662897 0.967834778525632
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DBP speedup upper bound 





















































































































Figure 4.7: Dbp speedup achieved with varying costs for thread spawning; all other
costs are set to zero.
discussed earlier in Section 4.1.1. A comparison with the Dbp speedup figures
indicates broadly similar trends, namely that a reduction in critical path instructions
also translates into a corresponding reduction in the number of cycles executed.
However, the perlbench and xalancbmk benchmarks diverge significantly2.
In the case of xalancbmk, we would expect a higher speedup given that there
is significant parallelism on the instruction level. Conversely, for perlbench, a
relatively low degree of instruction overlap should lead to si ilarly moderate per-
formance gains. Further analysis of the two benchmarks reveals that in both cases
the behavior is caused by cache effects resulting from the execution of code sections
on separate cores. If each thread accesses different memory locations, parallel exe-
cution will benefit from separate caches in each core; this is the case with perlbmk.
If the same memory locations are accessed by all threads, the data needs to be
replicated in each core’s L1-cache; this leads to additional memory trac and can
cause slowdowns, as is the case with xalancbmk.
4.4.2 Thread Spawn Cost
The cost of spawning threads is seen as a key parameter in Tls systems and con-
sequently much effort has been pent on optimizing this step in previous work,
e.g. [78]. We thus begin by exploring the impact of the thread spawn cost param-
eter in a range from 5 to 1000 cycles, with all other costs (setup, commit, and
invalidate) initially set to zero. This range of costs is inspired by previous work on
























































































































bmk 5 spawn 0 rest 10 spawn 0 rest 20 spawn 0 rest 50 spawn 0 rest 100 spawn 0 rest 500 spawn 0 rest 1000 spawn 0 rest
perlbench 1.307608388129 1.288289301976 1.27331141167876 1.26670836467003 1.26279317384592 1.22545140380499 1.18156573953279
bzip2 1.012632107674 1.010230036497 1.00842954522187 1.00889231516792 1.00888770035481 1.00817084327608 1.00739083920624
gcc 1.211525400832 1.167648237322 1.11376544870173 1.05952970354342 1.03566088139455 1.00238497578575 1.00198803334282
mcf 1.086382081148 1.082994451028 1.07876229507944 1.07132634078966 1.06586896352338 1.05341050802098 1.04351157547875
milc 1.096158611188 1.032783580287 1.01270947982308 1.00350707770968 1.0008275986607 1.00008728707706 1.00007658379696
namd 1.101973238157 1.030690815321 1.01130719793886 1.00413448562679 1.00197305543819 1.00012263253048 1.00014023585474
gobmk 1.513549234318 1.460627806768 1.38657115663755 1.28856886983958 1.24921696852225 1.16803499170194 1.12116148719074
soplex 1.223082869818 1.172396303773 1.12461216639231 1.06613671504587 1.03880612326854 1.02603829000243 1.02007711902329
povray 1.147059671406 1.080030456702 1.048258105307 1.02175955450785 1.01355830572298 1.00146799940204 1.00099652459752
hmmer 1.35008211663 1.27663730114 1.17038138019919 1.00875964846881 1.00018835335484 1.00012037670668 1.00008235237652
sjeng 1.556772772165 1.503088402763 1.43717104769068 1.34456909323282 1.3135212159521 1.27933564124949 1.25612669399164
libquantum 2.109190831481 2.056851354148 1.97698480715373 1.7837500717457 1.56543219724671 1.01731230978847 0.999885562296606
h264ref 1.269379997443 1.226282578041 1.1864384542501 1.13856883723999 1.10141578557244 0.999962030559625 0.999796556200477
lbm 1.313835437101 1.237986371988 1.18448483256356 1.15208288811225 1.14510470933135 1.13692485430066 1.12689906863461
omnetpp 1.404340755411 1.276643409804 1.14457750855377 1.01651949224154 1.00274455902883 1.0020115447079 1.00134319004261
astar 1.284464879982 1.252463356538 1.19027662248178 1.07120545759571 1.01011484292977 1.00120831013409 1.00094548224453
sphinx3 1.134996745256 1.080100117585 1.04301104345473 1.02230366537783 1.01751389770125 1.00691811248175 1.00430422390967
xalancbmk 1.306699617079 1.240359480804 1.15771218828288 1.04349467529916 0.995096425717075 0.996929326030786 1.0012766644743
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DBP speedup upper bound 
bmk 20 spawn 5 rest 20 spawn 10 rest 20 spawn 20 rest 20 spawn 50 rest 20 spawn 100 rest 20 spawn 500 rest 20 spawn 1000 rest
perlbench 1.269434212353 1.267185912372 1.26436271707646 1.25661135961558 1.24301314968537 1.13934922451871 1.04366245092607
bzip2 1.008349207493 1.008906411869 1.00881010433857 1.00864397177094 1.00864840048376 1.00660677294184 1.00500678724511
gcc 1.077958269069 1.058529738644 1.04082953453451 1.01767688739113 1.00295483515909 1.00179620214504 1.00069190876421
mcf 1.074716127488 1.072383717905 1.06876952403471 1.06250523738455 1.05623526722137 1.03583519101833 1.01975546851166
milc 1.00576038062 1.003223373794 1.00160185307301 1.00032920800712 1.00009447031907 1.0000638930867 1.00002918521051
namd 1.006224223061 1.00440161077 1.00260261752153 1.00013682921964 0.998848562222088 1.00012388989023 1.00004721563514
gobmk 1.330363622315 1.297530628742 1.25947543922287 1.22122811902889 1.19168133369778 1.08416487545009 1.01656161583899
soplex 1.096043871696 1.07603556244 1.05120637129122 1.03379609299404 1.02843655320713 1.01572640565534 1.00552042785872
povray 1.029315401782 1.021899838709 1.01607367981405 1.00651944057411 1.00236522087787 1.00076620536152 1.00014898209768
hmmer 1.075602455331 1.015742140951 1.00041506648364 1.00017259465526 1.00013718697021 1.00004682157219 0.999995910135219
sjeng 1.386956869829 1.351932306782 1.32151260577138 1.30316221682913 1.28856616472764 1.23280222494414 1.1701192811169
libquantum 1.88119427207 1.793018103448 1.64949318161924 1.35810812115775 1.08893360453734 1.00023181497461 1.00009319147672
h264ref 1.160380564435 1.14109013628 1.11482586871342 1.06149940437856 1.0167259990117 1.00251234722808 1.00233663598765
lbm 1.171457090042 1.167145046497 1.15652267442212 1.14362677163611 1.14058347989781 1.11670124363789 1.08820469471018
omnetpp 1.045588321553 1.016778204772 1.00265577999572 1.00266965418384 1.00247957765548 1.00106757232203 1.0001779227458
astar 1.138464390059 1.086352717794 1.0277669625082 1.00471819820938 1.00082743019236 1.00066118827388 1.00018107534318
sphinx3 1.030574583802 1.025257201967 1.01981189716688 1.0164527881108 1.01356145735775 1.00405407181664 1.00096480935132
xalancbmk 1.0872192716 1.044520518794 0.995362543994939 1.00020808668947 0.996365185660082 1.0019960748868 1.00096274241261










































































Impact of thread setup and commit costs































































































DBP speedup with misspeculation 
bmk 0 inval 20 rest 5 inval 20 rest 10 inval 20 rest 20 inval 20 rest 50 inval 20 rest 100 inval 20 rest 500 inval 20 rest 1000 inval 20 rest
perlbench 1.254937937287 1.254856663501 1.25477258149625 1.25459594005138 1.2540215565035 1.25302323624005 1.24485209103078 1.23459118666308
bzip2 1.008914556585 1.008914087385 1.00891361201525 1.00891262841295 1.0089094557518 1.00890398990326 1.00885742549007 1.00879680876168
gcc 1.015231325253 1.01564972289 1.01554728849774 1.0174871402984 1.01734064709239 1.01514868991834 1.01525174357604 1.01071576785193
mcf 1.06703336751 1.067033103195 1.06703282373847 1.0670322187563 1.06703026460303 1.06702669197777 1.06696662505369 1.06690251846465
milc 0.99892404339 0.998918684438 0.998913023890265 0.998901002640649 0.998858749364337 0.998780695409737 0.998133930146468 0.997322027896436
namd 0.978800432484 0.978786566435 0.978771656493483 0.97873956846004 0.978633492526225 0.978441786150667 0.976884869651131 0.974943506786825
gobmk 1.205655975919 1.205647487478 1.20563854124627 1.20561963245533 1.20552578089866 1.20540019607364 1.2045950094199 1.20325861008789
soplex 1.011843387621 1.011813239791 1.01181230423061 1.01181028304136 1.0118180325834 1.01181024759667 1.01163183316485 1.01147958227699
povray 0.997653348709 0.997633380432 0.997612192853889 0.997564898075398 0.995342732332208 0.995131520526355 0.9923185738209 0.988804557603981
hmmer 0.999918186932 1.001032520998 1.00103105065969 1.00102785393027 1.00101692663024 1.00099717806817 1.0008290388988 1.0006170816635
sjeng 1.303224306715 1.303223614788 1.30322288259105 1.30322133286147 1.30317844433016 1.30316866074368 1.30306934740341 1.30296722265032
libquantum 1.464547742084 1.464547484864 1.46454721543879 1.464546633566 1.46454471199566 1.46454137374579 1.46536428114342 1.46532177843174
h264ref 1.091174534714 1.091170711337 1.09116672456241 1.09115820129028 1.09128926382925 1.09105700283052 1.08615004408407 1.0850875712973
lbm 1.157193423766 1.157193246133 1.15719306592903 1.15719267269692 1.15719136282911 1.15718905834052 1.15716964963282 1.15714480314872
omnetpp 1.002349522135 1.002348975685 1.00234838757231 1.00234710708033 1.00234126876254 1.00232584726912 1.00223192914234 1.00211345863855
astar 1.00610768545 1.00610738527 1.00609891778306 1.00609824810338 1.00609592583031 1.00609169846983 1.00607745202188 1.00604449131378
sphinx3 1.018047828797 1.018047184351 1.01804650716958 1.01804505030296 1.01805021885308 1.01803417224362 1.01795112379906 1.01784917900579
xalancbmk 0.979426660073 0.9793931238 0.979357512650007 0.979279012534942 0.978980304131746 0.978420846334954 0.973384900662897 0.967834778525632










































































Impact of invalidation cost





































































































DBP speedup upper bound 





















































































































Figure 4.8: Dbp speedup achieved with varying setup and commit costs and a fixed
thread spawning cost of 20 cycles.
Tls and Dbp systems and covers the spectrum from very aggressive hardware im-
plementations (e.g. [44]) to highly optimized software-based schemes (e.g. [139]).
The results are shown in Figure 4.7.
The average speedup over single-core execution ranges from 1.30x with a
spawn cost of 5 cycles to 1.04x for 1000 cycles. In the more realistic range for
optimized hardware implementations, we achieve 1.20x (20 cycles) and 1.13x
(50 cycles).
The libquantum benchmark performs exceptionally well up to a cost of 100
cycles where we still observe a speedup of 1.57x. The most consistent perfor-
mance is obtained with perlbench which shows a speedup of 1.18x even with
1000 cycles thread spawn cost. Among the remaining benchmarks there are some
that gain little benefit from Dbp at any cost level while the rest generally exhibit
speedups at least up to a 50 cycle thread spawn cost.
4.4.3 Thread Setup and Commit Costs
In the next step, we fix the thread spawn cost at 20 cycles and analyze the impact
of varying thread setup and commit costs. A cost of 0 cycles for thread spawning
achieved speedups for 15 out of 18 benchmarks in the experiments in the previous
section and could be realized in an aggressive hardware implementation.
The thread setup and commit costs ar set to values between 5 and 1000 cycles
each. This again covers a relatively wide spectrum between aggressive hardware-























































































































bmk 5 spawn 0 rest 10 spawn 0 rest 20 spawn 0 rest 50 spawn 0 rest 100 spawn 0 rest 500 spawn 0 rest 1000 spawn 0 rest
perlbench 1.307608388129 1.288289301976 1.27331141167876 1.26670836467003 1.26279317384592 1.22545140380499 1.18156573953279
bzip2 1.012632107674 1.010230036497 1.00842954522187 1.00889231516792 1.00888770035481 1.00817084327608 1.00739083920624
gcc 1.211525400832 1.167648237322 1.11376544870173 1.05952970354342 1.03566088139455 1.00238497578575 1.00198803334282
mcf 1.086382081148 1.082994451028 1.07876229507944 1.07132634078966 1.06586896352338 1.05341050802098 1.04351157547875
milc 1.096158611188 1.032783580287 1.01270947982308 1.00350707770968 1.0008275986607 1.00008728707706 1.00007658379696
namd 1.101973238157 1.030690815321 1.01130719793886 1.00413448562679 1.00197305543819 1.00012263253048 1.00014023585474
gobmk 1.513549234318 1.460627806768 1.38657115663755 1.28856886983958 1.24921696852225 1.16803499170194 1.12116148719074
soplex 1.223082869818 1.172396303773 1.12461216639231 1.06613671504587 1.03880612326854 1.02603829000243 1.02007711902329
povray 1.147059671406 1.080030456702 1.048258105307 1.02175955450785 1.01355830572298 1.00146799940204 1.00099652459752
hmmer 1.35008211663 1.27663730114 1.17038138019919 1.00875964846881 1.00018835335484 1.00012037670668 1.00008235237652
sjeng 1.556772772165 1.503088402763 1.43717104769068 1.34456909323282 1.3135212159521 1.27933564124949 1.25612669399164
libquantum 2.109190831481 2.056851354148 1.97698480715373 1.7837500717457 1.56543219724671 1.01731230978847 0.999885562296606
h264ref 1.269379997443 1.226282578041 1.1864384542501 1.13856883723999 1.10141578557244 0.999962030559625 0.999796556200477
lbm 1.313835437101 1.237986371988 1.18448483256356 1.15208288811225 1.14510470933135 1.13692485430066 1.12689906863461
omnetpp 1.404340755411 1.276643409804 1.14457750855377 1.01651949224154 1.00274455902883 1.0020115447079 1.00134319004261
astar 1.284464879982 1.252463356538 1.19027662248178 1.07120545759571 1.01011484292977 1.00120831013409 1.00094548224453
sphinx3 1.134996745256 1.080100117585 1.04301104345473 1.02230366537783 1.01751389770125 1.00691811248175 1.00430422390967
xalancbmk 1.306699617079 1.240359480804 1.15771218828288 1.04349467529916 0.995096425717075 0.996929326030786 1.0012766644743










































































Impact of variation of thread spawn cost
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DBP speedup upper bound 
bmk 20 spawn 5 rest 20 spawn 10 rest 20 spawn 20 rest 20 spawn 50 rest 20 spawn 100 rest 20 spawn 500 rest 20 spawn 1000 rest
perlbench 1.269434212353 1.267185912372 1.26436271707646 1.25661135961558 1.24301314968537 1.13934922451871 1.04366245092607
bzip2 1.008349207493 1.008906411869 1.00881010433857 1.00864397177094 1.00864840048376 1.00660677294184 1.00500678724511
gcc 1.077958269069 1.058529738644 1.04082953453451 1.01767688739113 1.00295483515909 1.00179620214504 1.00069190876421
mcf 1.074716127488 1.072383717905 1.06876952403471 1.06250523738455 1.05623526722137 1.03583519101833 1.01975546851166
milc 1.00576038062 1.003223373794 1.00160185307301 1.00032920800712 1.00009447031907 1.0000638930867 1.00002918521051
namd 1.006224223061 1.00440161077 1.00260261752153 1.00013682921964 0.998848562222088 1.00012388989023 1.00004721563514
gobmk 1.330363622315 1.297530628742 1.25947543922287 1.22122811902889 1.19168133369778 1.08416487545009 1.01656161583899
soplex 1.096043871696 1.07603556244 1.05120637129122 1.03379609299404 1.02843655320713 1.01572640565534 1.00552042785872
povray 1.029315401782 1.021899838709 1.01607367981405 1.00651944057411 1.00236522087787 1.00076620536152 1.00014898209768
hmmer 1.075602455331 1.015742140951 1.00041506648364 1.00017259465526 1.00013718697021 1.00004682157219 0.999995910135219
sjeng 1.386956869829 1.351932306782 1.32151260577138 1.30316221682913 1.28856616472764 1.23280222494414 1.1701192811169
libquantum 1.88119427207 1.793018103448 1.64949318161924 1.35810812115775 1.08893360453734 1.00023181497461 1.00009319147672
h264ref 1.160380564435 1.14109013628 1.11482586871342 1.06149940437856 1.0167259990117 1.00251234722808 1.00233663598765
lbm 1.171457090042 1.167145046497 1.15652267442212 1.14362677163611 1.14058347989781 1.11670124363789 1.08820469471018
omnetpp 1.045588321553 1.016778204772 1.00265577999572 1.00266965418384 1.00247957765548 1.00106757232203 1.0001779227458
astar 1.138464390059 1.086352717794 1.0277669625082 1.00471819820938 1.00082743019236 1.00066118827388 1.00018107534318
sphinx3 1.030574583802 1.025257201967 1.01981189716688 1.0164527881108 1.01356145735775 1.00405407181664 1.00096480935132
xalancbmk 1.0872192716 1.044520518794 0.995362543994939 1.00020808668947 0.996365185660082 1.0019960748868 1.00096274241261
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DBP speedup with misspeculation 
bmk 0 inval 20 rest 5 inval 20 rest 10 inval 20 rest 20 inval 20 rest 50 inval 20 rest 100 inval 20 rest 500 inval 20 rest 1000 inval 20 rest
perlbench 1.254937937287 1.254856663501 1.25477258149625 1.25459594005138 1.2540215565035 1.25302323624005 1.24485209103078 1.23459118666308
bzip2 1.008914556585 1.008914087385 1.00891361201525 1.00891262841295 1.0089094557518 1.00890398990326 1.00885742549007 1.00879680876168
gcc 1.015231325253 1.01564972289 1.01554728849774 1.0174871402984 1.01734064709239 1.01514868991834 1.01525174357604 1.01071576785193
mcf 1.06703336751 1.067033103195 1.06703282373847 1.0670322187563 1.06703026460303 1.06702669197777 1.06696662505369 1.06690251846465
milc 0.99892404339 0.998918684438 0.998913023890265 0.998901002640649 0.998858749364337 0.998780695409737 0.998133930146468 0.997322027896436
namd 0.978800432484 0.978786566435 0.978771656493483 0.97873956846004 0.978633492526225 0.978441786150667 0.976884869651131 0.974943506786825
gobmk 1.205655975919 1.205647487478 1.20563854124627 1.20561963245533 1.20552578089866 1.20540019607364 1.2045950094199 1.20325861008789
soplex 1.011843387621 1.011813239791 1.01181230423061 1.01181028304136 1.0118180325834 1.01181024759667 1.01163183316485 1.01147958227699
povray 0.997653348709 0.997633380432 0.997612192853889 0.997564898075398 0.995342732332208 0.995131520526355 0.9923185738209 0.988804557603981
hmmer 0.999918186932 1.001032520998 1.00103105065969 1.00102785393027 1.00101692663024 1.00099717806817 1.0008290388988 1.0006170816635
sjeng 1.303224306715 1.303223614788 1.30322288259105 1.30322133286147 1.30317844433016 1.30316866074368 1.30306934740341 1.30296722265032
libquantum 1.464547742084 1.464547484864 1.46454721543879 1.464546633566 1.46454471199566 1.46454137374579 1.46536428114342 1.46532177843174
h264ref 1.091174534714 1.091170711337 1.09116672456241 1.09115820129028 1.09128926382925 1.09105700283052 1.08615004408407 1.0850875712973
lbm 1.157193423766 1.157193246133 1.15719306592903 1.15719267269692 1.15719136282911 1.15718905834052 1.15716964963282 1.15714480314872
omnetpp 1.002349522135 1.002348975685 1.00234838757231 1.00234710708033 1.00234126876254 1.00232584726912 1.00223192914234 1.00211345863855
astar 1.00610768545 1.00610738527 1.00609891778306 1.00609824810338 1.00609592583031 1.00609169846983 1.00607745202188 1.00604449131378
sphinx3 1.018047828797 1.018047184351 1.01804650716958 1.01804505030296 1.01805021885308 1.01803417224362 1.01795112379906 1.01784917900579
xalancbmk 0.979426660073 0.9793931238 0.979357512650007 0.979279012534942 0.978980304131746 0.978420846334954 0.973384900662897 0.967834778525632
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DBP speedup upper bound 






















































































































































Figure 4.9: Results for realistic Dbp model with mis-speculation and history-based
predictor (all costs set to 20 cycles).
and slower software-based Dbp implementations. We also include the result for a
thread setup and commit cost of zero from the previous section. The results are
shown in Figure 4.8.
With the addition of these costs, the average speedup now ranges from 1.16x
for 5 cycles setup and commit costs to 1.02x for 1000 cycles. This is a decrease of
3.1% to 14.8% in comparison to the speedup achieved with a thread spawn cost
of 20 cycles and no other costs.
As the costs are increased, the average speedup decreases at a lower rate than
it did when the thread spawn cost was increased in the previous section. This
indicates that the introduction of a thread spawn cost mainly resulted in filtering
out parallel sections that are too small to lead to any benefit on a realistic system
where dynamic parallel execution incurs a penalty. The remaining parallel sections
exhibit enough parallelism to absorb additional costs more readily. Nevertheless,
some benchmarks, such as omnetpp and hmmer which exhibited speedups in our
previous experiment, do not tolerate the introduction of increased setup and com-
mit costs very well since their parallel sections are still too small or lack a sucient
degree of parallelism.
4.4.4 Mis-speculation
We have thus far assumed the availability of a perfect predictor to decide whether
a section of code should be parallelized. While such a model is useful to show the
impact of individual parameters, a realistic scheme has to account for the possibility
of mis-speculation and cancellation of threads.
4.4. Results 55
We now introduce a history-based predictor into ourmodel to determinewhether
a section of the instruction stream should be parallelized and which traces to exe-
cute speculatively. We implement a path-based next trace predictor [59]. Thread
spawn, setup, and commit costs are set to 20 cycles each (in line with previous
Tls studies such as [44]) and the cycle penalty for thread invalidation is varied
between 5 and 1000 cycles.
It is important to note that, as explained in Section 4.2.3, the thread invalidation
penalty represents the cost of operations that need to be carried out when mis-
speculation is identified, such as rolling back memory transaction and stopping
successor threads. These costs are a feature of the particular implementation of the
Dbp system and they are what we model by the thread invalidation cost parameter.
In addition, mis-speculation incurs a different type of ’cost’, namely the wasteful
execution of code until mis-speculation is detected. That cost is determined by
the length of the erroneously executed threads and consequently varies in each
speculative execution episode. Since we simulate actual parallel execution of the
code, our system inherently models this overhead.
The experiments using this configuration show that the amount of the thread
invalidation penalty is relatively insignificant compared to other parameters. The
change in speedup resulting from varying this cost between 5 and 1000 cycles
is <0.01x on average. We show the speedup results for a penalty of 20 cycles in
Figure 4.9.
The reason for this low impact of mis-speculation is twofold: the history-based
predictor performs surprisingly well with an average accuracy of 72.7% across
benchmarks (see Figure 4.9); and the amount of cycles gained due to success-
ful speculation is several orders of magnitude larger than those lost due to mis-
speculation. Mis-speculation is hence a comparatively rare and low-impact event,
the cost of which is easily absorbed by successful speculative parallel executions.
This suggests that a Dbp scheme can be implemented in a way that permits mis-
speculation penalties to be relatively high in relation to other parameters.
The model presented in this section represents a realistic Dbp scheme since it
includes actual costs for all the events related to parallel execution. The assump-
tion of a penalty of 20 cycles for each of these, in line with previous studies such
as [44], implies the need for hardware support for Dbp. In this light, the execution
speedup results in Figure 4.9 paint a rather somber picture of the benefit of Dbp
under realistic assumptions. On one hand, we do achieve a speedup of 1.09x on
56 Chapter 4. Dynamic Binary Parallelization and its Limits
Runtime 208.721273
Interval size 2.5 Number 83
Time interval Number of speculationsCycles gained Depth sum Avg cycles Avg depth Insts gained Avg insts
0 3281 -69323 4083 -21.12861932 1.2444376714 0 0
1 22423 -1099245 27005 -49.02310128 1.2043437542 0 0
2 27675 1041860 35861 37.646251129 1.2957904246 0 0
3 22404 5028818 32600 224.4607213 1.4550973041 0 0
4 18492 1441028 23909 77.927103612 1.2929374865 0 0
5 6972 4252251 12563 609.90404475 1.8019219736 0 0
6 8515 4764432 14744 559.53399883 1.7315325895 0 0
7 17133 5409544 25655 315.73828285 1.4974026732 0 0
8 6842 9889729 17691 1445.4441684 2.5856474715 0 0
9 9166 7401382 18316 807.48221689 1.9982544185 0 0
10 13127 2740283 19394 208.75165689 1.4774129656 0 0
11 2829 2911467 6736 1029.1505832 2.3810533758 0 0
12 1850 3018512 5347 1631.6281081 2.8902702703 0 0
13 1387 3190017 4900 2299.9401586 3.5328046143 0 0
14 1298 3142516 4731 2421.0446841 3.6448382126 0 0
15 1079 3163706 4483 2932.0722892 4.1547729379 0 0
16 1084 3184445 4585 2937.6798893 4.229704797 0 0
17 1094 3108562 4500 2841.464351 4.113345521 0 0
18 1085 3259318 4670 3003.9797235 4.3041474654 0 0
19 1139 3138324 4641 2755.332748 4.0746268657 0 0
20 999 3130447 4437 3133.5805806 4.4414414414 0 0
21 1208 3338629 4919 2763.7657285 4.0720198675 0 0
22 1097 3238020 4675 2951.704649 4.2616226071 0 0
23 1082 3399428 4793 3141.8003697 4.4297597043 0 0
24 1052 3348686 4763 3183.161597 4.5275665399 0 0
25 1198 3304567 4806 2758.403172 4.0116861436 0 0
26 1021 3374599 4732 3305.1900098 4.6346718903 0 0
27 1175 3292357 4784 2802.0059574 4.0714893617 0 0
28 1073 3392258 4818 3161.4706431 4.4902143523 0 0
29 1151 3375580 4862 2932.7367507 4.2241529105 0 0
30 1152 3242976 4695 2815.0833333 4.0755208333 0 0
31 1193 3375757 4938 2829.6370495 4.1391450126 0 0
32 1134 3232442 4678 2850.4779541 4.1252204586 0 0
33 1111 3353329 4822 3018.2979298 4.3402340234 0 0
34 1139 3364290 4849 2953.7225637 4.2572431958 0 0
35 1206 3220421 4749 2670.3325041 3.9378109453 0 0
36 1083 3342682 4793 3086.5023084 4.4256694367 0 0
37 1153 3298217 4762 2860.5524718 4.1300954033 0 0
38 1063 3330916 4739 3133.505174 4.4581373471 0 0
39 1046 3427924 4776 3277.1739962 4.5659655832 0 0
40 1175 3242719 4732 2759.7608511 4.0272340426 0 0
41 1101 3317750 4776 3013.3969119 4.3378746594 0 0
42 1095 3303916 4668 3017.2748858 4.2630136986 0 0
43 1124 3343535 4834 2974.6752669 4.3007117438 0 0
44 996 3172750 4503 3185.4919679 4.5210843373 0 0
45 1086 3417432 4832 3146.8066298 4.4493554328 0 0
46 1073 3318435 4748 3092.6700839 4.4249767008 0 0
47 981 3298186 4558 3362.0652396 4.6462793068 0 0
48 1109 3263848 4749 2943.0550045 4.2822362489 0 0
49 1064 3216486 4606 3023.0131579 4.3289473684 0 0
50 1176 3343801 4851 2843.3681973 4.125 0 0
51 1139 3354393 4849 2945.0333626 4.2572431958 0 0
52 1012 3227222 4519 3188.9545455 4.4654150198 0 0
53 1021 3359622 4731 3290.5210578 4.6336924584 0 0
54 1072 3189167 4591 2974.9692164 4.2826492537 0 0
55 1048 3367416 4746 3213.1832061 4.5286259542 0 0
56 1072 3342655 4755 3118.1483209 4.4356343284 0 0
57 1052 3257656 4586 3096.6311787 4.3593155894 0 0
58 1080 3276840 4721 3034.1111111 4.3712962963 0 0
59 1118 3185480 4625 2849.2665474 4.1368515206 0 0
60 1067 3382415 4777 3170.0234302 4.4770384255 0 0
61 1075 3326462 4750 3094.3832558 4.4186046512 0 0
62 983 3213673 4490 3269.2502543 4.5676500509 0 0
63 1057 3373826 4802 3191.8883633 4.5430463576 0 0
64 1043 3213680 4550 3081.1888782 4.3624161074 0 0
65 1040 3343141 4715 3214.5586538 4.5336538462 0 0
66 1012 3327036 4687 3287.5849802 4.6314229249 0 0
67 1011 3206071 4518 3171.1879327 4.46884273 0 0
68 1069 3328579 4744 3113.7315248 4.4377923293 0 0
69 997 3185616 4502 3195.2016048 4.5155466399 0 0
70 1020 3336762 4695 3271.3352941 4.6029411765 0 0
71 1021 3388085 4731 3318.3986288 4.6336924584 0 0
72 972 3211413 4474 3303.9228395 4.6028806584 0 0
73 978 3307197 4653 3381.5920245 4.7576687117 0 0
74 925 3036745 4252 3282.9675676 4.5967567568 0 0
75 941 2884793 4126 3065.6673751 4.3846971307 0 0
76 873 2948282 4128 3377.1844215 4.7285223368 0 0
77 968 3223489 4470 3330.0506198 4.617768595 0 0
78 987 3211620 4557 3253.9209726 4.6170212766 0 0
79 939 3209277 4441 3417.7603834 4.7294994675 0 0
80 1108 3326176 4748 3001.9638989 4.285198556 0 0
81 1110 3267944 4750 2944.0936937 4.2792792793 0 0
82 993 3288990 4565 3312.1752266 4.5971802618 0 0
83 3810 3881407 8968 1018.7419948 2.3538057743 0 0













Avg cycles Number of speculations
Runtime 2384.193135
Interval size 2.5 Number 954
Time interval Number of speculationsCycles gained Depth sum Avg cycles Avg depth
0 1500 -118798 1790 -79.19866667 1.1933333333
1 3295 1532449 5535 465.0831563 1.6798179059
2 3312 -168182 3369 -50.77958937 1.0172101449
3 346 -14000 346 -40.46242775 1
4 530 -25010 530 -47.18867925 1
5 600 -25889 600 -43.14833333 1
6 134 -5657 135 -42.21641791 1.0074626866
7 194 -9706 195 -50.03092784 1.0051546392
8 1229 -72159 1276 -58.71358828 1.0382424736
9 30 -1640 30 -54.66666667 1
10 2846 -111719 3091 -39.2547435 1.0860857344
11 4009 -217525 4273 -54.25916687 1.0658518334
12 373 -35273 476 -94.56568365 1.2761394102
13 999 1585687 3186 1587.2742743 3.1891891892
14 129 -5491 129 -42.56589147 1
15 224 -10229 226 -45.66517857 1.0089285714
16 46 -3072 46 -66.7826087 1
17 161 -6900 161 -42.85714286 1
18 75 -2863 76 -38.17333333 1.0133333333
19 184 -225 197 -1.222826087 1.0706521739
20 204 2135 262 10.465686275 1.2843137255
21 774 -21013 944 -27.14857881 1.2196382429
22 174 -15606 175 -89.68965517 1.0057471264
23 350 1030537 1440 2944.3914286 4.1142857143
24 429 590633 1530 1376.7668998 3.5664335664
25 110 -5197 111 -47.24545455 1.0090909091
26 165 -7902 166 -47.89090909 1.0060606061
27 42 -3387 42 -80.64285714 1
28 12 -1215 12 -101.25 1
29 124 -3993 134 -32.2016129 1.0806451613
30 34 -1459 34 -42.91176471 1
31 202 8013 355 39.668316832 1.7574257426
32 258 -9772 323 -37.87596899 1.2519379845
33 81 -7270 84 -89.75308642 1.037037037
34 661 116509 2850 176.26172466 4.3116490166
35 140 -5257 141 -37.55 1.0071428571
36 187 -7934 187 -42.42780749 1
37 150 -6830 150 -45.53333333 1
38 15 -851 15 -56.73333333 1
39 52 -3409 53 -65.55769231 1.0192307692
40 60 -1472 75 -24.53333333 1.25
41 0 0 0 0 0
42 82 1315 133 16.036585366 1.6219512195
43 291 -8050 453 -27.66323024 1.5567010309
44 12 -4084 17 -340.3333333 1.4166666667
45 594 95644 2783 161.01683502 4.6851851852
46 148 -5814 149 -39.28378378 1.0067567568
47 61 -2544 61 -41.70491803 1
48 118 -4900 118 -41.52542373 1
49 26 -1140 26 -43.84615385 1
50 19 -900 19 -47.36842105 1
51 70 -2860 70 -40.85714286 1
52 70 -4020 70 -57.42857143 1
53 10 -429 10 -42.9 1
54 7 -269 7 -38.42857143 1
55 45 -2772 57 -61.6 1.2666666667
56 30 -1240 30 -41.33333333 1
57 32 -1740 32 -54.375 1
58 156 -4669 265 -29.92948718 1.6987179487
59 283 -9342 396 -33.01060071 1.3992932862
60 13 -3488 18 -268.3076923 1.3846153846
61 565 848626 2755 1501.9929204 4.8761061947
62 17 -288 18 -16.94117647 1.0588235294
63 99 -3960 99 -40 1
64 7 -280 7 -40 1
65 2 -80 2 -40 1
66 17 -1222 17 -71.88235294 1
67 22 989 37 44.954545455 1.6818181818
68 30 -1200 30 -40 1
69 190 3270 398 17.210526316 2.0947368421
70 60 -2756 71 -45.93333333 1.1833333333
71 79 -7058 84 -89.34177215 1.0632911392
72 593 820220 2782 1383.1703204 4.6913996627
73 74 -2969 74 -40.12162162 1
74 25 -1000 25 -40 1
75 29 -1160 29 -40 1
76 14 -560 14 -40 1
77 43 -1735 43 -40.34883721 1
78 39 -1563 39 -40.07692308 1
79 36 -1424 36 -39.55555556 1
80 15 3676 26 245.06666667 1.7333333333
81 0 0 0 0 0
82 0 0 0 0 0
83 217 12959 420 59.718894009 1.935483871
84 61 -2729 63 -44.73770492 1.0327868852
85 21 -3695 26 -175.952381 1.2380952381
86 597 127379 2787 213.36515913 4.6683417085
87 5 -200 5 -40 1
88 39 -1558 39 -39.94871795 1
89 6 -240 6 -40 1
90 7 -344 7 -49.14285714 1
91 36 -1419 36 -39.41666667 1
92 18 963 29 53.5 1.6111111111
93 0 0 0 0 0
94 101 12588 255 124.63366337 2.5247524752
95 73 -1703 125 -23.32876712 1.7123287671
96 9 -2723 14 -302.5555556 1.5555555556
97 577 279153 2767 483.80069324 4.7954939341
98 105 -5580 105 -53.14285714 1
99 14 -567 14 -40.5 1
100 8 -320 8 -40 1
101 5 -200 5 -40 1
102 8 -320 8 -40 1
103 45 -1083 56 -24.06666667 1.2444444444
104 1 -837 1 -837 1
105 195 -311 397 -1.594871795 2.0358974359
106 70 -3735 74 -53.35714286 1.0571428571
107 587 92792 2776 158.07836457 4.7291311755
108 42 -2159 45 -51.4047619 1.0714285714
109 7 -280 7 -40 1
110 9 -360 9 -40 1
111 0 0 0 0 0
112 34 -1360 34 -40 1
113 3 -120 3 -40 1
114 3 -120 3 -40 1
115 4 -107 4 -26.75 1
116 3 -153 3 -51 1
117 39 -1549 39 -39.71794872 1
118 2 -100 2 -50 1
119 52 264 63 5.0769230769 1.2115384615
120 0 0 0 0 0
121 2 -80 2 -40 1
122 35 4464 87 127.54285714 2.4857142857
123 102 1564 254 15.333333333 2.4901960784
124 13 -1589 18 -122.2307692 1.3846153846
125 554 91696 2741 165.51624549 4.9476534296
126 97 -3798 98 -39.15463918 1.0103092784
127 3 -136 3 -45.33333333 1
128 7 -726 7 -103.7142857 1
129 2 -80 2 -40 1
130 2 -80 2 -40 1
131 46 -1222 57 -26.56521739 1.2391304348
132 2 -664 2 -332 1
133 97 1755 249 18.092783505 2.5670103093
134 68 -1170 120 -17.20588235 1.7647058824
135 10 -3082 15 -308.2 1.5
136 588 91346 2776 155.35034014 4.7210884354
137 9 -311 9 -34.55555556 1
138 0 0 0 0 0
139 0 0 0 0 0
140 0 0 0 0 0
141 0 0 0 0 0
142 0 0 0 0 0
143 0 0 0 0 0
144 1 -40 1 -40 1
145 12 -518 12 -43.16666667 1
146 39 -1549 39 -39.71794872 1
147 3 -133 3 -44.33333333 1
148 1 -40 1 -40 1
149 19 698 30 36.736842105 1.5789473684
150 2 -80 2 -40 1
151 1 -40 1 -40 1
152 201 -68 405 -0.338308458 2.0149253731
153 35 -1408 37 -40.22857143 1.0571428571
154 124 17218 588 138.85483871 4.7419354839
155 471 73008 2198 155.00636943 4.6666666667
156 3 -120 3 -40 1
157 3 -120 3 -40 1
158 2 -80 2 -40 1
159 5 -422 5 -84.4 1
160 16 -297 27 -18.5625 1.6875
161 32 -1440 32 -45 1
162 104 66 206 0.6346153846 1.9807692308
163 150 -2478 252 -16.52 1.68
164 13 -2606 18 -200.4615385 1.3846153846
165 590 158498 2779 268.64067797 4.7101694915
166 9 -456 9 -50.66666667 1
167 5 -194 5 -38.8 1
168 7 -282 7 -40.28571429 1
169 3 -120 3 -40 1
170 4 -160 4 -40 1
171 18 -255 29 -14.16666667 1.6111111111
172 1 -40 1 -40 1
173 63 8575 215 136.11111111 3.4126984127
174 28 714 80 25.5 2.8571428571
175 7 -1152 12 -164.5714286 1.7142857143
176 618 86645 2806 140.20226537 4.5404530744
177 67 -2680 67 -40 1
178 12 -560 12 -46.66666667 1
179 11 -520 11 -47.27272727 1
180 18 -1597 18 -88.72222222 1
181 10 -817 10 -81.7 1
182 78 -2828 90 -36.25641026 1.1538461538
183 1 -40 1 -40 1
184 124 3239 328 26.120967742 2.6451612903
185 8 -2102 13 -262.75 1.625
186 556 89812 2744 161.5323741 4.9352517986
187 16 -633 18 -39.5625 1.125
188 37 -1500 37 -40.54054054 1
189 10 -896 10 -89.6 1
190 10 -440 11 -44 1.1
191 9 -1077 10 -119.6666667 1.1111111111
192 15 -293 26 -19.53333333 1.7333333333
193 2 -543 2 -271.5 1
194 116 3679 319 31.715517241 2.75
195 12 -553 14 -46.08333333 1.1666666667
196 10 -1469 15 -146.9 1.5
197 561 91380 2750 162.88770053 4.9019607843
198 9 -400 9 -44.44444444 1
199 14 -680 14 -48.57142857 1
200 63 -2920 63 -46.34920635 1
201 49 -2888 49 -58.93877551 1
202 8 -375 9 -46.875 1.125
203 37 -1540 37 -41.62162162 1
204 43 -1226 54 -28.51162791 1.2558139535
205 1 -40 1 -40 1
206 118 2879 320 24.398305085 2.7118644068
207 6 -292 8 -48.66666667 1.3333333333
208 11 -2266 16 -206 1.4545454545
209 565 91079 2753 161.20176991 4.8725663717
210 8 -380 8 -47.5 1
211 7 -296 7 -42.28571429 1
212 8 -1057 8 -132.125 1
213 37 -1520 37 -41.08108108 1
214 18 -453 29 -25.16666667 1.6111111111
215 60 -2420 60 -40.33333333 1
216 46 3084 148 67.043478261 3.2173913043
217 50 1465 152 29.3 3.04
218 4 -157 9 -39.25 2.25
219 554 87738 2740 158.37184116 4.9458483755
220 15 -628 17 -41.86666667 1.1333333333
221 14 -620 14 -44.28571429 1
222 14 -680 14 -48.57142857 1
223 12 -806 12 -67.16666667 1
224 5 -240 5 -48 1
225 8 -679 8 -84.875 1
226 17 -363 29 -21.35294118 1.7058823529
227 4 -160 4 -40 1
228 65 2219 217 34.138461538 3.3384615385
229 31 525 83 16.935483871 2.6774193548
230 7 -669 12 -95.57142857 1.7142857143
231 592 134267 2778 226.80236486 4.6925675676
232 17 -680 17 -40 1
233 12 -480 12 -40 1
234 8 -360 8 -45 1
235 4 -160 4 -40 1
236 20 -348 29 -17.4 1.45
237 0 0 0 0 0
238 0 0 0 0 0
239 102 5584 306 54.745098039 3
240 499 1212820 1300 2430.501002 2.6052104208
241 5112 40845880 25560 7990.1956182 5
242 5102 41479260 25510 8130 5
243 4938 4273335 9057 865.39793439 1.8341433779
244 525 -25491 635 -48.55428571 1.2095238095
245 291 -21577 325 -74.14776632 1.116838488
246 2440 -88352 4090 -36.20983607 1.6762295082
247 254 -11079 267 -43.61811024 1.0511811024
248 236 -10593 239 -44.88559322 1.0127118644
249 183 -13730 186 -75.0273224 1.0163934426
250 1753 -13879 3340 -7.917284655 1.9053051911
251 105 -8329 107 -79.32380952 1.019047619
252 68 -2931 70 -43.10294118 1.0294117647
253 179 -8865 180 -49.52513966 1.0055865922
254 1025 18590 2465 18.136585366 2.4048780488
255 79 -5055 82 -63.98734177 1.0379746835
256 11 -525 12 -47.72727273 1.0909090909
257 1012 25890 2543 25.583003953 2.5128458498
258 75 -3198 78 -42.64 1.04
259 43 -1921 46 -44.6744186 1.0697674419
260 133 -6174 136 -46.42105263 1.022556391
261 1137 17962 2626 15.797713281 2.3095866315
262 68 -3378 68 -49.67647059 1
263 42 -1849 42 -44.02380952 1
264 985 23453 2438 23.810152284 2.4751269036
265 43 -2234 43 -51.95348837 1
266 15 -995 18 -66.33333333 1.2
267 43 -1941 47 -45.13953488 1.0930232558
268 780 23282 2044 29.848717949 2.6205128205
269 9 -434 9 -48.22222222 1
270 13 -758 13 -58.30769231 1
271 1036 19699 2518 19.014478764 2.4305019305
272 7 -303 7 -43.28571429 1
273 44 -1816 45 -41.27272727 1.0227272727
274 66 -3216 66 -48.72727273 1
275 826 33085 2310 40.054479419 2.7966101695
276 39 -1612 39 -41.33333333 1
277 15 -749 15 -49.93333333 1
278 10 -421 10 -42.1 1
279 907 27141 2398 29.923925028 2.6438809261
280 14 -694 14 -49.57142857 1
281 11 -545 11 -49.54545455 1
282 933 32228 2500 34.542336549 2.679528403
283 48 -2144 48 -44.66666667 1
284 71 -3340 71 -47.04225352 1
285 44 -1086 44 -24.68181818 1
286 753 25997 2047 34.524568393 2.7184594954
287 38 -1520 38 -40 1
288 12 -602 12 -50.16666667 1
289 774 31364 2179 40.521963824 2.815245478
290 12 -633 12 -52.75 1
291 6 -319 6 -53.16666667 1
292 985 25512 2470 25.900507614 2.5076142132
293 36 -1551 36 -43.08333333 1
294 4 -206 4 -51.5 1
295 85 -2750 85 -32.35294118 1
296 793 32986 2246 41.596469105 2.8322824716
297 36 -1602 36 -44.5 1
298 4 -160 4 -40 1
299 778 40986 2341 52.681233933 3.0089974293
300 33 -1371 33 -41.54545455 1
301 7 -497 7 -71 1
302 37 -1503 37 -40.62162162 1
303 755 38199 2254 50.594701987 2.9854304636
304 5 -239 5 -47.8 1
305 4 -196 4 -49 1
306 40 -1639 40 -40.975 1
307 755 38561 2271 51.074172185 3.0079470199
308 10 -444 10 -44.4 1
309 10 -432 10 -43.2 1
310 9 -704 9 -78.22222222 1
311 846 38224 2442 45.182033097 2.8865248227
312 6 -326 6 -54.33333333 1
313 5 -227 5 -45.4 1
314 105 -5963 161 -56.79047619 1.5333333333
315 3948 29072149 18906 7363.7662107 4.7887537994
316 346 479038 716 1384.5028902 2.0693641618
317 558 2076413 2746 3721.1702509 4.9211469534
318 33 -1320 33 -40 1
319 6 -274 6 -45.66666667 1
320 35 -1710 35 -48.85714286 1
321 14 -589 15 -42.07142857 1.0714285714
322 1 -40 1 -40 1
323 7 -535 8 -76.42857143 1.1428571429
324 8 -315 8 -39.375 1
325 6 -260 6 -43.33333333 1
326 5 -220 5 -44 1
327 20 6492 30 324.6 1.5
328 0 0 0 0 0
329 65 47234 117 726.67692308 1.8
330 130 4098 282 31.523076923 2.1692307692
331 3 -120 3 -40 1
332 36 -1980 41 -55 1.1388888889
333 554 116938 2741 211.07942238 4.9476534296
334 35 -923 36 -26.37142857 1.0285714286
335 36 -1440 36 -40 1
336 12 -514 12 -42.83333333 1
337 2 -80 2 -40 1
338 8 -1082 8 -135.25 1
339 34 -2296 34 -67.52941176 1
340 4 -160 4 -40 1
341 16 1989 26 124.3125 1.625
342 0 0 0 0 0
343 1 -40 1 -40 1
344 91 8891 293 97.703296703 3.2197802198
345 44 -2076 46 -47.18181818 1.0454545455
346 10 -408 12 -40.8 1.2
347 34 -2016 37 -59.29411765 1.0882352941
348 555 97113 2742 174.97837838 4.9405405405
349 9 -311 10 -34.55555556 1.1111111111
350 12 -540 12 -45 1
351 9 -440 9 -48.88888889 1
352 9 -356 9 -39.55555556 1
353 40 -2293 40 -57.325 1
354 5 -585 5 -117 1
355 7 -672 7 -96 1
356 4 -153 4 -38.25 1
357 13 -905 24 -69.61538462 1.8461538462
358 31 -1721 31 -55.51612903 1
359 30 -1200 30 -40 1
360 69 4083 221 59.173913043 3.2028985507
361 31 557 83 17.967741935 2.6774193548
362 6 -248 8 -41.33333333 1.3333333333
363 7 -1748 10 -249.7142857 1.4285714286
364 560 322734 2748 576.31071429 4.9071428571
365 34 -1360 34 -40 1
366 11 -493 11 -44.81818182 1
367 11 -520 11 -47.27272727 1
368 7 -300 7 -42.85714286 1
369 8 -360 8 -45 1
370 8 -400 8 -50 1
371 14 -680 14 -48.57142857 1
372 10 -460 10 -46 1
373 8 -333 8 -41.625 1
374 31 -1240 31 -40 1
375 15 -1001 26 -66.73333333 1.7333333333
376 1 -40 1 -40 1
377 1 -40 1 -40 1
378 1 -40 1 -40 1
379 32 1018 84 31.8125 2.625
380 114 1060 266 9.298245614 2.3333333333
381 3 -120 3 -40 1
382 36 -1485 41 -41.25 1.1388888889
383 343 58442 1708 170.38483965 4.9795918367
384 247 31948 1070 129.34412955 4.3319838057
385 4 -180 4 -45 1
386 5 -220 5 -44 1
387 7 -340 7 -48.57142857 1
388 5 -200 5 -40 1
389 8 -353 8 -44.125 1
390 41 -1695 41 -41.34146341 1
391 7 -315 8 -45 1.1428571429
392 34 -1355 35 -39.85294118 1.0294117647
393 3 -120 3 -40 1
394 44 -1454 55 -33.04545455 1.25
395 2 -80 2 -40 1
396 0 0 0 0 0
397 30 3387 82 112.9 2.7333333333
398 71 2875 223 40.492957746 3.1408450704
399 6 -240 6 -40 1
400 5 -245 10 -49 2
401 582 259696 2768 446.21305842 4.7560137457
402 8 -462 10 -57.75 1.25
403 4 -167 4 -41.75 1
404 5 -226 5 -45.2 1
405 7 -300 7 -42.85714286 1
406 6 -256 6 -42.66666667 1
407 4 -160 4 -40 1
408 3 -120 3 -40 1
409 13 -173 24 -13.30769231 1.8461538462
410 1 -281 1 -281 1
411 1 -640 1 -640 1
412 31 1078 83 34.774193548 2.6774193548
413 131 -224 283 -1.709923664 2.1603053435
414 8 -181 10 -22.625 1.25
415 2 -109 5 -54.5 2.5
416 559 1009664 2748 1806.19678 4.915921288
417 36 -1514 36 -42.05555556 1
418 13 -580 13 -44.61538462 1
419 10 -420 10 -42 1
420 11 -440 11 -40 1
421 5 -200 5 -40 1
422 6 -240 6 -40 1
423 7 -280 7 -40 1
424 1 -40 1 -40 1
425 8 -340 8 -42.5 1
426 3 -128 3 -42.66666667 1
427 4 -160 4 -40 1
428 34 -2400 34 -70.58823529 1
429 5 -210 5 -42 1
430 15 1295 26 86.333333333 1.7333333333
431 0 0 0 0 0
432 30 -1200 30 -40 1
433 2 -80 2 -40 1
434 81 8371 233 103.34567901 2.8765432099
435 34 527 86 15.5 2.5294117647
436 6 -259 8 -43.16666667 1.3333333333
437 3 -529 6 -176.3333333 2
438 587 99691 2775 169.83134583 4.727427598
439 36 -1440 36 -40 1
440 5 -188 5 -37.6 1
441 4 -160 4 -40 1
442 5 -200 5 -40 1
443 2 -80 2 -40 1
444 1 -40 1 -40 1
445 4 -160 4 -40 1
446 14 160 25 11.428571429 1.7857142857
447 2 -80 2 -40 1
448 1 -40 1 -40 1
449 64 11100 216 173.4375 3.375
450 30 623 82 20.766666667 2.7333333333
451 7 -317 12 -45.28571429 1.7142857143
452 580 94728 2766 163.32413793 4.7689655172
453 10 -647 12 -64.7 1.2
454 8 -313 8 -39.125 1
455 1 -35 1 -35 1
456 0 0 0 0 0
457 0 0 0 0 0
458 0 0 0 0 0
459 0 0 0 0 0
460 0 0 0 0 0
461 0 0 0 0 0
462 0 0 0 0 0
463 0 0 0 0 0
464 3 -113 3 -37.66666667 1
465 10 -408 10 -40.8 1
466 7 -280 7 -40 1
467 3 -360 3 -120 1
468 3 -120 3 -40 1
469 14 -253 25 -18.07142857 1.7857142857
470 0 0 0 0 0
471 1 -40 1 -40 1
472 1 -86 1 -86 1
473 59 5053 211 85.644067797 3.5762711864
474 58 -725 111 -12.5 1.9137931034
475 4 -160 4 -40 1
476 5 -355 10 -71 2
477 553 90529 2740 163.70524412 4.9547920434
478 36 -1378 37 -38.27777778 1.0277777778
479 6 -260 6 -43.33333333 1
480 4 -160 4 -40 1
481 35 -1420 35 -40.57142857 1
482 2 -80 2 -40 1
483 2 -72 2 -36 1
484 1 -40 1 -40 1
485 4 -160 4 -40 1
486 14 -927 25 -66.21428571 1.7857142857
487 2 -80 2 -40 1
488 2 -80 2 -40 1
489 86 6251 288 72.686046512 3.3488372093
490 5 -252 7 -50.4 1.4
491 6 -1312 11 -218.6666667 1.8333333333
492 551 89224 2737 161.93103448 4.9673321234
493 11 -401 13 -36.45454545 1.1818181818
494 10 -428 10 -42.8 1
495 8 -335 8 -41.875 1
496 7 -320 7 -45.71428571 1
497 7 -315 7 -45 1
498 6 -233 6 -38.83333333 1
499 8 -321 9 -40.125 1.125
500 30 -1200 30 -40 1
501 13 -213 24 -16.38461538 1.8461538462
502 1 -40 1 -40 1
503 1 -40 1 -40 1
504 77 5547 279 72.038961039 3.6233766234
505 42 -1863 44 -44.35714286 1.0476190476
506 7 -325 12 -46.42857143 1.7142857143
507 2 -114 2 -57 1
508 561 89588 2748 159.69340463 4.8983957219
509 25 -1391 25 -55.64 1
510 4 -160 4 -40 1
511 3 -113 4 -37.66666667 1.3333333333
512 2 -80 2 -40 1
513 4 -180 4 -45 1
514 8 -308 10 -38.5 1.25
515 6 -260 6 -43.33333333 1
516 5 -200 5 -40 1
517 7 -313 8 -44.71428571 1.1428571429
518 14 -555 24 -39.64285714 1.7142857143
519 0 0 0 0 0
520 44 2838 143 64.5 3.25
521 41 2210 141 53.902439024 3.4390243902
522 2 -80 2 -40 1
523 37 -1529 38 -41.32432432 1.027027027
524 548 91349 2734 166.69525547 4.9890510949
525 4 -114 4 -28.5 1
526 7 -295 8 -42.14285714 1.1428571429
527 9 -380 9 -42.22222222 1
528 5 -200 5 -40 1
529 4 -160 4 -40 1
530 4 -160 4 -40 1
531 2 -80 2 -40 1
532 16 -307 26 -19.1875 1.625
533 4 -178 4 -44.5 1
534 3 -120 3 -40 1
535 90 2608 239 28.977777778 2.6555555556
536 53 -249 103 -4.698113208 1.9433962264
537 7 -280 7 -40 1
538 7 -329 7 -47 1
539 548 367117 2734 669.92153285 4.9890510949
540 8 41 8 5.125 1
541 10 -420 10 -42 1
542 8 -340 8 -42.5 1
543 4 -160 4 -40 1
544 5 -220 5 -44 1
545 37 -1500 37 -40.54054054 1
546 1 -40 1 -40 1
547 3 -67 3 -22.33333333 1
548 14 434 24 31 1.7142857143
549 0 0 0 0 0
550 2 -1003 2 -501.5 1
551 2 -80 2 -40 1
552 109 3654 308 33.52293578 2.8256880734
553 6 -240 6 -40 1
554 3 -140 3 -46.66666667 1
555 629 91065 2815 144.77742448 4.4753577107
556 53 7706 160 145.39622642 3.0188679245
557 2588 18743789 12090 7242.5768934 4.671561051
558 5110 41544300 25550 8130 5
559 4293 28064590 19782 6537.2909387 4.607966457
560 50 -2058 50 -41.16 1
561 24 -992 24 -41.33333333 1
562 8 -320 8 -40 1
563 9 -464 9 -51.55555556 1
564 737 44042 2345 59.758480326 3.1818181818
565 3 -120 3 -40 1
566 6 -354 6 -59 1
567 6 -240 6 -40 1
568 7 -382 7 -54.57142857 1
569 35 -1415 35 -40.42857143 1
570 732 33777 2131 46.143442623 2.9112021858
571 18 -729 18 -40.5 1
572 45 -1809 45 -40.2 1
573 2 -144 2 -72 1
574 36 -1624 36 -45.11111111 1
575 833 31101 2311 37.336134454 2.7743097239
576 9 -728 9 -80.88888889 1
577 5 -200 5 -40 1
578 4 -191 4 -47.75 1
579 8 -350 8 -43.75 1
580 91 -4372 91 -48.04395604 1
581 799 29106 2189 36.428035044 2.7396745932
582 21 -840 21 -40 1
583 12 -477 12 -39.75 1
584 7 -280 7 -40 1
585 8 -419 8 -52.375 1
586 762 26263 2085 34.465879265 2.7362204724
587 5 -200 5 -40 1
588 2 -80 2 -40 1
589 7 1010 7 144.28571429 1
590 879 34303 2449 39.025028441 2.7861205916
591 5 -200 5 -40 1
592 7 -655 7 -93.57142857 1
593 36 -1854 36 -51.5 1
594 4 -160 4 -40 1
595 37 -1468 37 -39.67567568 1
596 880 27304 2331 31.027272727 2.6488636364
597 3 -185 3 -61.66666667 1
598 4 -225 4 -56.25 1
599 37 -1861 37 -50.2972973 1
600 774 33806 2222 43.677002584 2.8708010336
601 5 -200 5 -40 1
602 3 -159 3 -53 1
603 4 -198 4 -49.5 1
604 4 -160 4 -40 1
605 5 794 5 158.8 1
606 798 28630 2195 35.877192982 2.7506265664
607 3 -151 3 -50.33333333 1
608 3 -120 3 -40 1
609 10 -452 10 -45.2 1
610 813 37144 2352 45.687576876 2.8929889299
611 3 -397 3 -132.3333333 1
612 5 -520 5 -104 1
613 5 -200 5 -40 1
614 9 772 9 85.777777778 1
615 843 37933 2412 44.997627521 2.8612099644
616 4 -191 4 -47.75 1
617 6 -240 6 -40 1
618 2 -80 2 -40 1
619 4 -118 4 -29.5 1
620 777 39092 2319 50.311454311 2.9845559846
621 3 -237 3 -79 1
622 4 -319 4 -79.75 1
623 3 -158 3 -52.66666667 1
624 1 -40 1 -40 1
625 1 2 1 2 1
626 710 35096 2123 49.430985915 2.9901408451
627 6 -240 6 -40 1
628 16 -640 16 -40 1
629 17 -746 17 -43.88235294 1
630 4 -118 4 -29.5 1
631 30 -1360 30 -45.33333333 1
632 708 37678 2148 53.217514124 3.0338983051
633 4194 30222344 19834 7206.0906056 4.7291368622
634 20 -957 20 -47.85 1
635 548 2084761 2733 3804.3083942 4.9872262774
636 8 -709 8 -88.625 1
637 3 -120 3 -40 1
638 8 -360 8 -45 1
639 1 -40 1 -40 1
640 8 -360 8 -45 1
641 13 -620 13 -47.69230769 1
642 9 -394 9 -43.77777778 1
643 0 0 0 0 0
644 9 -420 9 -46.66666667 1
645 4 -160 4 -40 1
646 4 -160 4 -40 1
647 5 -240 5 -48 1
648 20 5968 32 298.4 1.6
649 1 -40 1 -40 1
650 2 -833 2 -416.5 1
651 58 51983 207 896.25862069 3.5689655172
652 52 -185 102 -3.557692308 1.9615384615
653 8 -350 8 -43.75 1
654 11 -1615 11 -146.8181818 1
655 0 0 0 0 0
656 549 155079 2734 282.47540984 4.9799635701
657 16 -739 16 -46.1875 1
658 75 -3769 75 -50.25333333 1
659 12 -480 12 -40 1
660 2 -80 2 -40 1
661 1 -40 1 -40 1
662 5 -200 5 -40 1
663 5 -200 5 -40 1
664 4 -523 4 -130.75 1
665 3 -120 3 -40 1
666 2 -80 2 -40 1
667 2 -80 2 -40 1
668 12 377 22 31.416666667 1.8333333333
669 0 0 0 0 0
670 1 -40 1 -40 1
671 1 -453 1 -453 1
672 76 8425 275 110.85526316 3.6184210526
673 2 -484 2 -242 1
674 4 -160 4 -40 1
675 7 -1650 7 -235.7142857 1
676 31 -1839 31 -59.32258065 1
677 551 90874 2736 164.92558984 4.9655172414
678 1 -40 1 -40 1
679 2 -80 2 -40 1
680 2 -80 2 -40 1
681 2 -80 2 -40 1
682 1 -40 1 -40 1
683 3 -120 3 -40 1
684 2 -80 2 -40 1
685 5 -200 5 -40 1
686 3 -120 3 -40 1
687 4 -180 4 -45 1
688 0 0 0 0 0
689 1 -40 1 -40 1
690 1 -40 1 -40 1
691 11 -564 21 -51.27272727 1.9090909091
692 1 -40 1 -40 1
693 1 -40 1 -40 1
694 0 0 0 0 0
695 0 0 0 0 0
696 42 3184 142 75.80952381 3.380952381
697 41 1561 141 38.073170732 3.4390243902
698 5 -200 5 -40 1
699 5 -220 5 -44 1
700 5 -898 5 -179.6 1
701 548 110631 2733 201.88138686 4.9872262774
702 4 -110 4 -27.5 1
703 34 -1370 34 -40.29411765 1
704 2 -798 2 -399 1
705 3 -120 3 -40 1
706 6 -240 6 -40 1
707 3 -120 3 -40 1
708 3 -120 3 -40 1
709 30 -1200 30 -40 1
710 1 -40 1 -40 1
711 1 -40 1 -40 1
712 0 0 0 0 0
713 11 -66 21 -6 1.9090909091
714 1 -40 1 -40 1
715 1 -40 1 -40 1
716 1 -739 1 -739 1
717 1 -40 1 -40 1
718 76 5664 275 74.526315789 3.6184210526
719 4 -160 4 -40 1
720 5 -200 5 -40 1
721 7 -1476 7 -210.8571429 1
722 1 -1253 1 -1253 1
723 549 857299 2735 1561.564663 4.9817850638
724 34 -1360 34 -40 1
725 31 -1240 31 -40 1
726 3 -120 3 -40 1
727 3 -108 3 -36 1
728 30 -1200 30 -40 1
729 0 0 0 0 0
730 0 0 0 0 0
731 1 -40 1 -40 1
732 0 0 0 0 0
733 13 -147 23 -11.30769231 1.7692307692
734 0 0 0 0 0
735 1 -40 1 -40 1
736 2 -80 2 -40 1
737 57 4569 206 80.157894737 3.6140350877
738 26 771 76 29.653846154 2.9230769231
739 4 -192 4 -48 1
740 5 -198 5 -39.6 1
741 550 261945 2736 476.26363636 4.9745454545
742 3 -146 3 -48.66666667 1
743 2 -100 2 -50 1
744 4 -160 4 -40 1
745 6 -240 6 -40 1
746 4 -160 4 -40 1
747 4 -160 4 -40 1
748 6 -240 6 -40 1
749 3 -120 3 -40 1
750 1 -40 1 -40 1
751 2 -80 2 -40 1
752 3 -140 3 -46.66666667 1
753 1 -40 1 -40 1
754 2 -80 2 -40 1
755 1 -40 1 -40 1
756 0 0 0 0 0
757 0 0 0 0 0
758 10 1114 20 111.4 2
759 2 -80 2 -40 1
760 0 0 0 0 0
761 2 -80 2 -40 1
762 0 0 0 0 0
763 69 8575 168 124.27536232 2.4347826087
764 46 1990 146 43.260869565 3.1739130435
765 3 -120 3 -40 1
766 6 -238 6 -39.66666667 1
767 1 -742 1 -742 1
768 550 126272 2735 229.58545455 4.9727272727
769 37 -1536 37 -41.51351351 1
770 1 -40 1 -40 1
771 3 -120 3 -40 1
772 2 -80 2 -40 1
773 3 -120 3 -40 1
774 3 -120 3 -40 1
775 5 -200 5 -40 1
776 5 -200 5 -40 1
777 5 -200 5 -40 1
778 3 -120 3 -40 1
779 2 -80 2 -40 1
780 3 -120 3 -40 1
781 3 -140 3 -46.66666667 1
782 0 0 0 0 0
783 1 -40 1 -40 1
784 2 -80 2 -40 1
785 0 0 0 0 0
786 10 -4 20 -0.4 2
787 2 -80 2 -40 1
788 0 0 0 0 0
789 0 0 0 0 0
790 0 0 0 0 0
791 59 5085 208 86.186440678 3.5254237288
792 21 1053 71 50.142857143 3.380952381
793 3 -120 3 -40 1
794 7 -278 7 -39.71428571 1
795 2 -122 2 -61 1
796 548 90321 2734 164.81934307 4.9890510949
797 5 -181 5 -36.2 1
798 3 -120 3 -40 1
799 4 -180 4 -45 1
800 2 -80 2 -40 1
801 4 -155 4 -38.75 1
802 1 -40 1 -40 1
803 0 0 0 0 0
804 4 -160 4 -40 1
805 7 -280 7 -40 1
806 0 0 0 0 0
807 1 -40 1 -40 1
808 10 -27 20 -2.7 2
809 0 0 0 0 0
810 0 0 0 0 0
811 39 2819 138 72.282051282 3.5384615385
812 39 2265 139 58.076923077 3.5641025641
813 3 -148 3 -49.33333333 1
814 8 -1211 8 -151.375 1
815 0 0 0 0 0
816 549 88806 2734 161.75956284 4.9799635701
817 3 -120 3 -40 1
818 2 -131 2 -65.5 1
819 0 0 0 0 0
820 8 -320 8 -40 1
821 2 -80 2 -40 1
822 12 -490 12 -40.83333333 1
823 11 -440 11 -40 1
824 2 -80 2 -40 1
825 2 -80 2 -40 1
826 1 -40 1 -40 1
827 0 0 0 0 0
828 10 -27 20 -2.7 2
829 30 -1200 30 -40 1
830 0 0 0 0 0
831 0 0 0 0 0
832 58 4459 207 76.879310345 3.5689655172
833 22 1045 72 47.5 3.2727272727
834 5 -200 5 -40 1
835 7 -998 7 -142.5714286 1
836 0 0 0 0 0
837 549 87499 2734 159.37887067 4.9799635701
838 33 -1320 33 -40 1
839 3 -120 3 -40 1
840 2 -80 2 -40 1
841 3 -499 3 -166.3333333 1
842 1 -40 1 -40 1
843 0 0 0 0 0
844 3 -120 3 -40 1
845 31 -1240 31 -40 1
846 0 0 0 0 0
847 10 -48 20 -4.8 2
848 0 0 0 0 0
849 0 0 0 0 0
850 0 0 0 0 0
851 59 3988 208 67.593220339 3.5254237288
852 21 1085 71 51.666666667 3.380952381
853 4 -160 4 -40 1
854 9 -358 9 -39.77777778 1
855 1 -29 1 -29 1
856 560 87425 2747 156.11607143 4.9053571429
857 4 -160 4 -40 1
858 6 -260 6 -43.33333333 1
859 1 -40 1 -40 1
860 0 0 0 0 0
861 0 0 0 0 0
862 2 -100 2 -50 1
863 3 -120 3 -40 1
864 2 -100 2 -50 1
865 1 -40 1 -40 1
866 1 -40 1 -40 1
867 0 0 0 0 0
868 11 -186 20 -16.90909091 1.8181818182
869 0 0 0 0 0
870 0 0 0 0 0
871 0 0 0 0 0
872 0 0 0 0 0
873 22 1574 71 71.545454545 3.2272727273
874 58 3399 208 58.603448276 3.5862068966
875 2 -80 2 -40 1
876 5 -200 5 -40 1
877 3168 23998320 15216 7575.2272727 4.803030303
878 5127 41682510 25635 8130 5
879 3570 22645813 16368 6343.364986 4.5848739496
880 2 -80 2 -40 1
881 6 -240 6 -40 1
882 3 -147 3 -49 1
883 5 -235 5 -47 1
884 2 524 2 262 1
885 0 0 0 0 0
886 733 41478 2299 56.586630286 3.136425648
887 3 -120 3 -40 1
888 3 -143 3 -47.66666667 1
889 32 -1290 32 -40.3125 1
890 2 -80 2 -40 1
891 3 -78 3 -26 1
892 735 35144 2166 47.814965986 2.9469387755
893 2 -116 2 -58 1
894 1 -40 1 -40 1
895 3 -120 3 -40 1
896 1 -40 1 -40 1
897 2 -80 2 -40 1
898 3 -78 3 -26 1
899 101 4278 292 42.356435644 2.8910891089
900 634 29116 1842 45.924290221 2.905362776
901 2 -80 2 -40 1
902 0 0 0 0 0
903 0 0 0 0 0
904 3 -120 3 -40 1
905 1 3 1 3 1
906 801 30313 2252 37.843945069 2.8114856429
907 30 -1200 30 -40 1
908 2 -80 2 -40 1
909 2 -80 2 -40 1
910 1 -76 1 -76 1
911 31 -1598 31 -51.5483871 1
912 798 35522 2305 44.513784461 2.8884711779
913 1 -40 1 -40 1
914 0 0 0 0 0
915 3 -120 3 -40 1
916 2 -80 2 -40 1
917 2 -80 2 -40 1
918 1 2 1 2 1
919 733 33124 2139 45.189631651 2.9181446112
920 0 0 0 0 0
921 3 -120 3 -40 1
922 0 0 0 0 0
923 1 -40 1 -40 1
924 2 -80 2 -40 1
925 1 2 1 2 1
926 772 32103 2203 41.584196891 2.853626943
927 1 -40 1 -40 1
928 0 0 0 0 0
929 0 0 0 0 0
930 4 -164 4 -41 1
931 0 0 0 0 0
932 694 40062 2177 57.726224784 3.1368876081
933 1 -40 1 -40 1
934 2 -80 2 -40 1
935 35 -1400 35 -40 1
936 1 -40 1 -40 1
937 1 2 1 2 1
938 762 40415 2335 53.038057743 3.0643044619
939 2 -80 2 -40 1
940 3 -1121 3 -373.6666667 1
941 1 -53 1 -53 1
942 2 -80 2 -40 1
943 2 -80 2 -40 1
944 3 -78 3 -26 1
945 679 37775 2109 55.633284242 3.1060382916
946 0 0 0 0 0
947 0 0 0 0 0
948 2 -80 2 -40 1
949 1 -40 1 -40 1
950 1 -40 1 -40 1
951 5 -177 5 -35.4 1
952 30 -1200 30 -40 1
953 3120 22912216 15169 7343.6589744 4.8618589744
954 953 7187999 4574 7542.4963274 4.7995802728













Avg benefit per parallel execution
Frequency of parallel execution
Runtime 356.502902
Interval size 2.5 Number 143
Time interval Number of speculationsCycles gained Depth sum Avg cycles Avg depth
0 1105 -46896 1948 -42.439819 1.7628959276
1 5273 -296206 7833 -56.17409444 1.4854921297
2 5978 -250480 7574 -41.9003011 1.2669789227
3 17128 -935286 28563 -54.60567492 1.6676202709
4 4631 -153923 6995 -33.23752969 1.5104729
5 8702 -425297 12863 -48.87347736 1.4781659389
6 7235 -339496 11958 -46.92411887 1.6527988943
7 7210 -385112 10363 -53.41359223 1.4373092926
8 9842 -486313 14786 -49.41200975 1.5023369234
9 15843 -841687 23050 -53.12674367 1.4549012182
10 16960 -869770 26952 -51.28360849 1.5891509434
11 8977 -472880 14703 -52.67684082 1.6378522892
12 4281 -214676 7138 -50.14622752 1.6673674375
13 2640 -118011 4211 -44.70113636 1.5950757576
14 5995 -306428 8427 -51.11392827 1.4056713928
15 1770 -73555 2791 -41.55649718 1.5768361582
16 1551 -62443 2514 -40.25983237 1.6208897485
17 4793 -213153 7381 -44.47172961 1.5399540997
18 8022 -370705 11197 -46.21104463 1.3957865869
19 18840 -949736 31597 -50.41061571 1.6771231423
20 10936 -436666 17263 -39.92922458 1.5785479151
21 5635 -142866 10531 -25.35332742 1.8688553682
22 5478 -125746 10539 -22.954728 1.9238773275
23 17020 -883538 29992 -51.91175088 1.7621621622
24 6592 -304705 10298 -46.22345267 1.5621966019
25 960 47483 2657 49.461458333 2.7677083333
26 3538 -73233 6654 -20.69898248 1.8807235726
27 948 -15988 2639 -16.8649789 2.7837552743
28 4618 -174662 7912 -37.82200087 1.713295799
29 746 10923 2412 14.642091153 3.2332439678
30 801 19051 2488 23.784019975 3.1061173533
31 5194 -161432 9132 -31.08047747 1.7581825183
32 1690 -49223 4113 -29.1260355 2.4337278107
33 472 2179 2124 4.6165254237 4.5
34 1472 -44117 3680 -29.97078804 2.5
35 819 -16686 2642 -20.37362637 3.2258852259
36 490 891 2131 1.8183673469 4.3489795918
37 513 223 2165 0.4346978558 4.2202729045
38 3294 -125493 6752 -38.09744991 2.0497874924
39 473 2969 2122 6.2769556025 4.4862579281
40 534 3190 2189 5.9737827715 4.0992509363
41 1200 -18108 3317 -15.09 2.7641666667
42 513 6 2172 0.0116959064 4.2339181287
43 504 1075 2156 2.1329365079 4.2777777778
44 321 21942 1371 68.355140187 4.2710280374
45 995 -13403 3150 -13.47035176 3.1658291457
46 562 -3035 2109 -5.400355872 3.7526690391
47 835 359258 3099 430.2491018 3.7113772455
48 575 38525 2193 67 3.8139130435
49 1692 -30123 4000 -17.80319149 2.3640661939
50 487 6054 2167 12.431211499 4.4496919918
51 541 1847 2193 3.4140480591 4.0536044362
52 505 7001 2164 13.863366337 4.2851485149
53 491 56371 2136 114.80855397 4.350305499
54 499 97596 2138 195.58316633 4.2845691383
55 303 51476 1144 169.88778878 3.7755775578
56 1850 13076 4720 7.0681081081 2.5513513514
57 433 48449 1934 111.89145497 4.4665127021
58 459 34841 2066 75.906318083 4.5010893246
59 461 2601 2064 5.6420824295 4.4772234273
60 476 47910 2023 100.6512605 4.25
61 229 35648 942 155.66812227 4.1135371179
62 1181 35636 4273 30.17442845 3.6181202371
63 523 2801 2182 5.3556405354 4.17208413
64 504 716 2149 1.4206349206 4.2638888889
65 776 1015136 3223 1308.1649485 4.1533505155
66 466 34873 2097 74.834763948 4.5
67 523 118156 2140 225.91969407 4.0917782027
68 791 955904 3291 1208.4753477 4.1605562579
69 462 108529 2068 234.91125541 4.4761904762
70 498 142673 2106 286.49196787 4.2289156627
71 466 142967 1951 306.79613734 4.186695279
72 407 143662 1814 352.97788698 4.457002457
73 471 153692 1887 326.30997877 4.0063694268
74 456 162182 1883 355.6622807 4.1293859649
75 26 -1848 26 -71.07692308 1
76 85 -4825 119 -56.76470588 1.4
77 2799 141299 7011 50.481957842 2.5048231511
78 481 101826 2161 211.6964657 4.4927234927
79 509 57320 2182 112.6129666 4.2868369352
80 554 72558 2276 130.97111913 4.1083032491
81 524 71885 2246 137.1851145 4.286259542
82 492 57780 2203 117.43902439 4.4776422764
83 417 38338 1799 91.93764988 4.3141486811
84 571 36564 2132 64.03502627 3.7338003503
85 572 33729 2353 58.966783217 4.1136363636
86 532 18300 2290 34.398496241 4.3045112782
87 530 15067 2269 28.428301887 4.2811320755
88 494 22044 2223 44.623481781 4.5
89 869 23946 2490 27.555811277 2.8653624856
90 1829 23697 4778 12.956260252 2.612356479
91 2623 4976 6034 1.89706443 2.3004193671
92 545 32139 2309 58.970642202 4.2366972477
93 527 38637 2263 73.314990512 4.2941176471
94 494 62818 2216 127.16194332 4.4858299595
95 521 150307 2231 288.49712092 4.2821497121
96 490 155305 2195 316.94897959 4.4795918367
97 515 172984 2209 335.89126214 4.2893203883
98 479 206398 2152 430.89352818 4.4926931106
99 538 235478 2211 437.69144981 4.1096654275
100 475 191675 2130 403.52631579 4.4842105263
101 474 169687 2130 357.98945148 4.4936708861
102 498 224635 2136 451.07429719 4.2891566265
103 914 1835556 3805 2008.2669584 4.1630196937
104 62 855 103 13.790322581 1.6612903226
105 2 -109 2 -54.5 1
106 3983 12755 9446 3.2023600301 2.3715792116
107 502 88248 2259 175.79282869 4.5
108 791 32008 2609 40.465233881 3.2983565107
109 503 49991 2256 99.385685885 4.4850894632
110 520 58687 2251 112.85961538 4.3288461538
111 824 26741 3491 32.452669903 4.2366504854
112 497 2467 2236 4.9637826962 4.4989939638
113 523 48751 2249 93.21414914 4.3001912046
114 492 170589 2207 346.72560976 4.4857723577
115 488 186175 2196 381.50614754 4.5
116 515 183347 2209 356.01359223 4.2893203883
117 482 180099 2169 373.64937759 4.5
118 479 222681 2152 464.88726514 4.4926931106
119 508 206416 2174 406.33070866 4.2795275591
120 502 164539 2154 327.76693227 4.2908366534
121 532 179111 2177 336.67481203 4.0921052632
122 472 185641 2110 393.30720339 4.4703389831
123 185 60862 764 328.98378378 4.1297297297
124 1 -69 1 -69 1
125 872 214360 3485 245.82568807 3.996559633
126 531 150884 2284 284.15065913 4.3013182674
127 802 58358 3229 72.765586035 4.0261845387
128 530 855 2273 1.6132075472 4.2886792453
129 500 89447 2236 178.894 4.472
130 502 196366 2224 391.16733068 4.4302788845
131 542 185452 2250 342.16236162 4.1512915129
132 484 149127 2178 308.11363636 4.5
133 483 131565 2163 272.39130435 4.4782608696
134 506 163479 2186 323.08102767 4.3201581028
135 481 168823 2147 350.98336798 4.4636174636
136 505 164502 2157 325.74653465 4.2712871287
137 503 154430 2155 307.01789264 4.2842942346
138 176 63973 734 363.48295455 4.1704545455
139 2 -146 2 -73 1
140 893 140971 3651 157.86226204 4.0884658455
141 560 55896 2310 99.814285714 4.125
142 7863 -108342 14522 -13.77871042 1.846877782
143 1650 -61218 2140 -37.10181818 1.296969697
1663277














Interval size 2.5 Number 158
Time interval Number of speculationsCycles gained Depth sum Avg cycles Avg depth
0 11134 -512930 15483 -46.06879828 1.390605353
1 10615 -254136 15363 -23.94121526 1.4472915685
2 8831 -454424 9305 -51.45781905 1.0536745555
3 17528 -1037872 23012 -59.21223186 1.3128708352
4 5281 -316551 5392 -59.94148835 1.0210187464
5 372 -19123 454 -51.40591398 1.2204301075
6 8957 -515756 12120 -57.58133304 1.3531316289
7 7922 -440371 8157 -55.58836152 1.0296642262
8 1097 -61981 1206 -56.50045579 1.0993618961
9 269 -12285 326 -45.66914498 1.2118959108
10 10145 -553100 12955 -54.51946772 1.2769837358
11 2313 -129463 2447 -55.97189797 1.0579334198
12 279 -14753 356 -52.8781362 1.2759856631
13 9163 -529285 12465 -57.76328713 1.3603623267
14 5565 -321778 5727 -57.82174304 1.0291105121
15 1858 -109566 1964 -58.96986006 1.057050592
16 369 -17484 468 -47.38211382 1.2682926829
17 172 -8782 203 -51.05813953 1.1802325581
18 7551 -421456 10299 -55.81459409 1.3639253079
19 5330 -296573 5476 -55.64221388 1.0273921201
20 1516 -87557 1590 -57.75527704 1.0488126649
21 227 -12224 290 -53.85022026 1.2775330396
22 294 -13533 316 -46.03061224 1.074829932
23 4335 -258377 6636 -59.60253749 1.5307958478
24 71 -247 133 -3.478873239 1.8732394366
25 34 -143 64 -4.205882353 1.8823529412
26 57 -2366 60 -41.50877193 1.0526315789
27 21 -921 27 -43.85714286 1.2857142857
28 77 -551 119 -7.155844156 1.5454545455
29 295 2889 678 9.793220339 2.2983050847
30 11 -417 13 -37.90909091 1.1818181818
31 11 -457 13 -41.54545455 1.1818181818
32 74 -2991 76 -40.41891892 1.027027027
33 14 -617 16 -44.07142857 1.1428571429
34 12 -502 14 -41.83333333 1.1666666667
35 13 -596 19 -45.84615385 1.4615384615
36 345 2198 752 6.3710144928 2.1797101449
37 51 -2047 54 -40.1372549 1.0588235294
38 23 -956 26 -41.56521739 1.1304347826
39 29 -1263 35 -43.55172414 1.2068965517
40 13 -584 16 -44.92307692 1.2307692308
41 19 -919 31 -48.36842105 1.6315789474
42 276 5851 683 21.199275362 2.4746376812
43 70 -2847 74 -40.67142857 1.0571428571
44 38 -1613 42 -42.44736842 1.1052631579
45 22 -947 26 -43.04545455 1.1818181818
46 316 4259 723 13.477848101 2.2879746835
47 36 -1671 41 -46.41666667 1.1388888889
48 30 -1215 33 -40.5 1.1
49 33 -1385 36 -41.96969697 1.0909090909
50 18 -795 24 -44.16666667 1.3333333333
51 16 -680 22 -42.5 1.375
52 310 4829 718 15.577419355 2.3161290323
53 17 -676 19 -39.76470588 1.1176470588
54 23 -1036 27 -45.04347826 1.1739130435
55 50 -2099 54 -41.98 1.08
56 49 451 89 9.2040816327 1.8163265306
57 475 -3582 979 -7.541052632 2.0610526316
58 24 2217 97 92.375 4.0416666667
59 4 -197 7 -49.25 1.75
60 37 -1606 43 -43.40540541 1.1621621622
61 7 -362 13 -51.71428571 1.8571428571
62 186 8743 586 47.005376344 3.1505376344
63 3 -151 5 -50.33333333 1.6666666667
64 4 -190 6 -47.5 1.5
65 4 -177 6 -44.25 1.5
66 2 -111 4 -55.5 2
67 35 -1457 37 -41.62857143 1.0571428571
68 4 -204 8 -51 2
69 39 -1659 43 -42.53846154 1.1025641026
70 197 7759 591 39.385786802 3
71 3 -169 6 -56.33333333 2
72 36 -1503 42 -41.75 1.1666666667
73 7 -436 10 -62.28571429 1.4285714286
74 8 -402 14 -50.25 1.75
75 192 8325 597 43.359375 3.109375
76 6 -336 10 -56 1.6666666667
77 3 -137 5 -45.66666667 1.6666666667
78 7 -403 11 -57.57142857 1.5714285714
79 10 -465 18 -46.5 1.8
80 213 7526 609 35.333333333 2.8591549296
81 5 -228 8 -45.6 1.6
82 33 -1335 36 -40.45454545 1.0909090909
83 6 -324 12 -54 2
84 33 -1340 36 -40.60606061 1.0909090909
85 10 -511 19 -51.1 1.9
86 186 8704 576 46.795698925 3.0967741935
87 35 -1447 39 -41.34285714 1.1142857143
88 5 -300 9 -60 1.8
89 8 -387 12 -48.375 1.5
90 297 3238 738 10.902356902 2.4848484848
91 28 2936 118 104.85714286 4.2142857143
92 16 1181 57 73.8125 3.5625
93 3 -143 3 -47.66666667 1
94 3 -156 3 -52 1
95 0 0 0 0 0
96 175 9507 562 54.325714286 3.2114285714
97 2 -103 2 -51.5 1
98 33 -1343 33 -40.6969697 1
99 2 -103 2 -51.5 1
100 2 -139 2 -69.5 1
101 1 -76 1 -76 1
102 2 -80 2 -40 1
103 251 5945 638 23.685258964 2.5418326693
104 34 -1416 34 -41.64705882 1
105 6 -319 6 -53.16666667 1
106 2 -103 2 -51.5 1
107 32 -1316 32 -41.125 1
108 2 -80 2 -40 1
109 213 7830 605 36.76056338 2.8403755869
110 3 -131 3 -43.66666667 1
111 3 -166 3 -55.33333333 1
112 3 -216 3 -72 1
113 176 9302 564 52.852272727 3.2045454545
114 33 -1371 33 -41.54545455 1
115 3 -171 3 -57 1
116 3 -166 3 -55.33333333 1
117 2 -116 2 -58 1
118 1 -75 1 -75 1
119 213 7794 602 36.591549296 2.8262910798
120 34 -1406 34 -41.35294118 1
121 1 -63 1 -63 1
122 4 -219 4 -54.75 1
123 1 -40 1 -40 1
124 282 5935 744 21.046099291 2.6382978723
125 22 2385 94 108.40909091 4.2727272727
126 8 933 35 116.625 4.375
127 33 -1392 33 -42.18181818 1
128 1 -40 1 -40 1
129 3 -140 3 -46.66666667 1
130 174 9634 557 55.367816092 3.2011494253
131 2 -80 2 -40 1
132 2 -80 2 -40 1
133 31 -1267 31 -40.87096774 1
134 3 -156 3 -52 1
135 2 -80 2 -40 1
136 2 -80 2 -40 1
137 196 7961 577 40.617346939 2.943877551
138 0 0 0 0 0
139 2 -80 2 -40 1
140 1 -76 1 -76 1
141 2 -80 2 -40 1
142 0 0 0 0 0
143 182 9074 570 49.857142857 3.1318681319
144 1 -40 1 -40 1
145 3 -156 3 -52 1
146 3 -155 3 -51.66666667 1
147 175 9367 563 53.525714286 3.2171428571
148 1 -40 1 -40 1
149 0 0 0 0 0
150 2 -80 2 -40 1
151 31 -1312 31 -42.32258065 1
152 3 -120 3 -40 1
153 181 9144 565 50.519337017 3.1215469613
154 31 -1260 31 -40.64516129 1
155 0 0 0 0 0
156 2 -116 2 -58 1
157 1 -40 1 -40 1
158 447 -8330 943 -18.63534676 2.1096196868














Interval size 2.5 Number 374
Time interval Number of speculationsCycles gained Depth sum Avg cycles Avg depth
0 767 -30814 1433 -40.17470665 1.8683181226
1 11006 511178 27980 46.445393422 2.542249682
2 12976 -443972 20382 -34.2148582 1.5707459926
3 18401 -243681 31595 -13.24281289 1.7170262486
4 19506 -524043 35147 -26.86573362 1.8018558392
5 36626 -1673768 60053 -45.69890242 1.639627587
6 18205 -810130 28637 -44.50041197 1.5730293875
7 32734 -971094 47108 -29.66621861 1.439115293
8 28357 735203 48167 25.926684769 1.69859294
9 25283 31454 48971 1.2440770478 1.936914132
10 28805 3267215 94691 113.42527339 3.2873112307
11 28025 1240305 77902 44.257091882 2.7797323818
12 15938 1142359 47021 71.675178818 2.9502446982
13 8276 712022 17402 86.034557757 2.1027066216
14 7123 386150 17926 54.21170855 2.5166362488
15 18858 702430 52499 37.248382649 2.7839113374
16 17041 1337922 52458 78.511941787 3.078340473
17 34072 -757758 57104 -22.23990373 1.6759802771
18 18501 246923 47947 13.346467758 2.5915896438
19 22293 318170 56408 14.272193065 2.5303009913
20 11108 731772 39371 65.877925819 3.5443824271
21 10226 797381 38840 77.975845883 3.798161549
22 11586 798086 41963 68.883652684 3.6218712239
23 15778 397112 43091 25.168715934 2.7310812524
24 17140 803708 49331 46.890781797 2.8781213536
25 14177 1595580 33037 112.5470833 2.3303237638
26 18423 -181956 26513 -9.876567334 1.4391250068
27 21453 1452477 40198 67.705076213 1.8737705682
28 14245 761857 46148 53.482414882 3.2395928396
29 11465 999593 38376 87.186480593 3.3472307021
30 24793 626190 55123 25.256725689 2.2233291655
31 14503 1069076 40578 73.714128111 2.797903882
32 10394 809736 39568 77.904175486 3.8068116221
33 10332 808488 39150 78.25087108 3.7891986063
34 9556 754984 36560 79.006278778 3.8258685643
35 11394 812395 41627 71.300245743 3.6534140776
36 11019 1162651 46431 105.51329522 4.2137217533
37 18006 1318005 58867 73.198100633 3.2692991225
38 16384 434211 47215 26.50213623 2.8817749023
39 5765 239279 15267 41.505464007 2.6482220295
40 15725 558182 40288 35.496470588 2.5620349762
41 31578 -1750053 45098 -55.4200076 1.4281461777
42 9204 -452822 11570 -49.198392 1.2570621469
43 17680 -111291 27682 -6.294739819 1.5657239819
44 16391 551962 29223 33.67469953 1.7828686474
45 23196 1426556 66983 61.500086222 2.8876961545
46 19221 551369 44165 28.685760366 2.2977472556
47 32886 1404594 74833 42.711001642 2.2755275801
48 23133 -163097 45730 -7.050404184 1.9768296373
49 19066 113044 41929 5.9290884297 2.1991503199
50 19593 -367340 32052 -18.74853264 1.635890369
51 13401 730618 37573 54.519662712 2.8037459891
52 10803 104326 23452 9.6571322781 2.1708784597
53 7623 721482 18713 94.645415191 2.4548078184
54 9199 -286490 13897 -31.14360257 1.5107076856
55 10808 -337660 17879 -31.24167283 1.6542376018
56 10752 475851 24328 44.256975446 2.2626488095
57 9010 568787 15790 63.128412875 1.7524972253
58 20920 -746379 40225 -35.67777247 1.9228011472
59 9201 588390 23357 63.94848386 2.5385284208
60 17798 -115860 30147 -6.509720193 1.6938420047
61 14136 75084 28374 5.3115449915 2.0072156197
62 14842 -235179 24092 -15.845506 1.6232313704
63 16554 -93929 30465 -5.674096895 1.8403407032
64 15283 -189296 28412 -12.38604986 1.8590590853
65 16476 -616249 22095 -37.40282836 1.3410415149
66 21003 207300 34919 9.8700185688 1.6625720135
67 10039 1029275 29852 102.5276422 2.9736029485
68 21597 2603110 77869 120.53109228 3.6055470667
69 5766 847363 15170 146.95855012 2.6309399931
70 4379 291629 11743 66.597168303 2.68166248
71 8727 1125334 40008 128.94855048 4.5843932623
72 8697 1063840 42773 122.32263999 4.9181326894
73 10909 1478830 38765 135.56054634 3.5534879457
74 11757 957354 45693 81.428425619 3.8864506252
75 13661 1120596 49667 82.028841227 3.635678208
76 9077 1247597 43409 137.44596232 4.7823069296
77 4320 875783 8168 202.7275463 1.8907407407
78 11166 1390549 31517 124.534211 2.8225864231
79 12216 1104123 44479 90.383349705 3.6410445318
80 12966 986887 41445 76.113450563 3.1964368348
81 12626 1099031 40252 87.045065737 3.1880247109
82 11433 990069 45761 86.597480976 4.0025365171
83 11630 1126980 46391 96.902837489 3.9889079966
84 13819 773810 36981 55.996092337 2.6760981258
85 1994 79433 4416 39.836008024 2.2146439318
86 10867 480146 27093 44.183859391 2.4931443821
87 9624 -270031 12285 -28.05808396 1.2764962594
88 9235 1059966 25523 114.77704385 2.7637249594
89 15025 2076873 54944 138.2278203 3.6568386023
90 22441 1124475 48584 50.108061138 2.1649659106
91 10631 424991 29636 39.976577932 2.7876963597
92 7391 624672 21574 84.517927209 2.9189554864
93 8621 629664 24915 73.038394618 2.8900359587
94 3526 366473 6246 103.93448667 1.7714123653
95 4760 392944 9774 82.551260504 2.0533613445
96 3784 510221 8467 134.83641649 2.2375792812
97 5963 -8360 17821 -1.40197887 2.9885963441
98 8544 423294 17848 49.542837079 2.0889513109
99 11987 -246857 14996 -20.59372654 1.2510219404
100 13098 1414613 42009 108.00221408 3.2072835547
101 6680 903621 24765 135.27260479 3.7073353293
102 8110 1068426 29837 131.74180025 3.6790382244
103 11100 869040 42611 78.291891892 3.8388288288
104 9360 895317 35458 95.653525641 3.7882478632
105 7093 1249049 21356 176.09601015 3.0108557733
106 11313 1055592 40112 93.307875895 3.5456554406
107 10977 815205 38523 74.264826455 3.5094288057
108 10916 1107324 41596 101.44045438 3.8105533162
109 5800 477559 19110 82.337758621 3.2948275862
110 4397 -86304 6155 -19.62792813 1.3998180578
111 13901 1822325 50282 131.09308683 3.6171498453
112 12526 824268 31300 65.804566502 2.4988024908
113 5786 600418 18407 103.77082613 3.1812996889
114 3744 329078 7729 87.894764957 2.0643696581
115 3660 165823 11811 45.306830601 3.2270491803
116 2627 246410 5586 93.799010278 2.126379901
117 6632 -107216 8969 -16.16646562 1.3523823884
118 9262 211599 14464 22.845929605 1.5616497517
119 10545 950970 29407 90.182076814 2.7887150308
120 5700 580854 23702 101.90421053 4.158245614
121 8222 728091 27192 88.554001459 3.3072245196
122 5483 663736 16084 121.0534379 2.9334306037
123 8298 625409 29099 75.368643047 3.5067486141
124 9982 505791 30827 50.670306552 3.088258866
125 6155 534752 21845 86.880909829 3.5491470349
126 3360 269223 10890 80.125892857 3.2410714286
127 4679 162791 9978 34.791835862 2.1325069459
128 13103 1269869 38914 96.914370755 2.9698542319
129 7240 589865 22996 81.473066298 3.1762430939
130 2901 190681 7005 65.729403654 2.4146845915
131 3621 184427 7247 50.9326153 2.001380834
132 3653 169017 11027 46.267998905 3.0186148371
133 6023 433621 12875 71.994188942 2.1376390503
134 9299 181376 19716 19.504892999 2.1202279815
135 6080 462617 16900 76.088322368 2.7796052632
136 6969 315339 21090 45.248816186 3.0262591477
137 6946 366473 18678 52.760293694 2.6890296574
138 3967 168045 11210 42.360725989 2.8258129569
139 8201 731338 19988 89.17668577 2.4372637483
140 7768 219368 18660 28.239958805 2.4021627188
141 8073 370602 21710 45.906354515 2.6892109501
142 7461 303709 18948 40.706205602 2.5396059509
143 7342 283200 18485 38.572596023 2.517706347
144 4695 433097 14865 92.246432375 3.1661341853
145 3231 162392 9653 50.260600433 2.9876199319
146 6418 304702 17420 47.476160798 2.7142411966
147 6595 363660 14411 55.141774071 2.1851402578
148 5654 461691 19891 81.657410683 3.5180403254
149 4401 271445 12917 61.678027721 2.9350147694
150 5670 405761 19055 71.562786596 3.360670194
151 5902 309452 18464 52.431718062 3.1284310403
152 4215 287743 13950 68.266429419 3.3096085409
153 4791 -106823 7958 -22.29659779 1.6610311
154 9659 890185 29346 92.161196811 3.0382027125
155 5500 375018 16800 68.185090909 3.0545454545
156 2349 62789 4666 26.730097914 1.9863771818
157 2211 39509 6455 17.869289914 2.9194934419
158 7007 325223 14980 46.414014557 2.1378621379
159 7229 411136 20642 56.873149813 2.8554433532
160 6456 586097 15049 90.783302354 2.3310099133
161 6811 530375 21910 77.870356776 3.2168550874
162 8368 560895 28764 67.028561185 3.4373804971
163 7059 553364 21321 78.391273551 3.02039949
164 5587 363777 16359 65.111329873 2.9280472526
165 4051 135306 9752 33.400641817 2.4073068378
166 7748 350597 20391 45.25 2.6317759422
167 8761 667254 27590 76.16185367 3.1491838831
168 6078 277078 16210 45.587035209 2.6669957223
169 7120 602356 24757 84.600561798 3.4771067416
170 6266 479915 20912 76.590328758 3.3373763166
171 7176 368903 16566 51.407887402 2.3085284281
172 6181 646468 22344 104.58954862 3.6149490374
173 8538 792273 31700 92.793745608 3.7128133052
174 6931 774094 24894 111.68575963 3.5916895109
175 8438 692180 30317 82.031287035 3.5929130126
176 5263 356343 16537 67.707201216 3.1421242637
177 10213 1090207 34404 106.74698913 3.3686478018
178 6214 487473 19664 78.447537818 3.1644673318
179 3313 307627 9603 92.854512526 2.8985813462
180 1503 190394 3652 126.67598137 2.4298070526
181 2416 -66470 3654 -27.51241722 1.5124172185
182 6617 615340 16642 92.993803839 2.5150370258
183 6305 745257 23786 118.20095163 3.7725614592
184 8979 913005 34292 101.6822586 3.8191335338
185 5797 784184 23371 135.2741073 4.0315680524
186 9293 778325 32249 83.753900786 3.470246422
187 7136 721295 27847 101.0783352 3.9023262332
188 5030 522276 16686 103.83220676 3.3172962227
189 13769 1393430 48358 101.20052291 3.5120923814
190 4194 460514 14453 109.80305198 3.4461134955
191 4018 392707 12202 97.736933798 3.0368342459
192 5275 433458 14210 82.172132701 2.6938388626
193 6480 755998 23189 116.66635802 3.5785493827
194 7545 788274 27069 104.47634195 3.5876739563
195 5142 310682 12930 60.420458965 2.5145857643
196 7124 715795 25949 100.47655811 3.642476137
197 6917 574318 25047 83.029926269 3.6210785022
198 7096 618514 23325 87.163754228 3.2870631342
199 5863 474789 18665 80.980556029 3.1835237933
200 6524 419715 20581 64.333997548 3.154659718
201 7399 416516 20680 56.293553183 2.7949722936
202 7244 660517 24044 91.181253451 3.3191606847
203 8278 612438 27861 73.983812515 3.3656680358
204 5010 417423 12742 83.317964072 2.5433133733
205 7629 173581 11901 22.752785424 1.5599685411
206 7020 1666259 27707 237.35883191 3.9468660969
207 6479 1228738 25590 189.6493286 3.9496835931
208 3004 467923 9680 155.76664447 3.2223701731
209 143 -5595 149 -39.12587413 1.041958042
210 6463 1055530 29416 163.31889216 4.5514466966
211 8551 832846 33766 97.397497369 3.9487779207
212 8619 867315 31328 100.62826314 3.634760413
213 2417 762004 6583 315.26851469 2.7236243277
214 7938 870498 29764 109.66213152 3.7495590829
215 9507 869809 34005 91.491427369 3.5768381193
216 7032 753750 24569 107.18856655 3.4938850967
217 9196 930077 38239 101.1392997 4.1582209656
218 4023 546988 15194 135.9652001 3.7767834949
219 5101 496101 18207 97.25563615 3.5693001372
220 2597 -74966 3574 -28.86638429 1.3762033115
221 8222 1433595 31495 174.3608611 3.8305765021
222 13628 1752689 44831 128.6094071 3.2896243029
223 7443 539763 22661 72.519548569 3.0446056698
224 4470 717289 16809 160.46733781 3.7604026846
225 1759 89532 4322 50.899374645 2.4570778852
226 3060 725706 6522 237.15882353 2.131372549
227 4037 127604 14892 31.608620263 3.6888778796
228 3030 282275 5778 93.160066007 1.9069306931
229 5151 563362 14211 109.36944283 2.7588817705
230 5680 424738 20594 74.777816901 3.6257042254
231 3301 505078 10940 153.00757346 3.3141472281
232 6645 610513 24867 91.875545523 3.7422121896
233 5787 465716 21339 80.476239848 3.6874027994
234 2464 27319 5227 11.087256494 2.1213474026
235 8868 883722 27972 99.652909337 3.1542625169
236 4505 387089 14766 85.924306326 3.2776914539
237 2057 99355 5000 48.300923675 2.4307243559
238 3440 200050 8748 58.154069767 2.5430232558
239 7190 903283 27670 125.63045897 3.8484005563
240 6721 731957 25801 108.90596637 3.8388632644
241 6931 664924 27409 95.934785745 3.9545520127
242 8648 990574 30924 114.54370953 3.5758556892
243 3816 306409 11598 80.295859539 3.0393081761
244 5410 524011 16950 96.859704251 3.1330868762
245 3541 557011 14055 157.30330415 3.9692177351
246 1647 213150 5594 129.41712204 3.3964784457
247 6485 630832 24839 97.275558982 3.8302235929
248 8025 1008843 30190 125.71252336 3.7619937695
249 4841 370112 15628 76.453625284 3.2282586243
250 6125 473205 18553 77.257959184 3.0290612245
251 5291 305568 14528 57.752409752 2.7457947458
252 5823 386943 17662 66.450798557 3.0331444273
253 5460 332813 16109 60.954761905 2.9503663004
254 6220 392887 18513 63.16511254 2.9763665595
255 5605 358668 16430 63.990722569 2.9313113292
256 5635 223848 14317 39.724578527 2.5407275954
257 7829 521029 25444 66.551155959 3.2499680674
258 6034 490120 20081 81.226383825 3.3279748094
259 4841 342898 14690 70.832059492 3.0344970048
260 7855 395873 22664 50.397581158 2.8852959898
261 7790 438361 22629 56.272272144 2.9048780488
262 4737 249161 14173 52.598902259 2.9919780452
263 6566 428640 18239 65.281754493 2.7777947
264 6153 351146 18702 57.069071997 3.0394929303
265 4633 278004 13588 60.005180229 2.9328728686
266 7033 154191 10234 21.923930044 1.455140054
267 3464 655750 11275 189.30427252 3.2549076212
268 1827 513414 6167 281.01477833 3.3754789272
269 1255 206951 4180 164.90119522 3.3306772908
270 10443 682215 37394 65.3274921 3.5807718089
271 3905 496308 11750 127.09551857 3.0089628681
272 8923 843570 35258 94.538832231 3.9513616497
273 8902 826461 36279 92.839923613 4.0753763199
274 5501 503212 20936 91.476458826 3.8058534812
275 4432 19950 9137 4.5013537906 2.0615974729
276 2722 -89505 3656 -32.88207201 1.3431300514
277 9772 1099195 33380 112.48413835 3.4158821122
278 9422 535425 23812 56.827106771 2.5272765867
279 4751 573894 17225 120.79435908 3.6255525153
280 2236 46864 4668 20.958855098 2.0876565295
281 3072 224077 7345 72.941731771 2.3909505208
282 3467 201248 11877 58.046726276 3.4257282954
283 3698 380037 7376 102.76825311 1.9945916712
284 5450 597555 21006 109.64311927 3.8543119266
285 5504 709356 20458 128.88008721 3.7169331395
286 7805 668424 29330 85.640486867 3.7578475336
287 3743 287344 12784 76.76836762 3.4154421587
288 8008 816679 26777 101.98289211 3.3437812188
289 3413 314198 11550 92.059185467 3.3841195429
290 2997 251883 9412 84.045045045 3.1404738071
291 4097 388366 11706 94.792775201 2.8572125946
292 6945 806790 27416 116.16846652 3.9475881929
293 5743 564749 20611 98.336931917 3.5888908236
294 3572 235494 11775 65.927771557 3.2964725644
295 3335 145096 4896 43.507046477 1.468065967
296 330 29090 579 88.151515152 1.7545454545
297 5415 729753 19193 134.76509695 3.5444136657
298 5274 547979 20475 103.90197194 3.8822525597
299 6510 679508 23336 104.37910906 3.5846390169
300 5249 532587 20117 101.46446942 3.8325395313
301 5064 581708 18521 114.87124803 3.657385466
302 7786 675183 25281 86.717569997 3.2469817621
303 2852 226242 6780 79.327489481 2.3772791024
304 4851 485384 15143 100.05854463 3.1216244073
305 5490 412958 16536 75.22003643 3.0120218579
306 4890 352693 14066 72.125357873 2.8764826176
307 7627 339571 20419 44.522223679 2.6771994231
308 6273 349322 18322 55.686593337 2.9207715607
309 6496 220880 13759 34.002463054 2.1180726601
310 5202 175621 7717 33.760284506 1.483467897
311 5026 550493 17470 109.52904895 3.475925189
312 4041 333778 11527 82.597871814 2.8525117545
313 82 -3767 82 -45.93902439 1
314 2940 189994 4726 64.623809524 1.6074829932
315 5046 91466 6636 18.126436782 1.3151010702
316 5244 1061658 15578 202.45194508 2.9706331045
317 7297 817226 29437 111.99479238 4.0341236124
318 8183 793422 33047 96.959794696 4.0384944397
319 6137 566194 20527 92.259084243 3.3447938732
320 3191 320657 10309 100.48793482 3.2306486995
321 2913 309603 9371 106.28321318 3.2169584621
322 4116 478995 16157 116.37390671 3.9254130224
323 4527 581828 17540 128.52396731 3.8745305942
324 4926 561844 18573 114.05684125 3.7704019488
325 5265 502255 20515 95.395061728 3.8964862298
326 1994 108219 5561 54.272316951 2.7888665998
327 8987 884657 30384 98.437409592 3.3808834984
328 2632 274425 9667 104.26481763 3.6728723404
329 2403 178333 7629 74.212650853 3.1747815231
330 616 238422 1452 387.0487013 2.3571428571
331 513 212815 1320 414.84405458 2.5730994152
332 3444 394585 11610 114.57171893 3.3710801394
333 6896 758885 27126 110.04712877 3.9335846868
334 4903 425544 16353 86.792575974 3.3353049154
335 3637 314356 11840 86.432774265 3.2554302997
336 5083 545023 18189 107.22467047 3.5783985835
337 5280 433124 18423 82.031060606 3.4892045455
338 3958 328499 11851 82.996210207 2.9941889843
339 3923 359915 13853 91.744838134 3.5312261025
340 4033 337181 14464 83.605504587 3.5864121002
341 5205 425435 16908 81.735830932 3.2484149856
342 1821 86881 5213 47.710598572 2.8627127952
343 3519 332880 11565 94.595055413 3.2864450128
344 6111 720573 23810 117.91408935 3.8962526591
345 4681 521197 17570 111.34308908 3.7534714805
346 4742 380280 15287 80.194010966 3.2237452552
347 1406 267501 4999 190.25675676 3.5554765292
348 279 124978 876 447.94982079 3.1397849462
349 1857 207343 5793 111.6548196 3.1195476575
350 5485 576556 20356 105.11504102 3.7112123974
351 3400 331419 11353 97.476176471 3.3391176471
352 4418 497881 17190 112.69375283 3.8909008601
353 4990 498520 19275 99.903807615 3.8627254509
354 2845 343055 10294 120.58172232 3.6182776801
355 4381 284130 13710 64.855055923 3.1294225063
356 1859 77555 5731 41.718665949 3.0828402367
357 5139 601100 18968 116.96828177 3.6909904651
358 4941 431880 17432 87.407407407 3.528030763
359 4405 477697 14797 108.44426788 3.3591373439
360 5303 682444 20366 128.69017537 3.8404676598
361 6060 561444 22730 92.647524752 3.7508250825
362 5146 616445 19154 119.79109988 3.7221142635
363 5318 461750 18009 86.827754795 3.3864234675
364 2974 360323 9218 121.15770007 3.0995292535
365 3807 666901 13676 175.17756764 3.5923299186
366 81 47273 277 583.61728395 3.4197530864
367 709 152677 2587 215.34132581 3.6488011283
368 4525 686657 18096 151.74740331 3.9991160221
369 6775 687492 26714 101.47483395 3.9430258303
370 3453 332413 12548 96.267883 3.6339415001
371 8186 983369 30281 120.12814561 3.6991204495
372 2437 384430 7214 157.7472302 2.9601969635
373 3885 434787 13284 111.91428571 3.4193050193
374 3433 29529 5424 8.6015147102 1.5799592193

























Cycles gained Number of speculations
Runtime 2664.552483
Interval size 2.5 Number 1066
Time interval Number of speculationsCycles gained Depth sum Avg cycles Avg depth Insts gained Avg insts
0 4863 17920632 23311 3685.0980876 4.7935430804 985121 202.5747481
1 6897 55141515 34485 7995 5 1379400 200
2 6799 54358005 33995 7995 5 1359800 200
3 6776 54174120 33880 7995 5 1355200 200
4 6764 54078180 33820 7995 5 1352800 200
5 6745 53926275 33725 7995 5 1349000 200
6 6731 53814345 33655 7995 5 1346200 200
7 6728 53790360 33640 7995 5 1345600 200
8 6723 53750385 33615 7995 5 1344600 200
9 6718 53782577 33586 8005.742334 4.9994045847 1343389 199.96859184
10 6719 54625470 33595 8130 5 1343800 200
11 6733 54739290 33665 8130 5 1346600 200
12 6723 54657990 33615 8130 5 1344600 200
13 6717 54609210 33585 8130 5 1343400 200
14 6712 54568560 33560 8130 5 1342400 200
15 6712 54568560 33560 8130 5 1342400 200
16 6702 54487260 33510 8130 5 1340400 200
17 6713 54576690 33565 8130 5 1342600 200
18 6725 54674250 33625 8130 5 1345000 200
19 6747 54230211 33731 8037.6776345 4.9994071439 1349185 199.96813399
20 6728 53790360 33640 7995 5 1345600 200
21 6714 53678430 33570 7995 5 1342800 200
22 6705 53606475 33525 7995 5 1341000 200
23 6722 53742390 33610 7995 5 1344400 200
24 6740 53886300 33700 7995 5 1348000 200
25 6795 54326025 33975 7995 5 1359000 200
26 6741 54234181 33701 8045.4207091 4.9994066162 1347980 199.96736389
27 6717 54609210 33585 8130 5 1343400 200
28 7159 54172121 34383 7566.9955301 4.8027657494 1352666 188.94622154
29 6951 56511630 34755 8130 5 1390200 200
30 6939 56414070 34695 8130 5 1387800 200
31 6923 56283990 34615 8130 5 1384600 200
32 6942 56438460 34710 8130 5 1388400 200
33 6979 56739270 34895 8130 5 1395800 200
34 6972 56682360 34860 8130 5 1394400 200
35 6969 56657970 34845 8130 5 1393800 200
36 6977 56723010 34885 8130 5 1395400 200
37 7007 56515182 35032 8065.5318967 4.9995718567 1401173 199.96760382
38 7012 57007560 35060 8130 5 1402400 200
39 6998 56893740 34990 8130 5 1399600 200
40 7018 57056340 35090 8130 5 1403600 200
41 7045 57275850 35225 8130 5 1409000 200
42 7030 57153900 35150 8130 5 1406000 200
43 7029 57145770 35145 8130 5 1405800 200
44 7032 57170160 35160 8130 5 1406400 200
45 7026 57121380 35130 8130 5 1405200 200
46 7035 57305910 35172 8145.8294243 4.9995735608 1406775 199.96801706
47 7005 56950650 35025 8130 5 1401000 200
48 6994 56861220 34970 8130 5 1398800 200
49 7018 57056340 35090 8130 5 1403600 200
50 7035 57194550 35175 8130 5 1407000 200
51 7028 57137640 35140 8130 5 1405600 200
52 7022 57088860 35110 8130 5 1404400 200
53 7962 47968029 32960 6024.6205727 4.1396634012 1203486 151.15373022
54 7197 58511610 35985 8130 5 1439400 200
55 7222 58714860 36110 8130 5 1444400 200
56 7193 58479090 35965 8130 5 1438600 200
57 7225 58739250 36125 8130 5 1445000 200
58 7215 58657950 36075 8130 5 1443000 200
59 7212 58633560 36060 8130 5 1442400 200
60 7211 58625430 36055 8130 5 1442200 200
61 7201 58544130 36005 8130 5 1440200 200
62 7194 57856275 35966 8042.2956631 4.9994439811 1438573 199.96844593
63 7204 58568520 36020 8130 5 1440800 200
64 7185 58414050 35925 8130 5 1437000 200
65 7218 58682340 36090 8130 5 1443600 200
66 7213 58641690 36065 8130 5 1442600 200
67 7215 58657950 36075 8130 5 1443000 200
68 7222 58714860 36110 8130 5 1444400 200
69 7199 58527870 35995 8130 5 1439800 200
70 7201 58451020 36001 8117.0698514 4.9994445216 1439996 199.9716706
71 7231 58723076 36155 8121.0172867 5 1446179 199.99709584
72 7196 58503480 35980 8130 5 1439200 200
73 7220 58698600 36100 8130 5 1444000 200
74 7217 58674210 36085 8130 5 1443400 200
75 7222 58714860 36110 8130 5 1444400 200
76 7213 58641690 36065 8130 5 1442600 200
77 7209 58580795 36041 8126.0639478 4.999445138 1441576 199.96892773
78 7188 58409256 35940 8125.9398998 5 1437600 200
79 15794 39121376 41820 2476.9770799 2.6478409523 1110289 70.298151197
80 32101 -1132151 45285 -35.26840285 1.4107037164 325527 10.140712127
81 16832 -346168 25732 -20.56606464 1.5287547529 207993 12.356998574
82 14891 -87164 27441 -5.853468538 1.8427909476 280022 18.804781412
83 12948 34977 27479 2.7013438369 2.1222582638 305278 23.577232005
84 9262 96581 19860 10.427661412 2.1442453034 245191 26.472792054
85 8965 -135423 15245 -15.10574456 1.700501952 147182 16.417401004
86 11633 -22353 22123 -1.921516376 1.9017450357 230206 19.789048397
87 10629 104301 22662 9.8128704488 2.1320914479 253399 23.840342459
88 11300 -21819 22701 -1.930884956 2.0089380531 288704 25.549026549
89 11257 76691 24386 6.8127387403 2.1662965266 315323 28.011281869
90 11315 250117 27272 22.104904993 2.410251878 381743 33.737781706
91 10399 147399 24154 14.174343687 2.3227233388 328071 31.548321954
92 7764 117531 18440 15.137944359 2.3750643998 237965 30.649793921
93 8954 86262 20060 9.6339066339 2.2403395131 255318 28.514406969
94 9268 202478 23014 21.847000432 2.4831678895 301714 32.554380665
95 8687 207348 21936 23.868769426 2.5251525268 306106 35.237251065
96 8918 205695 22584 23.065149137 2.5324063691 312992 35.096658444
97 7345 199297 18911 27.133696392 2.5746766508 260569 35.475697754
98 7574 192105 19696 25.363744389 2.6004753103 276997 36.572088725
99 8019 198338 21138 24.733507919 2.6359895249 304042 37.915201397
100 8101 197330 21201 24.358721146 2.6170843106 308513 38.083323047
101 7283 230324 19077 31.624879857 2.619387615 246832 33.891528216
102 7588 226937 19830 29.907353716 2.6133368477 277600 36.584080127
103 8172 196404 20028 24.033773862 2.4508076358 264384 32.352422907
104 8357 184050 20753 22.023453392 2.483307407 291972 34.937417734
105 8055 234302 20574 29.08777157 2.5541899441 290802 36.102048417
106 8193 198633 21658 24.244232882 2.6434761382 324874 39.652630294
107 8403 258491 21628 30.761751755 2.5738426752 303481 36.115791979
108 8031 155992 19449 19.423733034 2.4217407546 261680 32.583738015
109 8729 122473 19770 14.030587696 2.2648642456 249398 28.57119945
110 8586 145513 20261 16.947705567 2.3597717214 263917 30.738061961
111 9897 183403 23616 18.531171062 2.3861776296 345138 34.872991816
112 10303 288049 23934 27.957779288 2.3230127147 315919 30.662816655
113 10537 18224 20897 1.7295245326 1.9832020499 248697 23.602258707
114 9517 64238 20558 6.7498161185 2.1601344962 258783 27.191657035
115 7693 154590 19554 20.09489146 2.5417912388 279053 36.273625374
116 7163 164497 18580 22.96481921 2.5938852436 274579 38.33296105
117 7497 181558 19649 24.217420301 2.6209150327 290871 38.798319328
118 7461 200785 19731 26.911271947 2.6445516687 286972 38.462940625
119 8041 191197 20617 23.77776396 2.563984579 294030 36.566347469
120 6876 188159 17475 27.364601513 2.5414485166 242835 35.316317627
121 7602 187602 19224 24.677979479 2.5288082084 278371 36.618126809
122 7806 204500 20678 26.197796567 2.648987958 309731 39.678580579
123 7825 213312 20459 27.260319489 2.6145686901 303266 38.756038339
124 7252 235277 19396 32.443050193 2.6745725317 287528 39.648097077
125 7185 206879 18969 28.793180237 2.6400835073 284597 39.609881698
126 6461 216541 16847 33.515090543 2.6074911004 240927 37.289428881
127 7414 233054 18955 31.434313461 2.5566495819 272384 36.739142163
128 7411 149639 19600 20.191472136 2.6447173121 302891 40.870462826
129 7417 222429 19802 29.989079143 2.6698125927 295028 39.777268437
130 7021 189860 17887 27.041731947 2.5476427859 262125 37.334425296
131 7222 205997 18580 28.523539186 2.5726945444 270694 37.48186098
132 6798 200412 17569 29.481023831 2.584436599 263090 38.701088555
133 6868 218294 17693 31.784216657 2.5761502621 253490 36.90885265
134 7204 190228 18682 26.405885619 2.5932815103 279118 38.744863964
135 7567 180869 19359 23.902339104 2.5583454473 274170 36.232324567
136 7605 187518 19557 24.657199211 2.5715976331 292931 38.518211703
137 7170 215456 18647 30.049651325 2.6006973501 274001 38.214923291
138 6928 211875 17999 30.582419169 2.5980080831 258650 37.334006928
139 6482 203684 17048 31.423017587 2.6300524529 250263 38.608917001
140 7250 152083 18725 20.976965517 2.5827586207 287024 39.589517241
141 6651 233691 17433 35.136220117 2.6211096076 252563 37.973688167
142 7202 258110 19402 35.838655929 2.6939738961 284148 39.454040544
143 7318 208887 19415 28.544274392 2.6530472807 291181 39.789696638
144 7431 173595 19153 23.360920468 2.577445835 288952 38.884672319
145 7491 197745 18968 26.397677213 2.5321051929 270917 36.165665465
146 7630 212721 19914 27.879554391 2.6099606815 294531 38.601703801
147 8279 146161 21875 17.654426863 2.6422273221 332746 40.19156903
148 7320 202302 19356 27.636885246 2.6442622951 285406 38.98989071
149 6764 210911 18174 31.181401538 2.6868716736 267049 39.480928445
150 7114 206366 18828 29.008434074 2.6466123137 286235 40.235451223
151 8090 154757 20977 19.129419036 2.5929542645 320662 39.6368356
152 7549 164951 19466 21.850708703 2.5786196847 286057 37.893363359
153 6832 195437 17754 28.606118267 2.5986533958 261640 38.296252927
154 7117 176352 18739 24.778979907 2.632991429 282353 39.673036392
155 7196 166489 19054 23.136325737 2.6478599222 281552 39.126181212
156 6898 196495 18027 28.485792983 2.6133661931 260713 37.795447956
157 7005 176504 18264 25.196859386 2.6072805139 266132 37.9917202
158 7217 149331 19016 20.691561591 2.6348898434 287263 39.80365803
159 6900 205185 18072 29.736956522 2.6191304348 267969 38.836086957
160 7090 170144 19092 23.9977433 2.6928067701 286945 40.471791255
161 8155 115594 19624 14.1746168 2.4063764562 287510 35.255671367
162 7490 102659 17534 13.706141522 2.340987984 253702 33.872096128
163 10549 -195021 17253 -18.48715518 1.6355104749 175774 16.662622049
164 7621 66189 16898 8.6850806981 2.2172943183 223903 29.379740192
165 8961 -12754 18321 -1.423278652 2.0445262805 232066 25.897332887
166 10600 -189637 17581 -17.89028302 1.6585849057 188028 17.738490566
167 10742 -212970 17451 -19.82591696 1.6245578105 178001 16.570564141
168 12041 -279787 19320 -23.23619301 1.6045178972 201742 16.754588489
169 8524 -53103 15878 -6.22982168 1.8627404974 187649 22.014195214
170 12386 -396547 16933 -32.01574358 1.3671080252 145867 11.776764088
171 12709 -464474 16645 -36.54685656 1.3097017861 125030 9.8379101424
172 10451 -178823 17835 -17.11061142 1.7065352598 201544 19.284661755
173 7360 148314 18288 20.151358696 2.4847826087 267607 36.359646739
174 8750 53219 20094 6.0821714286 2.2964571429 289889 33.130171429
175 10189 -217043 16799 -21.30169791 1.648738836 183824 18.041417215
176 9798 -170279 16797 -17.37895489 1.714329455 187506 19.137170851
177 9094 -106287 16286 -11.68759622 1.7908511106 187819 20.653067957
178 11490 -422110 14557 -36.73716275 1.2669277633 107872 9.3883376849
179 11166 -308310 17047 -27.61149919 1.5266881605 171769 15.383216908
180 13785 -525830 17137 -38.14508524 1.2431628582 113934 8.2650707291
181 6586 142453 16328 21.629668995 2.4791982994 232365 35.281658063
182 7304 126615 18897 17.335021906 2.5872124863 282418 38.666210296
183 8359 125898 19075 15.061370977 2.2819715277 234969 28.109702117
184 7591 148403 17125 19.549861678 2.2559610065 214175 28.214332762
185 8790 7447 17815 0.8472127418 2.0267349261 230115 26.179180887
186 10556 -148696 19384 -14.08639636 1.8363016294 239795 22.71646457
187 7240 83489 17036 11.531629834 2.353038674 234223 32.351243094
188 6587 149656 16224 22.719902839 2.4630332473 217344 32.995901017
189 10804 -317169 15701 -29.35662718 1.4532580526 140967 13.047667531
190 6173 167385 16569 27.115664993 2.6841082132 240422 38.947351369
191 7236 137072 17528 18.943062465 2.4223327805 236165 32.63750691
192 7275 79071 16256 10.868865979 2.2345017182 214032 29.420206186
193 7116 155777 18383 21.8910905 2.5833333333 266274 37.419055649
194 7650 91187 17482 11.919869281 2.2852287582 234665 30.675163399
195 7840 113431 18613 14.468239796 2.3741071429 256792 32.754081633
196 7716 57000 16753 7.3872472784 2.1712026957 216993 28.122472784
197 7342 141799 19023 19.313402343 2.5909833833 282765 38.513347862
198 6893 146308 17790 21.225591179 2.5808791528 261949 38.002176121
199 7265 116667 18263 16.058774948 2.513833448 267260 36.787336545
200 7830 42434 17273 5.419412516 2.2060025543 232691 29.717879949
201 8014 43703 18231 5.4533316696 2.2748939356 255498 31.881457449
202 8182 15001 16755 1.833414813 2.0477878269 209439 25.597531166
203 10498 -186643 18087 -17.77891027 1.7228995999 211466 20.143455896
204 6997 181225 18363 25.90038588 2.6244104616 275733 39.407317422
205 8055 90962 19200 11.292613284 2.3836126629 277922 34.503041589
206 8200 66529 18599 8.1132926829 2.2681707317 252277 30.765487805
207 7932 102561 19039 12.930030257 2.4002773575 273314 34.457135653
208 7874 107363 18340 13.63512827 2.3291846584 252738 32.097790196
209 7482 130426 19848 17.431970061 2.6527666399 300757 40.19740711
210 7659 125938 19122 16.443138791 2.4966705836 276466 36.096879488
211 9559 -71755 17975 -7.506538341 1.8804268229 215052 22.497332357
212 7303 86242 16981 11.80911954 2.3252088183 229827 31.470217719
213 7312 47613 16041 6.5116247265 2.1937910284 208623 28.531591904
214 6749 157459 17944 23.330715662 2.6587642614 275738 40.856126834
215 6526 119801 17475 18.357493105 2.6777505363 271875 41.660281949
216 6824 131277 17410 19.237543962 2.5512895662 258310 37.853165299
217 10408 -225875 16790 -21.70205611 1.6131821676 177674 17.070906995
218 12270 -438322 15716 -35.72306438 1.2808475958 116571 9.5004889976
219 6517 178595 17627 27.404480589 2.7047721344 268707 41.231701703
220 6527 126050 17354 19.312088249 2.6588018998 270927 41.508656351
221 6567 149297 17418 22.734429724 2.6523526725 261183 39.772042028
222 11163 -287589 16818 -25.7626982 1.5065842515 165052 14.785631103
223 11312 -304657 16993 -26.9321959 1.5022100424 167771 14.83124116
224 7068 127879 18773 18.092671194 2.6560554612 283949 40.173882286
225 7474 132597 19371 17.741102489 2.5917848542 293864 39.318169655
226 8115 69421 17830 8.5546518792 2.1971657425 228409 28.146518792
227 7055 121278 16227 17.190361446 2.3000708717 225728 31.99546421
228 7861 33382 16456 4.2465335199 2.0933723445 220303 28.024806004
229 7511 41410 16518 5.5132472374 2.199174544 223430 29.747037678
230 7979 83451 18822 10.458829427 2.3589422233 267097 33.474996867
231 7830 85013 18289 10.85734355 2.3357598978 253481 32.373052363
232 8001 97719 18909 12.213348331 2.3633295838 256710 32.084739408
233 9302 108054 21755 11.616211567 2.3387443561 315003 33.86400774
234 8158 71316 18041 8.7418484923 2.2114488845 234761 28.776783525
235 6503 185762 16576 28.565585115 2.548977395 241648 37.159464862
236 7206 185635 17788 25.761171246 2.4684984735 241211 33.473633084
237 8070 70351 18052 8.7175960347 2.2369268897 244942 30.352168525
238 7762 86198 17744 11.105127544 2.2860087606 248002 31.95078588
239 7702 71674 17864 9.3058945728 2.3193975591 254518 33.045702415
240 7360 117406 18505 15.951902174 2.5142663043 276690 37.59375
241 6969 156339 17318 22.433491175 2.4850050222 249304 35.773281676
242 7545 112137 18172 14.862425447 2.4084824387 258834 34.305367793
243 9981 -7797 20389 -0.78118425 2.0427812844 253711 25.419396854
244 9591 138754 22790 14.467104577 2.3761860077 322987 33.676050464
245 10577 47246 22559 4.4668620592 2.1328353976 297070 28.086413917
246 9638 115643 23375 11.998651172 2.4252957045 355540 36.88939614
247 9318 69527 21645 7.4615797381 2.3229233741 309992 33.26808328
248 6144 167842 15667 27.318033854 2.5499674479 227890 37.091471354
249 7401 141809 19132 19.160789083 2.5850560735 290722 39.281448453
250 7289 133188 19162 18.272465359 2.6288928522 297161 40.768418164
251 7363 122478 19552 16.634252343 2.655439359 309966 42.097786228
252 7533 114942 18609 15.258462764 2.4703305456 279939 37.16168857
253 6679 152422 16481 22.821081 2.4675849678 237887 35.617158257
254 7674 90449 18281 11.786421684 2.3821996351 259916 33.869689862
255 6722 144059 16607 21.430972925 2.4705444808 242141 36.022166022
256 7422 108787 17654 14.657369981 2.3786041498 258785 34.867286446
257 6777 74018 15797 10.921941862 2.3309724067 227169 33.520584329
258 7250 99670 16727 13.747586207 2.3071724138 232644 32.088827586
259 7909 111886 17872 14.146668353 2.2597041345 240051 30.351624731
260 7762 117501 18339 15.137979902 2.3626642618 259449 33.425534656
261 7195 165251 18470 22.967477415 2.5670604587 280780 39.024322446
262 8145 102373 18356 12.568815224 2.2536525476 249178 30.592756292
263 8725 63947 19066 7.3291690544 2.1852148997 255988 29.339598854
264 6978 174349 17811 24.985525939 2.5524505589 259733 37.221696761
265 7110 143328 18778 20.158649789 2.641068917 291522 41.001687764
266 7334 106462 17918 14.516225798 2.4431415326 264257 36.031769839
267 6640 186647 16861 28.109487952 2.5393072289 250198 37.680421687
268 6706 188135 17487 28.05472711 2.6076647778 258458 38.541306293
269 7120 151242 17162 21.241853933 2.4103932584 240660 33.800561798
270 7050 192803 18791 27.347943262 2.6653900709 282930 40.131914894
271 7712 120905 18444 15.67751556 2.3915975104 260446 33.771524896
272 6689 145618 16204 21.769771266 2.4224846763 230454 34.45268351
273 7097 188451 17531 26.553614203 2.4701986755 250845 35.345216289
274 6768 157790 16935 23.314125296 2.5022163121 245454 36.266843972
275 7380 116026 17200 15.721680217 2.3306233062 243160 32.948509485
276 6920 138056 16773 19.950289017 2.4238439306 235903 34.090028902
277 7300 152932 18255 20.949589041 2.5006849315 264457 36.226986301
278 7436 103921 18143 13.975389995 2.439887036 265972 35.768154922
279 6869 129563 16873 18.861988645 2.4563983113 244346 35.572281264
280 7333 115195 17124 15.709123142 2.3351970544 241110 32.880130915
281 7084 122052 17325 17.229249012 2.4456521739 242407 34.218944099
282 7268 132219 16819 18.191937259 2.3141166758 226343 31.142405063
283 7004 116914 16243 16.692461451 2.3191033695 220503 31.482438607
284 7551 77637 16815 10.281684545 2.2268573699 216960 28.732618196
285 7103 122737 16399 17.279600169 2.3087427847 217442 30.61269886
286 7909 119906 18160 15.160702997 2.2961183462 238389 30.141484385
287 7547 113943 19011 15.0977872 2.5190141778 281419 37.288856499
288 7865 93225 18173 11.853146853 2.3106166561 249008 31.660267006
289 7280 137194 17405 18.84532967 2.3907967033 242309 33.284203297
290 6988 182604 18463 26.131081855 2.6421007441 280153 40.090583858
291 7092 193408 18747 27.271291596 2.6434010152 272158 38.37535251
292 7486 162503 18262 21.707587497 2.4394870425 250838 33.507614213
293 7235 108276 16597 14.965583967 2.2939875605 226573 31.316240498
294 7785 113384 18613 14.564418754 2.3908798972 261688 33.614386641
295 7000 140776 17814 20.110857143 2.5448571429 269188 38.455428571
296 6981 175897 17437 25.196533448 2.4977796877 245281 35.135510672
297 7610 144533 18333 18.992509855 2.4090670171 246509 32.392772668
298 7295 106580 17152 14.610006854 2.3511994517 235680 32.30705963
299 6987 147665 17585 21.13424932 2.5168169458 255337 36.544582797
300 7691 91316 18087 11.873098427 2.3517097907 253387 32.945910805
301 7552 89432 18906 11.842161017 2.5034427966 288862 38.249735169
302 7738 92692 18748 11.978805893 2.4228482812 277172 35.819591626
303 7706 91385 18435 11.858941085 2.3922917207 268485 34.841032961
304 7888 97548 18776 12.36663286 2.3803245436 267318 33.889198783
305 8446 30043 18916 3.5570684348 2.2396400663 260649 30.860644092
306 7304 133647 17837 18.297782037 2.4420865279 251634 34.451533406
307 7421 117805 17187 15.87454521 2.3159951489 231261 31.163050802
308 7417 114802 18099 15.478225698 2.4402049346 259976 35.051368478
309 7583 100614 17552 13.268363445 2.3146511935 237527 31.323618621
310 7865 69153 17571 8.7924984107 2.2340750159 239026 30.391099809
311 7919 106973 17663 13.508397525 2.2304583912 234111 29.563202425
312 8686 20252 18168 2.3315680405 2.0916417223 236947 27.279184895
313 8706 39052 17568 4.4856420859 2.0179186768 217078 24.934298185
314 8356 67800 19055 8.1139301101 2.2803973193 271912 32.540928674
315 9092 -12486 17687 -1.373295205 1.9453365596 216596 23.822701276
316 7886 133080 18323 16.875475526 2.3234846564 214525 27.203271621
317 7565 78219 16703 10.339590218 2.2079312624 210470 27.821546596
318 7984 45915 16427 5.7508767535 2.05748998 205101 25.689003006
319 9063 33601 18632 3.7074920004 2.0558314024 240647 26.552686748
320 8229 57799 18149 7.0238182039 2.2054927695 254702 30.951755985
321 8457 12615 17234 1.4916637105 2.037838477 232124 27.447558236
322 8503 139073 18431 16.355756792 2.1675879101 207603 24.415265201
323 7577 32273 15935 4.2593374687 2.1030750957 199819 26.371783028
324 8547 91327 18888 10.685269685 2.2098982099 230293 26.944307944
325 6811 -8731 13237 -1.281896931 1.9434737924 160072 23.501982088
326 9066 -115029 16876 -12.687955 1.8614604015 207155 22.849658063
327 8494 111795 18912 13.161643513 2.2265128326 254571 29.97068519
328 8684 88168 20445 10.152924919 2.3543298019 300626 34.618378627
329 8813 109402 20402 12.413707024 2.3149892205 287425 32.613752411
330 8740 89657 19882 10.258237986 2.2748283753 274623 31.421395881
331 7903 114765 18085 14.52170062 2.2883715045 245969 31.123497406
332 8024 17422 18206 2.1712362911 2.2689431705 259739 32.370264207
333 8026 19302 17117 2.4049339646 2.1326937453 221741 27.627834538
334 7225 85146 16705 11.784913495 2.3121107266 226625 31.366782007
335 7684 95031 19121 12.367386778 2.4884174909 278662 36.265226445
336 6827 85489 16094 12.522191299 2.3574044236 216629 31.731214296
337 7347 36002 16092 4.900231387 2.1902817477 210302 28.624200354
338 7939 -44076 14948 -5.551832725 1.882856783 167279 21.070537851
339 9627 -211684 15167 -21.9885738 1.5754648385 148716 15.447803054
340 9546 -206950 15382 -21.67923738 1.6113555416 157539 16.503142678
341 9808 -244692 15307 -24.94820555 1.5606647635 147991 15.088805057
342 7437 -39514 14269 -5.31316391 1.9186499933 164586 22.130697862
343 8324 -75982 15703 -9.128063431 1.8864728496 179496 21.563671312
344 8512 19501 17409 2.2910009398 2.0452302632 200331 23.53512688
345 8068 6970 16865 0.8639067923 2.0903569658 214045 26.530118989
346 9168 -136055 15965 -14.84020506 1.7413830716 165407 18.041775742
347 7473 54031 15865 7.2301619162 2.1229760471 203462 27.226281279
348 7514 120852 17616 16.083577322 2.3444237423 244500 32.539260048
349 7262 37605 15235 5.1783255302 2.0979069127 186186 25.638391628
350 4687 164939 12626 35.190740346 2.693834009 182943 39.032003414
351 5236 142774 14011 27.26776165 2.6758976318 212831 40.64763178
352 7092 159590 17640 22.502820079 2.4873096447 242788 34.234066554
353 7280 32661 15637 4.4864010989 2.1479395604 200970 27.605769231
354 7507 -73688 13129 -9.815905155 1.7489010257 133887 17.834954043
355 7985 -36086 15362 -4.519223544 1.9238572323 180937 22.659611772
356 6976 58372 15797 8.3675458716 2.264478211 210264 30.141055046
357 7623 30706 15516 4.0280729372 2.0354191263 178153 23.370457825
358 7643 61832 17344 8.090017009 2.269265995 232965 30.480832134
359 6792 115102 16688 16.946702002 2.457008245 228423 33.631183746
360 7237 35537 16048 4.9104601354 2.2174934365 206823 28.57855465
361 8335 -62691 17116 -7.521415717 2.0535092981 222449 26.688542292
362 7104 91090 16536 12.822353604 2.3277027027 226912 31.941441441
363 7683 -6539 15856 -0.851099831 2.0637771704 206880 26.926981648
364 11088 -348860 15133 -31.46284271 1.3648088023 117818 10.625721501
365 10830 -303927 15821 -28.0634349 1.4608494922 136271 12.582733149
366 8476 25949 17792 3.0614676734 2.0991033506 213295 25.16458235
367 7800 69642 17770 8.9284615385 2.2782051282 231624 29.695384615
368 6563 75428 17164 11.492914826 2.6152674082 276405 42.115648332
369 6240 110707 16568 17.74150641 2.6551282051 264354 42.364423077
370 7572 122349 18827 16.158082409 2.486397253 278379 36.764263074
371 7568 171045 18809 22.60108351 2.485332981 273247 36.10557611
372 6885 121865 17381 17.700072622 2.5244734931 255408 37.096296296
373 7599 123679 18424 16.27569417 2.4245295434 256767 33.789577576
374 7961 81034 18737 10.178872001 2.3535987941 270534 33.98241427
375 11950 -321320 17854 -26.88870293 1.4940585774 162310 13.582426778
376 8870 -46294 18406 -5.219165727 2.0750845547 247385 27.890078918
377 8560 4382 18964 0.5119158879 2.2154205607 270717 31.625817757
378 8200 -7925 18565 -0.966463415 2.2640243902 267935 32.675
379 7732 55972 19444 7.2390067253 2.5147439214 297774 38.511898603
380 8333 -22472 18374 -2.69674787 2.2049681987 261521 31.383775351
381 9533 -175956 15832 -18.45756845 1.6607573691 167602 17.581244099
382 7550 133443 19683 17.674569536 2.6070198675 301447 39.926754967
383 7049 146343 19070 20.760817137 2.7053482764 295328 41.896439211
384 7593 152292 20159 20.056894508 2.6549453444 316401 41.670090873
385 7504 121168 19845 16.147121535 2.6445895522 310138 41.329690832
386 10306 -186693 18046 -18.11498156 1.751018824 208809 20.260915971
387 8162 -8739 18319 -1.070693457 2.2444253859 262777 32.195172752
388 8799 -73997 18215 -8.409705648 2.0701216047 246845 28.053756109
389 13978 -556688 16609 -39.82601231 1.1882243526 95246 6.8139934182
390 9635 -121141 18320 -12.57301505 1.9014011417 227956 23.659159315
391 10053 -176873 16974 -17.59405153 1.6884512086 183974 18.300407838
392 8492 121344 20029 14.289213377 2.3585727744 261989 30.851271785
393 6529 174091 17269 26.664267116 2.6449686016 255192 39.085924338
394 6419 149349 17119 23.26670821 2.6669263125 252217 39.292257361
395 6407 137085 17294 21.396129234 2.6992352115 255064 39.810207585
396 7121 71090 15982 9.9831484342 2.244347704 203584 28.589243084
397 7138 121892 16090 17.076492015 2.2541328103 181604 25.441860465
398 8115 -79862 14950 -9.841281577 1.842267406 159872 19.700800986
399 8939 -41780 17214 -4.673900884 1.9257187605 178815 20.003915427
400 7820 -37068 14313 -4.740153453 1.8303069054 155634 19.902046036
401 8259 51360 18669 6.2186705412 2.2604431529 258907 31.348468338
402 8183 23151 17901 2.8291580105 2.1875840156 243307 29.733227423
403 6911 3774 13386 0.5460859499 1.936912169 163729 23.691072204
404 7696 33010 15728 4.2892411642 2.0436590437 207736 26.992723493
405 6448 109886 14375 17.041873449 2.2293734491 190100 29.482009926
406 8899 21250 19749 2.3879087538 2.2192381166 269471 30.281042814
407 7601 67004 17232 8.8151559005 2.2670701224 241620 31.787922642
408 7346 143293 18432 19.506261911 2.5091206099 268045 36.488565206
409 7687 56048 17764 7.291270977 2.310914531 245813 31.977754651
410 7972 68911 18918 8.6441294531 2.3730556949 265023 33.244229804
411 7483 172283 17349 23.023252706 2.318455165 225171 30.091006281
412 8799 98565 20470 11.201841118 2.3264007274 289024 32.847369019
413 7417 193517 19327 26.091007146 2.6057705272 270399 36.456653634
414 7214 167480 18876 23.215968949 2.6165788744 282706 39.188522318
415 8825 28726 18775 3.2550708215 2.1274787535 247955 28.096883853
416 9242 -46925 19269 -5.077364207 2.084938325 262975 28.454338888
417 10046 -28477 21480 -2.834660561 2.1381644436 276222 27.495719689
418 7184 47311 16430 6.5856069042 2.2870267261 222374 30.954064588
419 8971 59571 19976 6.6403968342 2.2267305763 278848 31.083268309
420 7584 97094 17241 12.802478903 2.2733386076 231826 30.567774262
421 8240 59834 18305 7.261407767 2.2214805825 256604 31.141262136
422 8321 -38221 15774 -4.593318111 1.8956856147 182128 21.887753876
423 8476 168280 20480 19.853704578 2.4162340727 275897 32.550377537
424 7422 91048 17831 12.267313393 2.4024521692 257290 34.665858259
425 8822 -12171 18422 -1.379619134 2.0881886194 243827 27.638517343
426 9200 -46586 18618 -5.063695652 2.0236956522 247117 26.860543478
427 9583 -17347 19038 -1.810184702 1.9866430137 225738 23.556088907
428 10374 -110546 18795 -10.65606324 1.8117408907 204612 19.723539618
429 10088 -66602 19464 -6.602101507 1.9294210944 227893 22.590503569
430 7336 111249 17418 15.164803708 2.3743184297 246666 33.624045802
431 7368 104319 16893 14.158387622 2.292752443 232661 31.577225841
432 9640 -39393 18590 -4.086410788 1.9284232365 221785 23.006742739
433 7704 -17444 15311 -2.264278297 1.9874091381 183589 23.830347871
434 8827 -6686 18625 -0.757448737 2.1100033987 250702 28.401721989
435 7883 28965 18633 3.6743625523 2.3636940251 274530 34.82557402
436 7562 79147 16202 10.466411002 2.1425548797 205600 27.188574451
437 7326 55079 15866 7.5182910183 2.1657111657 215987 29.482254982
438 9140 -75159 16328 -8.223085339 1.7864332604 170214 18.62297593
439 8700 -5538 17481 -0.636551724 2.0093103448 224042 25.751954023
440 8007 92195 18820 11.514299988 2.3504433621 268214 33.49743974
441 7570 58994 16970 7.7931307794 2.2417437252 232646 30.732628798
442 9902 -97374 17656 -9.833770955 1.7830741264 194024 19.594425369
443 7562 34454 16562 4.5562020629 2.190161333 213638 28.251520762
444 6649 75712 15098 11.386975485 2.2707174011 196908 29.614678899
445 8235 5808 16992 0.7052823315 2.0633879781 226093 27.45513054
446 9697 -123867 17058 -12.77374446 1.7591007528 196065 20.21913994
447 7247 82887 17057 11.437422382 2.3536635849 243683 33.625362219
448 8108 91521 19032 11.287740503 2.3473112975 267924 33.044400592
449 6427 118731 15143 18.47378248 2.3561537265 217926 33.907888595
450 7253 120999 18608 16.682614091 2.565559079 281844 38.858954915
451 7334 126966 17650 17.311971639 2.4065994001 258258 35.213798746
452 7621 148221 19664 19.449022438 2.5802388138 299780 39.336045138
453 7254 100587 17905 13.866418528 2.4682933554 257218 35.458781362
454 7027 105396 18230 14.998719226 2.5942792088 276798 39.390636118
455 7045 75061 16311 10.654506742 2.315259049 227562 32.301206529
456 6947 92742 17474 13.349935224 2.5153303584 261916 37.702029653
457 6648 21985 14074 3.307009627 2.1170276775 186147 28.000451264
458 7751 50667 17354 6.5368339569 2.2389369114 242131 31.23867888
459 9141 2047 18658 0.223936112 2.0411333552 234903 25.697735478
460 8802 -37754 18144 -4.289252443 2.0613496933 244789 27.810611225
461 7599 78919 17623 10.385445453 2.319120937 250962 33.025661271
462 6599 152046 16634 23.040763752 2.5206849523 237764 36.030307622
463 7200 100955 16312 14.021527778 2.2655555556 218656 30.368888889
464 5639 177116 14786 31.409115091 2.6220961163 211809 37.561447065
465 6257 166603 16040 26.626658143 2.5635288477 227984 36.436630973
466 7047 183328 18310 26.015041862 2.5982687669 277990 39.447992053
467 5926 202906 16021 34.239959501 2.7035099561 239051 40.339352008
468 7258 126080 17940 17.371176633 2.4717553045 263531 36.309038303
469 5611 189882 14914 33.841026555 2.6579932276 224742 40.053822848
470 7157 71107 15636 9.93530809 2.1847142658 213297 29.80257091
471 8770 -26537 17315 -3.025883694 1.9743443558 213148 24.304218928
472 7776 42697 16659 5.4908693416 2.1423611111 218299 28.07343107
473 7392 107000 16942 14.475108225 2.2919372294 230789 31.221455628
474 8775 -44752 17038 -5.09994302 1.9416524217 206182 23.496524217
475 7397 110474 17111 14.934973638 2.3132350953 234223 31.664593754
476 7381 42933 16050 5.8166915052 2.1745021 210406 28.506435442
477 7761 45757 17047 5.8957608556 2.196495297 235937 30.400335008
478 7516 38798 16255 5.1620542842 2.1627195317 225100 29.949441192
479 7984 44237 17730 5.5407064128 2.2206913828 251022 31.440631263
480 6777 107641 15889 15.883281688 2.344547735 220307 32.508041906
481 7475 102269 18266 13.681471572 2.4436120401 269250 36.02006689
482 7598 84168 16437 11.077652014 2.1633324559 220734 29.051592524
483 6541 144324 15297 22.064516129 2.3386332365 201348 30.782449167
484 5682 175258 14837 30.844420979 2.6112284407 205837 36.226152763
485 6939 170539 17286 24.576884277 2.4911370514 238219 34.330451074
486 7657 123056 18841 16.071046102 2.4606242654 270408 35.315136476
487 7568 -13553 14741 -1.79082981 1.9478065539 178121 23.536072939
488 8314 41034 17844 4.9355304306 2.1462593216 237631 28.58203031
489 7332 128229 17764 17.488952537 2.4228041462 257985 35.186170213
490 7566 84942 16805 11.226804124 2.2211208036 230243 30.431271478
491 7846 81966 18375 10.446851899 2.3419576854 260480 33.199082335
492 6053 182282 16269 30.114323476 2.6877581365 241603 39.914587808
493 7051 202644 18727 28.739753226 2.6559353283 279979 39.707701035
494 6364 174029 16841 27.345851666 2.6462916405 247399 38.874764299
495 6590 189147 17514 28.702124431 2.6576631259 265941 40.355235205
496 6906 128225 16361 18.567187953 2.3690993339 226589 32.810454677
497 7086 182495 18591 25.754304262 2.6236240474 283068 39.947502117
498 7140 125907 16055 17.634033613 2.2485994398 214347 30.020588235
499 7953 75994 16433 9.5553879039 2.0662643028 217421 27.338237143
500 8110 -74440 14082 -9.178791615 1.7363748459 146586 18.074722565
501 8139 -19771 15858 -2.429168202 1.9483966089 187044 22.981201622
502 7463 6079 15018 0.8145517888 2.0123274822 180576 24.196167761
503 7719 51144 16228 6.6257287213 2.1023448633 206827 26.794532971
504 8074 -40912 15569 -5.067129056 1.9282883329 186611 23.112583602
505 8503 -40272 16651 -4.736210749 1.9582500294 199987 23.519581324
506 8842 -69319 16749 -7.83974214 1.8942546935 194169 21.959850713
507 6949 127753 17096 18.384371852 2.4602101022 243425 35.030220176
508 8838 -15869 17567 -1.795541978 1.987666893 211495 23.930187825
509 9150 674 18985 0.0736612022 2.074863388 239426 26.166775956
510 8834 -68393 16766 -7.74201947 1.8978944985 199766 22.613312203
511 8229 47623 18593 5.7872159436 2.2594482926 256035 31.113744076
512 9065 -16323 18871 -1.800661886 2.0817429675 239698 26.442140099
513 7437 128983 18274 17.343418045 2.4571735915 256210 34.450719376
514 8118 70508 18090 8.6853904903 2.2283813747 234530 28.890120719
515 8318 22441 17165 2.6978841068 2.0635970185 211160 25.385910075
516 9255 -58210 17198 -6.289573204 1.8582387898 191488 20.690221502
517 8729 -40348 17178 -4.622293504 1.9679230152 208173 23.848436247
518 8648 -16677 17492 -1.928422757 2.0226641998 222393 25.716119334
519 9215 -107421 16392 -11.65718937 1.7788388497 182128 19.764297341
520 7089 130161 17223 18.360981803 2.429538722 243372 34.330935252
521 8611 -14417 17728 -1.674253861 2.0587620485 229175 26.614214377
522 8249 10807 16625 1.3100981937 2.0153958056 201482 24.425021215
523 10011 -80373 18802 -8.028468684 1.8781340525 222825 22.258016182
524 8211 9932 16942 1.2095968822 2.0633296797 207792 25.306540007
525 8255 4384 17511 0.5310720775 2.1212598425 232199 28.128285887
526 9278 -63230 17874 -6.815046346 1.9264927786 216081 23.28960983
527 7562 65941 17483 8.7200476065 2.3119545094 244071 32.275985189
528 6777 131664 18168 19.428065516 2.6808322266 290296 42.835472923
529 7179 91620 17989 12.762223151 2.5057807494 275203 38.334447695
530 7632 152059 20161 19.923873166 2.6416404612 322014 42.192610063
531 8009 112535 20772 14.051067549 2.59358222 329690 41.164939443
532 5731 207180 15641 36.15075903 2.7291921131 231605 40.412667946
533 5665 228115 15168 40.267431598 2.6774933804 217774 38.442012357
534 7663 97600 18533 12.736526165 2.4185045022 266066 34.720866501
535 7856 66821 19108 8.5057281059 2.4322810591 285805 36.380473523
536 8817 -15025 18285 -1.704094363 2.0738346376 238255 27.022229783
537 9676 -82487 19066 -8.524906986 1.9704423315 231473 23.922385283
538 9678 -49171 19638 -5.080698491 2.0291382517 253003 26.142074809
539 7320 82687 17372 11.296038251 2.3732240437 248440 33.93989071
540 7193 42405 15454 5.8953148895 2.1484776866 202491 28.151119144
541 8071 27928 17146 3.4602899269 2.1243959856 223886 27.739561393
542 7743 41808 17506 5.3994575746 2.2608807956 250242 32.318481209
543 7198 83234 16790 11.563489858 2.3325923868 231332 32.13837177
544 7450 70892 16636 9.515704698 2.2330201342 228733 30.702416107
545 8737 19073 18207 2.1830147648 2.0838960742 225373 25.79523864
546 9412 -37544 18645 -3.988950276 1.9809817255 221186 23.500424989
547 7569 11467 15876 1.5149953759 2.0975029727 200348 26.469546836
548 8745 -569 18909 -0.065065752 2.1622641509 255607 29.228930818
549 8928 76773 19113 8.5991263441 2.1407930108 245048 27.447132616
550 8422 159309 19616 18.915815721 2.329137972 240677 28.577178817
551 8315 123443 18782 14.845820806 2.2588093806 257284 30.942152736
552 10088 754 20509 0.074742268 2.0330095163 242347 24.023295004
553 8353 26576 18069 3.1816113971 2.1631749072 243782 29.184963486
554 9718 31333 20702 3.2242230912 2.1302737189 279644 28.775879811
555 9559 27230 19348 2.8486243331 2.0240610943 246480 25.785123967
556 8380 567 16732 0.0676610979 1.9966587112 200008 23.867303103
557 5824 119122 14279 20.45364011 2.4517513736 185004 31.765796703
558 7388 64138 15625 8.681375203 2.1149160801 179959 24.358283703
559 7655 56726 16720 7.4103200523 2.1841933377 214215 27.983670803
560 8754 -10706 17006 -1.222983779 1.9426547864 200911 22.950765364
561 8476 44758 17612 5.2805568664 2.0778669184 222176 26.212364323
562 10881 -132229 18642 -12.1522838 1.7132616487 197985 18.195478357
563 11055 -75001 21478 -6.784350972 1.9428312981 269111 24.342921755
564 10450 13090 21697 1.2526315789 2.0762679426 271550 25.985645933
565 11145 -23730 22354 -2.129205922 2.0057424854 286974 25.749125168
566 8974 9961 17294 1.1099843994 1.9271227992 191526 21.342322264
567 8077 106158 18048 13.143246255 2.2344930048 207223 25.65593661
568 9623 22172 18681 2.304063182 1.9412865011 188308 19.568533721
569 8323 85507 17583 10.273579238 2.1125795987 218991 26.311546317
570 11125 -131634 19422 -11.83226966 1.7457977528 215931 19.40952809
571 10838 -70011 20502 -6.459771175 1.8916774313 232013 21.407362982
572 7842 91138 17144 11.621780158 2.1861769957 241625 30.81165519
573 11161 -35432 22434 -3.17462593 2.0100349431 293103 26.261356509
574 7729 64674 16100 8.3677060422 2.0830637857 203783 26.366024065
575 9216 -47240 17429 -5.125868056 1.8911675347 207923 22.56108941
576 9207 -89975 16906 -9.77245574 1.8362115781 197902 21.494732269
577 9392 -13180 19377 -1.403321976 2.0631388416 218742 23.290247019
578 8156 -39194 15724 -4.805541932 1.9279058362 188826 23.151790093
579 8031 141255 18918 17.588718715 2.3556219649 267874 33.354999377
580 8611 38558 18063 4.4777610034 2.0976657763 231480 26.88189525
581 7968 138080 18409 17.329317269 2.3103664659 256054 32.135291165
582 9195 79983 19593 8.6985318108 2.1308319739 243476 26.479173464
583 8212 87491 18861 10.654042864 2.2967608378 262736 31.994154895
584 9220 33430 18747 3.625813449 2.03329718 231669 25.126789588
585 8687 34774 18169 4.002992978 2.0915160585 228779 26.33578911
586 10537 215 21050 0.0204042896 1.9977223119 296367 28.126316788
587 9066 84902 19643 9.3648797706 2.1666666667 258866 28.553496581
588 8391 137926 19094 16.437373376 2.2755333095 253914 30.26027887
589 9104 29177 19019 3.2048550088 2.0890817223 240696 26.438488576
590 8705 72558 18890 8.3352096496 2.1700172315 242410 27.847214245
591 8862 21781 17955 2.4577973369 2.0260663507 222967 25.159896186
592 7383 49349862 33370 6684.2559935 4.5198428823 1265760 171.44250305
593 7062 57406156 35310 8128.8807703 5 1412400 200
594 7077 57536164 35385 8130.0217606 5 1415400 200
595 7079 57557336 35395 8130.7156378 5 1415800 200
596 7069 57470970 35345 8130 5 1413800 200
597 7066 57427572 35330 8127.3099349 5 1413200 200
598 7084 57574456 35420 8127.393563 5 1416800 200
599 7091 57638102 35455 8128.3460725 5 1418200 200
600 7075 57472168 35367 8123.274629 4.998869258 1414605 199.94416961
601 7042 57176879 35210 8119.4091167 5 1408400 200
602 7037 57189935 35185 8127.033537 5 1407400 200
603 7073 57503490 35365 8130 5 1414600 200
604 7066 57446580 35330 8130 5 1413200 200
605 7072 57495360 35360 8130 5 1414400 200
606 7060 57397800 35300 8130 5 1412000 200
607 7068 57462840 35340 8130 5 1413600 200
608 6995 56869350 34975 8130 5 1399000 200
609 7075 57538084 35371 8132.5913781 4.999434629 1414775 199.96819788
610 7057 57373410 35285 8130 5 1411400 200
611 7050 57316500 35250 8130 5 1410000 200
612 7082 57576660 35410 8130 5 1416400 200
613 7077 57536010 35385 8130 5 1415400 200
614 7066 57446580 35330 8130 5 1413200 200
615 7055 57357150 35275 8130 5 1411000 200
616 7195 57010284 35167 7923.5974983 4.8876997915 1398154 194.32300208
617 7087 57453448 35435 8106.8785099 5 1417400 200
618 7057 57373410 35285 8130 5 1411400 200
619 7074 57460279 35370 8122.7422957 5 1414800 200
620 7059 57389670 35295 8130 5 1411800 200
621 7065 57438450 35325 8130 5 1413000 200
622 7081 57554034 35405 8127.9528315 5 1416200 200
623 7076 57510792 35380 8127.5850763 5 1415200 200
624 7057 57279238 35285 8116.6555193 5 1411400 200
625 7055 57523624 35271 8153.5965982 4.9994330262 1410773 199.96782424
626 7074 57448227 35370 8121.038592 5 1414800 200
627 7076 57527880 35380 8130 5 1415200 200
628 7079 57552270 35395 8130 5 1415800 200
629 7104 57755520 35520 8130 5 1420800 200
630 7096 57690480 35480 8130 5 1419200 200
631 7086 57609180 35430 8130 5 1417200 200
632 7095 57682350 35475 8130 5 1419000 200
633 7101 57731130 35505 8130 5 1420200 200
634 7082 57885625 35406 8173.6268003 4.9994351878 1416175 199.96822931
635 7090 57641700 35450 8130 5 1418000 200
636 7082 57576660 35410 8130 5 1416400 200
637 7077 57536010 35385 8130 5 1415400 200
638 7090 57641700 35450 8130 5 1418000 200
639 7092 57657960 35460 8130 5 1418400 200
640 7085 57601050 35425 8130 5 1417000 200
641 7096 57557462 35476 8111.2545096 4.9994363021 1418976 199.96843292
642 7114 56876430 35570 7995 5 1422800 200
643 7243 22564650 23236 3115.373464 3.2080629573 681922 94.149109485
644 6792 129361 16510 19.046083628 2.4308009423 209703 30.875
645 6537 101586 15015 15.540156035 2.296925195 181760 27.804803427
646 9083 51712 20075 5.6932731476 2.2101728504 270688 29.801607398
647 5748 8643 10985 1.5036534447 1.9110995129 103309 17.973034099
648 7099 8198 13673 1.1548105367 1.926045922 135040 19.022397521
649 8267 72484 18656 8.7678722632 2.2566831983 264069 31.942542639
650 9297 13963 19809 1.5018823276 2.1306873185 273935 29.464881144
651 7842 178855 19941 22.807319561 2.5428462127 300615 38.333970926
652 8391 51229 18229 6.105231796 2.1724466691 236618 28.199022762
653 6979 92431 15499 13.244161055 2.220805273 186752 26.759134546
654 7928 97275 18577 12.269803229 2.3432139253 264380 33.347628658
655 7653 88629 17712 11.580948648 2.3143865151 248151 32.425323403
656 8690 -12462 18283 -1.43406214 2.1039125432 245581 28.26018412
657 8802 -123915 14789 -14.07805044 1.6801863213 146385 16.630879346
658 7095 -858 14153 -0.120930233 1.9947850599 150895 21.267794221
659 8355 -34275 15610 -4.102333932 1.86834231 169098 20.239138241
660 8009 64447 18268 8.0468223249 2.2809339493 256105 31.977150705
661 8682 7396 18439 0.8518774476 2.1238193965 251805 29.003109883
662 8585 10837 18208 1.2623179965 2.1209085614 249452 29.056726849
663 9768 -99668 18862 -10.2035217 1.930999181 249879 25.581388206
664 8382 37960 19158 4.5287520878 2.2856120258 280218 33.430923407
665 8655 20782 18111 2.4011554015 2.0925476603 237247 27.411554015
666 9189 54647 19953 5.94700185 2.1714005877 266302 28.980520187
667 7874 107363 17407 13.63512827 2.2106934214 184674 23.453644907
668 8289 32524 16976 3.9237543733 2.0480154422 190082 22.931837375
669 6887 99390 15145 14.43153768 2.1990707129 167186 24.275591694
670 7620 48110 16026 6.313648294 2.1031496063 172969 22.699343832
671 7396 78202 16277 10.573553272 2.2007842077 176341 23.842752839
672 8802 67460 18922 7.6641672347 2.1497386958 213049 24.204612588
673 10243 27959 21351 2.7295714146 2.0844479156 260520 25.433954896
674 9593 -100973 17170 -10.52569582 1.7898467633 186365 19.42718649
675 8393 108021 19375 12.870368164 2.3084713452 266241 31.721791969
676 8213 125122 19661 15.234628029 2.393887739 281581 34.284792402
677 7396 142514 19458 19.269064359 2.6308815576 307156 41.530016225
678 8123 85602 19618 10.538224794 2.4151175674 285817 35.186138126
679 8315 146349 19786 17.600601323 2.379555021 283033 34.03884546
680 7723 173473 19671 22.46186715 2.5470672019 297430 38.512236178
681 8084 140287 19591 17.353661554 2.4234289955 286687 35.463508164
682 8225 164908 19901 20.049604863 2.4195744681 285578 34.720729483
683 8184 150907 19944 18.43927175 2.4369501466 289998 35.434750733
684 8017 148385 19663 18.508793813 2.4526630909 286363 35.719471124
685 9194 106670 20334 11.602131825 2.2116597781 259620 28.237981292
686 7778 158253 19873 20.346232965 2.5550269992 303349 39.000899974
687 7987 86540 17604 10.835107049 2.2040816327 226198 28.320771253
688 6971 103022 16436 14.778654425 2.3577678956 216520 31.060106154
689 7156 77099 14696 10.774035774 2.0536612633 155895 21.785215204
690 7731 70497 15346 9.1187427241 1.9849954728 148495 19.207735092
691 7102 57917 14570 8.155026753 2.0515347789 162438 22.872148691
692 7660 25815 15202 3.3701044386 1.9845953003 164335 21.453655352
693 6565 127291 14711 19.389337395 2.2408225438 172642 26.297334349
694 7725 43155 16067 5.586407767 2.0798705502 193185 25.00776699
695 7391 158268 17039 21.413611149 2.3053713976 200489 27.12609931
696 6924 106760 15412 15.418833044 2.2258809936 185685 26.817590988
697 7307 165589 18524 22.661694266 2.5351033256 261463 35.782537293
698 7226 160919 18519 22.269443676 2.5628286742 271771 37.610157764
699 7215 182777 19058 25.332917533 2.6414414414 285807 39.612889813
700 7197 190010 19000 26.40127831 2.6399888843 282981 39.319299708
701 7333 161785 18565 22.062593754 2.5317059866 262797 35.837583527
702 7497 148826 19339 19.85140723 2.5795651594 286567 38.224223023
703 7359 162065 19546 22.022693301 2.6560674005 291855 39.659600489
704 7196 154028 19567 21.404669261 2.7191495275 306802 42.635075042
705 6854 151344 18428 22.081120514 2.6886489641 288985 42.162970528
706 7228 186580 18230 25.813503044 2.5221361372 249370 34.500553403
707 7425 163489 18706 22.018720539 2.5193265993 272739 36.732525253
708 7283 166415 19168 22.849787176 2.631882466 292130 40.111217905
709 7072 182388 17841 25.790158371 2.5227658371 248436 35.129524887
710 8119 180187 18487 22.1932504 2.2770045572 224275 27.623475798
711 6978 69564 14421 9.9690455718 2.0666380052 154932 22.202923474
712 6250 79022 13257 12.64352 2.12112 144442 23.11072
713 7308 80493 16074 11.014367816 2.1995073892 205082 28.062671045
714 7436 157710 16986 21.208983324 2.2842926304 195765 26.326654115
715 6377 87295 13647 13.689038733 2.140034499 161172 25.27395327
716 6188 139017 14350 22.465578539 2.3190045249 166862 26.965416936
717 8467 56405 18278 6.6617456006 2.1587339081 233475 27.574701783
718 9781 -16865 19686 -1.724261323 2.0126776403 246192 25.170432471
719 8118 68685 18733 8.4608277901 2.3075880759 254562 31.357723577
720 7841 46006 17491 5.8673638567 2.2307103686 233088 29.726820559
721 7788 37303 17511 4.7898048279 2.248459168 249899 32.087699024
722 7989 22685 16813 2.8395293529 2.1045187132 216731 27.128676931
723 7892 136172 19541 17.254434871 2.4760516979 293721 37.217562088
724 7789 118349 19683 15.194376685 2.5270252921 306846 39.394787521
725 8306 101995 20118 12.279677342 2.4221045028 302870 36.464001926
726 10650 -154050 18477 -14.46478873 1.7349295775 212307 19.934929577
727 8298 92467 19068 11.143287539 2.2979031092 272118 32.793203181
728 7802 96446 19349 12.361702128 2.4800051269 301960 38.702896693
729 6906 162150 18684 23.479582971 2.7054735013 298651 43.245149146
730 6690 179278 17754 26.797907324 2.6538116592 277771 41.520328849
731 10220 -93197 18799 -9.119080235 1.8394324853 225193 22.034540117
732 7654 189004 19018 24.693493598 2.4847138751 268276 35.050431147
733 9693 -17545 19229 -1.810069122 1.9838027442 231949 23.929536779
734 10171 99254 22505 9.7585291515 2.2126634549 276102 27.146003343
735 9677 64293 21291 6.6438979022 2.2001653405 287812 29.741862147
736 8530 95003 20157 11.137514654 2.3630715123 291164 34.134114889
737 7673 147743 18681 19.254919849 2.4346409488 271030 35.322559625
738 9325 -133297 16299 -14.29458445 1.7478820375 164040 17.591420912
739 8942 75797 19190 8.476515321 2.1460523373 237201 26.52661597
740 8462 -13598 16978 -1.606948712 2.0063814701 202300 23.906877807
741 6960 107506 16167 15.446264368 2.3228448276 214578 30.830172414
742 7581 104159 17997 13.73948028 2.3739612188 250183 33.001319087
743 6569 74223 14119 11.298980058 2.1493377988 164301 25.011569493
744 7424 115544 17161 15.563577586 2.3115571121 216211 29.123248922
745 7403 90879 16012 12.275969202 2.1629069296 186905 25.247197082
746 7905 53633 16915 6.7846932321 2.1397849462 199978 25.297659709
747 8370 -121372 14747 -14.50083632 1.7618876941 153322 18.318040621
748 7882 84567 17798 10.729129663 2.2580563309 229262 29.086780005
749 7050 95898 17274 13.602553191 2.450212766 248982 35.316595745
750 6480 60172 14715 9.2858024691 2.2708333333 193559 29.870216049
751 6648 112064 15912 16.856799037 2.3935018051 223729 33.653580024
752 7393 67563 16019 9.138779927 2.1667793859 196204 26.539158664
753 8499 51040 17867 6.0054124015 2.1022473232 210562 24.774914696
754 7105 42584 14559 5.9935256861 2.0491203378 159008 22.379732583
755 7366 105319 17045 14.297990768 2.3140103177 219471 29.795139832
756 6590 119781 15772 18.176176024 2.393323217 216713 32.885128983
757 5940 68997 12773 11.615656566 2.1503367003 136738 23.01986532
758 8238 62520 18345 7.5892206846 2.2268754552 240996 29.25418791
759 8292 -6621 17002 -0.798480463 2.0504100338 212138 25.583453932
760 8323 -29059 16726 -3.491409348 2.0096119188 204866 24.614441908
761 6325 73921 14415 11.687114625 2.2790513834 186940 29.555731225
762 7911 37374 16574 4.7243079257 2.0950575149 201029 25.411326002
763 8022 27348 16841 3.4091249065 2.0993517826 203129 25.3214909
764 8316 97033 18141 11.668229918 2.1814574315 201206 24.195045695
765 7054 122098 16788 17.309044514 2.379926283 218383 30.95874681
766 6527 97213 15679 14.893978857 2.4021755784 218860 33.531484602
767 6488 81900 15005 12.623304562 2.3127311961 204691 31.549167694
768 5736 113056 13583 19.709902371 2.3680264993 175175 30.539574616
769 6471 70235 14595 10.853809303 2.2554473806 188212 29.085458198
770 7782 136010 17863 17.477512208 2.2954253405 237379 30.503598047
771 7649 57637 16271 7.5352333638 2.1272061707 187765 24.547653288
772 8005 91803 18206 11.46820737 2.2743285447 234405 29.282323548
773 7813 49416 17200 6.32484321 2.2014591066 219890 28.144118776
774 6914 92204 16414 13.335840324 2.37402372 230026 33.269597917
775 7048 128461 16754 18.226589103 2.3771282633 231722 32.8776958
776 6610 30889 13929 4.6730711044 2.1072617247 165241 24.998638427
777 8089 62842 18159 7.7688218568 2.2449004821 229997 28.433304488
778 7022 100829 15098 14.359014526 2.1500996867 172462 24.560239248
779 7482 63271 16962 8.4564287624 2.2670408982 208708 27.894680567
780 8737 24786 18319 2.8369005379 2.0967151196 220823 25.274464919
781 8366 -69395 15403 -8.294884055 1.8411427205 154300 18.443700693
782 11957 -188043 21470 -15.72660366 1.7956009032 243037 20.325917872
783 10214 82838 22570 8.1102408459 2.2097121598 310035 30.353925984
784 7350 167445 18847 22.781632653 2.5642176871 287386 39.100136054
785 8891 98007 21185 11.023169497 2.3827465977 307545 34.590597233
786 9317 109024 21550 11.701620693 2.3129762799 301995 32.413330471
787 10031 76032 21907 7.5797029209 2.1839298176 285262 28.43804207
788 9393 112107 21857 11.935164484 2.3269455978 306475 32.628020867
789 7319 155055 18757 21.185271212 2.5627818008 284533 38.875939336
790 7559 106934 18743 14.146580235 2.4795607885 282446 37.36552454
791 11428 57372 24045 5.0203010151 2.1040427021 302006 26.426846342
792 10541 -35109 21113 -3.330708661 2.0029408974 266186 25.252442842
793 8087 80362 19987 9.9371831334 2.4714974651 315327 38.991838754
794 9530 -1187 21222 -0.12455404 2.2268625393 310620 32.593913956
795 9603 21601 20960 2.2494012288 2.1826512548 292282 30.436530251
796 8396 85512 19004 10.184849929 2.2634587899 264447 31.496784183
797 9066 69437 20687 7.6590558129 2.2818221928 289812 31.966909332
798 9938 -25398 20271 -2.555644999 2.0397464279 261752 26.338498692
799 8101 106640 19298 13.163806937 2.3821750401 280061 34.571164054
800 10172 -30046 19632 -2.953794731 1.9300039324 228267 22.440719622
801 9953 -26842 19351 -2.696875314 1.9442379182 223045 22.409826183
802 7844 114817 19502 14.637557369 2.4862315145 307810 39.24145844
803 7432 141832 18986 19.083961249 2.5546286329 297286 40.00080732
804 8665 -28895 18981 -3.334679746 2.1905366417 282219 32.56999423
805 10026 -75038 19425 -7.484340714 1.9374625972 252698 25.204268901
806 8174 80188 18736 9.8101296795 2.2921458282 273564 33.467580132
807 9015 34083 19367 3.7806988353 2.1483083749 272603 30.238824182
808 8110 103633 18822 12.778421702 2.320838471 275362 33.953390875
809 8448 13542 18053 1.6029829545 2.1369554924 254588 30.135890152
810 8612 105932 19808 12.300510915 2.3000464468 287222 33.351370181
811 9571 12522 19235 1.3083272385 2.009716853 248750 25.9899697
812 7241 167143 18571 23.082861483 2.5647010081 291510 40.258251623
813 7644 160648 18355 21.016221873 2.4012297227 270810 35.427786499
814 7043 174703 18382 24.805196649 2.6099673435 289421 41.093426097
815 7409 175276 19390 23.657173708 2.6170873262 307324 41.479821838
816 7339 219777 19225 29.94645047 2.6195666985 300540 40.951083254
817 7334 185981 18766 25.358740115 2.5587673848 290165 39.564357786
818 6962 173471 18102 24.916834243 2.6001149095 284336 40.841137604
819 7102 162611 18490 22.896508026 2.6034919741 293478 41.323289214
820 8354 33899 18594 4.0578166148 2.2257601149 273231 32.706607613
821 7878 79918 18475 10.144452907 2.34513836 277170 35.18278751
822 7729 274108 20097 35.464872558 2.6002070126 303877 39.316470436
823 7590 238434 19561 31.414229249 2.5772068511 297540 39.201581028
824 7991 125232 19404 15.671630584 2.4282317607 298722 37.382305093
825 8488 89220 19097 10.511310085 2.2498821866 274559 32.346724788
826 7796 131909 18444 16.920087224 2.3658286301 269762 34.602616727
827 8229 109578 18749 13.316077288 2.2784056386 267351 32.488880787
828 7176 203379 16771 28.341555184 2.3370958751 227996 31.772017837
829 7994 68916 16502 8.6209657243 2.0642982237 214804 26.87065299
830 8839 47267 18045 5.3475506279 2.041520534 239161 27.057472565
831 7199 172229 19143 23.924017225 2.6591193221 311281 43.239477705
832 6684 186111 17777 27.844254937 2.6596349491 283144 42.361460203
833 7530 176272 18833 23.409296149 2.501062417 286584 38.058964143
834 6983 186342 18120 26.685092367 2.5948732636 282788 40.496634684
835 8778 83715 18979 9.536910458 2.16210982 260464 29.672362725
836 7930 220477 20684 27.802900378 2.6083228247 325828 41.088020177
837 6933 167228 18291 24.12058272 2.638251839 295133 42.569306217
838 7054 185934 18661 26.358661752 2.6454493904 296887 42.08775163
839 7474 253324 19470 33.894032647 2.6050307733 296543 39.676612256
840 7609 235562 19849 30.958338809 2.6086213694 306501 40.281377316
841 7679 146747 19034 19.110170595 2.4787081651 294639 38.369449147
842 6949 146667 16898 21.106202331 2.4317167938 252536 36.341344078
843 7915 88627 19460 11.19734681 2.458622868 307724 38.878584965
844 7223 166895 18982 23.106050118 2.6279939083 306884 42.48705524
845 6548 192850 17319 29.45174099 2.6449297495 273613 41.785736103
846 7101 170958 18053 24.075200676 2.5423179834 278086 39.161526546
847 8538 127384 19168 14.919653315 2.2450222535 267944 31.382525182
848 9647 56797 20258 5.887529802 2.0999274386 274924 28.498393283
849 7997 116952 18777 14.624484182 2.3480055021 278627 34.84144054
850 7865 184324 20238 23.4359822 2.5731722823 320050 40.69294342
851 7829 149040 19589 19.036914038 2.5021075489 306271 39.12006642
852 7537 139465 19765 18.504046703 2.6223961789 324401 43.041130423
853 9562 7232 19504 0.7563271282 2.03974064 262720 27.475423552
854 9336 69245 19528 7.4169880034 2.0916880891 264368 28.317052271
855 8574 86849 18437 10.12934453 2.1503382319 242669 28.302892466
856 8144 80076 18425 9.8325147348 2.2624017682 270969 33.272224951
857 8877 87306 19070 9.8350794187 2.1482482821 258778 29.151515152
858 8713 -23711 16327 -2.721335935 1.8738666361 197777 22.699070355
859 6619 172755 17376 26.099864028 2.6251699653 275829 41.672306995
860 6409 228760 16689 35.693555937 2.6039943829 251677 39.269308785
861 6738 234344 17299 34.77945978 2.5673790442 255741 37.955031167
862 7136 266023 17976 37.279007848 2.519058296 254302 35.636491031
863 7229 140002 18266 19.366717388 2.5267671877 283429 39.207220916
864 8004 146905 19545 18.353948026 2.441904048 290601 36.306971514
865 7042 218416 17706 31.016188583 2.5143425163 258084 36.649247373
866 6702 214378 16956 31.98716801 2.5299910474 246659 36.803789913
867 7055 172266 17860 24.417576187 2.5315379164 271455 38.47696669
868 6027 240934 15926 39.975775676 2.6424423428 238382 39.552347768
869 4965 194585 12020 39.191339376 2.4209466264 158754 31.974622356
870 7051 175552 17616 24.897461353 2.4983690257 262608 37.244078854
871 10151 -6334 20034 -0.623977933 1.9735986602 261221 25.733523791
872 7567 190304 17799 25.149200476 2.3521871283 248726 32.869829523
873 9512 69807 20412 7.3388351556 2.145920942 279909 29.426934399
874 7906 108388 20216 13.709587655 2.5570452821 327560 41.431823931
875 6683 194279 17519 29.070626964 2.6214275026 273081 40.862038007
876 9640 -3944 19208 -0.409128631 1.9925311203 255347 26.488278008
877 7559 163454 19162 21.623759757 2.534991401 299453 39.615425321
878 8780 43255 19423 4.9265375854 2.2121867882 284615 32.416287016
879 7862 201083 19199 25.576570847 2.4419994912 279618 35.565759349
880 7630 236961 18427 31.056487549 2.4150720839 260617 34.156880734
881 7072 263272 18651 37.227375566 2.6373020362 281000 39.734162896
882 7010 240074 18568 34.247360913 2.6487874465 286944 40.933523538
883 7203 248075 18590 34.440510898 2.5808690823 274732 38.141330001
884 7338 159539 17676 21.741482693 2.4088307441 256790 34.994548923
885 7795 140468 18006 18.020269403 2.3099422707 254086 32.596023092
886 9556 -36622 18867 -3.832356635 1.9743616576 251642 26.333403098
887 6755 126042 15673 18.659067358 2.3202072539 216297 32.020281273
888 7091 130969 17516 18.469750388 2.4701734593 257650 36.33479058
889 7653 113985 16551 14.894159153 2.1626813015 221380 28.927218084
890 7729 152716 18215 19.758830379 2.3567085005 259723 33.603700349
891 6946 239894 18381 34.536999712 2.6462712352 281385 40.510365678
892 6606 251439 17815 38.062216167 2.6967907962 270993 41.022252498
893 10884 -29911 21296 -2.74816244 1.9566335906 267443 24.572124219
894 9396 -11839 19321 -1.260004257 2.0563005534 260777 27.754044274
895 10231 -92489 19555 -9.040074284 1.9113478643 247128 24.154823575
896 8087 109318 19303 13.517744528 2.3869172746 293057 36.238036355
897 7945 92143 20563 11.597608559 2.5881686595 341115 42.934550031
898 9637 34340 19809 3.5633495901 2.0555152018 256096 26.574245097
899 10124 -32541 18507 -3.214243382 1.8280323983 216485 21.383346503
900 8737 -206442 12761 -23.62847659 1.4605699897 113934 13.040402884
901 8085 -111183 13586 -13.75176252 1.6803957947 146243 18.088188002
902 8904 -212404 12958 -23.85489668 1.4553009883 120949 13.583670261
903 8052 -82831 14437 -10.28700944 1.7929706905 163913 20.356805763
904 6957 5054 13282 0.7264625557 1.9091562455 159209 22.884720425
905 6139 139653 14500 22.74849324 2.3619482 197557 32.180648314
906 6058 82162 12824 13.562561902 2.1168702542 157068 25.927368769
907 8909 -22759 16530 -2.5546077 1.8554270962 192704 21.630261533
908 7705 -127160 12420 -16.50356911 1.6119402985 121469 15.76495782
909 7564 -31376 15240 -4.148069804 2.0148069804 200688 26.531993654
910 6345 7719 12437 1.2165484634 1.9601260835 156344 24.640504334
911 6827 -51326 11577 -7.518089937 1.6957668083 116725 17.09755383
912 6543 18514 13049 2.8295888736 1.9943451016 159456 24.37047226
913 7729 97603 18717 12.628153707 2.4216586881 292055 37.786906456
914 9096 32173 19486 3.5370492524 2.1422603342 278776 30.64819701
915 8500 67582 18004 7.9508235294 2.1181176471 228590 26.892941176
916 6997 -68838 12082 -9.838216378 1.7267400314 132780 18.976704302
917 7359 -128142 11612 -17.41296372 1.5779317842 109613 14.895094442
918 9082 -225058 13621 -24.78066505 1.4997797842 127732 14.064303017
919 9214 -167499 15647 -18.17874973 1.6981766876 179774 19.51096158
920 7842 72511 17603 9.2464932415 2.2447079827 246648 31.452180566
921 6790 51660 13821 7.6082474227 2.0354933726 172213 25.362739323
922 7222 40235 15003 5.5711714207 2.0774023816 186251 25.78939352
923 7743 -105142 13099 -13.57897456 1.691721555 131644 17.001678936
924 6368 -435 11797 -0.068310302 1.8525439698 127756 20.06218593
925 6799 -43027 11924 -6.328430652 1.7537873217 128057 18.834681571
926 7219 5138 13772 0.711732927 1.9077434548 139876 19.376090871
927 7184 -569 13459 -0.079203786 1.8734688196 148358 20.651169265
928 7007 117110 16691 16.713286713 2.3820465249 244302 34.865420294
929 5956 48105 11858 8.0767293486 1.9909335124 144774 24.30725319
930 6291 -2188 11617 -0.347798442 1.8466062629 107045 17.01557781
931 6913 -27032 12334 -3.910313901 1.7841747432 134985 19.526254882
932 7150 -113578 11402 -15.88503497 1.5946853147 104444 14.607552448
933 7253 43228 16182 5.9600165449 2.2310767958 234302 32.304150007
934 8259 -64928 14798 -7.861484441 1.7917423417 179524 21.736772006
935 5867 26145 11068 4.4562808931 1.8864837225 112249 19.132265212
936 6850 139124 15411 20.310072993 2.2497810219 187648 27.393868613
937 6628 -28544 12040 -4.306578153 1.8165359083 113916 17.187085094
938 6536 -14644 11807 -2.240514076 1.8064565483 127674 19.533965728
939 7287 6154 14060 0.8445176341 1.929463428 157620 21.630300535
940 6949 -95383 11382 -13.72614765 1.6379335156 96531 13.891351274
941 7547 64195 16209 8.5060288856 2.1477408242 219638 29.102689811
942 6359 -485 12446 -0.076269854 1.9572259789 150995 23.745085705
943 7101 -380 13709 -0.05351359 1.9305731587 160105 22.546824391
944 7252 45875 14919 6.3258411473 2.0572255929 157698 21.745449531
945 6896 -74667 11912 -10.82758121 1.7273781903 123646 17.930104408
946 6710 93923 14660 13.997466468 2.1847988077 193614 28.854545455
947 7676 14923 15602 1.9441115164 2.0325690464 193780 25.244919229
948 7426 -92666 12729 -12.47858874 1.7141125774 123064 16.572044169
949 6814 2727 13091 0.4002054593 1.9211916642 145830 21.401526269
950 5872 122733 12484 20.901396458 2.1260217984 143214 24.389305177
951 5987 109231 12878 18.244696843 2.1509938199 137195 22.915483548
952 7112 12029 13541 1.6913667042 1.9039651294 142142 19.986220472
953 6030 15042 11432 2.4945273632 1.895854063 124436 20.63615257
954 6474 257865 17093 39.830861909 2.640253321 235930 36.442693852
955 5647 50866 10853 9.0076146627 1.9219054365 104840 18.565610058
956 6000 -7928 11342 -1.321333333 1.8903333333 114795 19.1325
957 7160 68608 15179 9.582122905 2.119972067 196747 27.478631285
958 6709 80404 14824 11.984498435 2.2095692354 204570 30.491876584
959 6816 63714 14324 9.3477112676 2.1015258216 185369 27.196156103
960 9673 -192218 16307 -19.87160136 1.6858265274 188525 19.489817016
961 7157 86191 16006 12.042895068 2.2364119044 226419 31.636020679
962 8245 85483 20457 10.367859309 2.4811400849 328757 39.87349909
963 7992 143312 20356 17.931931932 2.547047047 322615 40.367242242
964 7263 145487 18452 20.031254303 2.5405479829 284472 39.167286245
965 6191 70218 12856 11.341947989 2.0765627524 159192 25.713455015
966 7043 217022 18447 30.813857731 2.6191963652 285858 40.587533721
967 6117 230231 16343 37.637894393 2.6717345104 247814 40.512342652
968 7166 154607 18481 21.575076751 2.5789840915 290887 40.592659782
969 5877 280259 15892 47.687425557 2.7041007317 224946 38.275650842
970 6903 155821 17807 22.572939302 2.5796030711 274198 39.721570332
971 7139 156372 16698 21.90390811 2.3389830508 224275 31.415464351
972 7468 86825 15865 11.626272094 2.124397429 198430 26.57070166
973 7282 147575 17593 20.265723702 2.4159571546 257227 35.323674815
974 6919 70404 15145 10.175458881 2.1889001301 205869 29.754155225
975 7451 109399 18218 14.68245873 2.4450409341 283238 38.013421017
976 7478 87872 17079 11.750735491 2.2838994384 250428 33.488633324
977 7444 122915 17797 16.511955938 2.3907845244 265841 35.712117141
978 6833 192971 17729 28.241036148 2.5946143714 271726 39.766720328
979 6660 180523 17392 27.105555556 2.6114114114 270950 40.683183183
980 6431 188194 16997 29.263567097 2.6429793189 266648 41.46291401
981 5709 169594 15359 29.706428446 2.69031354 242753 42.521107024
982 6238 233399 16678 37.415678102 2.6736133376 256073 41.050496954
983 6322 211885 16884 33.515501424 2.6706738374 263854 41.735843088
984 7095 159582 18773 22.49217759 2.6459478506 304821 42.962790698
985 7207 232220 19003 32.221451367 2.6367420563 295331 40.978354378
986 7229 155969 18795 21.575459953 2.5999446673 302026 41.779775903
987 6677 177426 17575 26.572712296 2.6321701363 278011 41.637112476
988 6339 202091 16937 31.880580533 2.6718725351 266923 42.108061208
989 6820 186053 17936 27.280498534 2.6299120235 282726 41.45542522
990 6509 186133 17172 28.596251344 2.6381932709 266897 41.004301736
991 7126 160638 18889 22.542520348 2.650715689 308181 43.247403873
992 6476 188307 16974 29.077671402 2.6210623842 263796 40.734403953
993 6809 139380 17850 20.469966221 2.6215303275 289618 42.534586577
994 6801 211245 17820 31.060873401 2.6202029113 275013 40.437141597
995 6877 152622 17789 22.19310746 2.5867384034 280429 40.777810092
996 7438 152897 19402 20.556197903 2.6084969078 313107 42.095590212
997 6495 166199 16875 25.588760585 2.5981524249 263527 40.57382602
998 6727 167942 17527 24.965363461 2.605470492 276102 41.043853129
999 6931 172541 18074 24.894098976 2.6077045159 284220 41.007069687
1000 6600 158188 16985 23.967878788 2.5734848485 264910 40.137878788
1001 6960 140578 17594 20.197988506 2.5278735632 273847 39.345833333
1002 6755 137621 17303 20.373205033 2.5615099926 271615 40.209474463
1003 6809 168014 17431 24.675282714 2.5599941254 268281 39.400939932
1004 7029 208012 18017 29.593398776 2.5632380139 270503 38.483852611
1005 7100 158969 17977 22.39 2.531971831 275643 38.822957746
1006 8101 125133 19970 15.446611529 2.465127762 306600 37.847179361
1007 6857 118923 16336 17.343298819 2.3823829663 240026 35.004520928
1008 8019 115816 19142 14.442698591 2.3870806834 290007 36.164983165
1009 7936 92120 18464 11.607862903 2.3266129032 271834 34.25327621
1010 8810 34729 18649 3.9419977299 2.1167990919 257377 29.214188422
1011 8539 42247 18326 4.9475348401 2.1461529453 255564 29.929031503
1012 6595 223156 17152 33.837149356 2.6007581501 252548 38.293858984
1013 6970 164101 18351 23.543902439 2.6328550933 292188 41.920803443
1014 7132 177701 18459 24.916012339 2.588194055 284447 39.883202468
1015 6993 165549 17807 23.673530674 2.5464035464 269276 38.506506507
1016 7151 83935 17814 11.737519228 2.4911201231 286000 39.994406377
1017 5716 172957 13948 30.258397481 2.4401679496 183172 32.045486354
1018 7669 10192 16091 1.3289868301 2.0981875081 227006 29.600469422
1019 7500 118071 17578 15.7428 2.3437333333 255988 34.131733333
1020 7599 137746 18136 18.126858797 2.3866298197 267044 35.141992367
1021 7130 164021 17845 23.004347826 2.5028050491 267199 37.475315568
1022 8220 64395 18387 7.8339416058 2.2368613139 261380 31.798053528
1023 7599 78016 16449 10.266614028 2.1646269246 224927 29.599552573
1024 8147 160730 18659 19.728734503 2.2902909046 245956 30.189763103
1025 7101 164426 18047 23.155330235 2.541473032 278174 39.173919166
1026 6567 54181 14260 8.2504948987 2.1714633775 194302 29.587635145
1027 7593 59454 16366 7.8301066772 2.1554062953 223031 29.373238509
1028 7317 37954 14476 5.1870985377 1.9784064507 177755 24.293426268
1029 7613 -53980 13586 -7.090503087 1.7845790096 157116 20.637856298
1030 6472 75953 12934 11.735630408 1.9984548826 151317 23.380253399
1031 6161 137871 13688 22.378023048 2.2217172537 154433 25.066223016
1032 6829 43733 13724 6.4040123005 2.0096646654 153741 22.512959438
1033 6745 21346 13565 3.1647146034 2.0111193477 166069 24.621052632
1034 7068 -1473 13746 -0.208404075 1.9448217317 168147 23.789898132
1035 7418 -6990 14367 -0.942302507 1.9367754112 157851 21.279455379
1036 6937 54786 14322 7.8976502811 2.0645812311 177073 25.525875739
1037 5522 148310 12681 26.858022456 2.2964505614 153226 27.748279609
1038 5580 71715 11703 12.852150538 2.097311828 126004 22.581362007
1039 8276 -72752 15016 -8.790720155 1.8144030933 173673 20.985137748
1040 6348 -16317 11764 -2.570415879 1.8531821046 130618 20.576244486
1041 8305 105133 18229 12.659000602 2.1949428055 246031 29.624443107
1042 6592 75280 13371 11.419902913 2.0283677184 133508 20.253033981
1043 6297 77450 12835 12.299507702 2.0382721931 150906 23.964745117
1044 6636 104874 14255 15.803797468 2.1481314045 157603 23.749698614
1045 6795 25208 13058 3.7097866078 1.9217071376 135285 19.909492274
1046 7596 62786 16761 8.2656661401 2.2065560821 236158 31.089784097
1047 6556 20831 12809 3.1773947529 1.9537827944 151947 23.176784625
1048 8552 -120951 14261 -14.14300748 1.6675631431 159027 18.595299345
1049 8458 -128998 14849 -15.25159612 1.7556159849 167459 19.798888626
1050 8042 -14990 15409 -1.863964188 1.9160656553 176677 21.969286247
1051 7621 -5653 14688 -0.741766172 1.9273061278 156201 20.496129117
1052 9609 -35892 18878 -3.735248205 1.9646165054 238755 24.84701842
1053 8912 108401 19557 12.163487433 2.194456912 264958 29.730475763
1054 10040 68921 21802 6.8646414343 2.1715139442 306175 30.495517928
1055 12631 -100559 24226 -7.961285726 1.9179795741 308132 24.394901433
1056 8041 165046 20566 20.525556523 2.5576420843 325176 40.4397463
1057 7876 138528 18950 17.588623667 2.406043677 281139 35.695657694
1058 8421 32511 17732 3.8607053794 2.1056881606 237337 28.1839449
1059 7788 26898 16167 3.4537750385 2.0758859784 215099 27.619286081
1060 8593 263843 22488 30.704410567 2.6170138485 348392 40.543698359
1061 9165 219992 23353 24.003491544 2.5480632842 359694 39.246481178
1062 9514 286324 24828 30.095017868 2.6096279168 384868 40.452806391
1063 9649 321667 25151 33.336822469 2.6065913566 383663 39.761944243
1064 9072 351478 23576 38.743165785 2.5987654321 351623 38.75914903
1065 9403 213020 22373 22.654471977 2.3793470169 320314 34.065085611
1066 3948 -89720 5653 -22.7254306 1.4318642351 44190 11.193009119














Interval size 2.5 Number 298
Time interval Number of speculationsCycles gained Depth sum Avg cycles Avg depth
0 56 3026 128 54.035714286 2.2857142857
1 26351 51254758 130571 1945.0782892 4.9550681189
2 29176 94977160 143678 3255.3180696 4.9245270085
3 34898 95905200 174489 2748.1574875 4.9999713451
4 15715 39189046 69371 2493.7350302 4.414317531
5 9176 827280 39522 90.156931125 4.3071054926
6 9089 863146 39298 94.966002861 4.3236879745
7 9220 817470 39197 88.662689805 4.2513015184
8 8357 865164 37919 103.52566711 4.5373938016
9 7858 874458 37316 111.28251463 4.748791041
10 30362 65227051 151553 2148.3120677 4.991535472
11 24491 75574302 106478 3085.7989466 4.3476379078
12 7836 1854835 38249 236.70686575 4.8811893823
13 29886 63091585 149361 2111.074918 4.9976912267
14 44536 76419272 136731 1715.8988683 3.0701230465
15 10476 2386446 40660 227.80126002 3.8812523864
16 7727 920535 37661 119.13226349 4.8739484923
17 30296 65477849 151344 2161.2704317 4.9955109585
18 34234 74518496 117834 2176.7393819 3.4420167085
19 14662 -388470 23293 -26.49502114 1.5886645751
20 7694 -71712 14901 -9.320509488 1.9367039251
21 5606 117685 13676 20.992686407 2.439529076
22 7606 2236648 31975 294.06363397 4.2039179595
23 7461 879250 36298 117.84613323 4.8650314971
24 29679 62872180 148280 2118.4062805 4.9961252064
25 29005 78576354 116413 2709.0623686 4.013549388
26 11062 -27482 19501 -2.484360875 1.7628819382
27 10814 -141779 19737 -13.11068985 1.8251340854
28 7792 -30714 15120 -3.941735113 1.9404517454
29 5973 122984 14925 20.589988281 2.4987443496
30 5413 145808 14866 26.936634029 2.7463513763
31 4804 120006 13609 24.980432973 2.832847627
32 3473 25832 8562 7.4379498992 2.465303772
33 2313 -5776 5530 -2.497189797 2.3908344142
34 2082 19203 5307 9.2233429395 2.5489913545
35 2081 19057 5391 9.1576165305 2.5905814512
36 1715 26376 4871 15.379591837 2.8402332362
37 4552 57615 9834 12.657073814 2.1603690685
38 7725 -126181 15224 -16.33411003 1.9707443366
39 13583 -524460 21884 -38.61149967 1.6111315615
40 4115 17574 9943 4.2707168894 2.4162818955
41 3617 -47067 7562 -13.01271772 2.0906828864
42 7128 236129 13256 33.126964085 1.859708193
43 4929 86923 12603 17.635017245 2.5569080949
44 2994 139475 9774 46.584836339 3.2645290581
45 3691 147155 11472 39.868599296 3.1081007857
46 2130 154672 7308 72.615962441 3.4309859155
47 1612 100518 5300 62.356079404 3.2878411911
48 2015 74512 6118 36.97866005 3.0362282878
49 3140 66568 8599 21.2 2.7385350318
50 2552 97245 7848 38.105407524 3.0752351097
51 2005 73870 6119 36.842892768 3.0518703242
52 2199 121328 7491 55.174170077 3.4065484311
53 1447 106826 5521 73.825846579 3.8154803041
54 1894 91907 6288 48.525343189 3.3199577614
55 1830 132492 7074 72.4 3.8655737705
56 951 67185 3539 70.646687697 3.7213459516
57 1321 95785 5055 72.509462528 3.8266464799
58 1328 113273 5397 85.295933735 4.0640060241
59 1175 117749 5232 100.21191489 4.4527659574
60 1303 104503 5170 80.201841903 3.9677666922
61 1298 113563 5372 87.490755008 4.1386748844
62 1938 157128 7931 81.077399381 4.0923632611
63 1906 168127 7892 88.20933893 4.1406086044
64 1978 140517 7509 71.039939333 3.7962588473
65 1769 121891 6796 68.903900509 3.841718485
66 1682 123047 6630 73.155172414 3.9417360285
67 2119 168970 8603 79.740443605 4.0599339311
68 1901 138576 7507 72.896370331 3.9489742241
69 1672 113656 6309 67.976076555 3.7733253589
70 2518 118975 7520 47.24980143 2.98649722
71 15539 1748924 40645 112.55061458 2.6156766845
72 8424 893376 38812 106.05128205 4.6073124406
73 7746 907568 37644 117.16602117 4.8597986057
74 16036 15408886 79658 960.89336493 4.9674482415
75 33546 105394164 167727 3141.7803613 4.9999105706
76 6883 19132734 29384 2779.7085573 4.26906872
77 1336 96768 4611 72.431137725 3.4513473054
78 1165 94940 4627 81.493562232 3.9716738197
79 1209 90860 4704 75.153019024 3.8908188586
80 1161 90897 4586 78.291989664 3.9500430663
81 1167 97376 4486 83.441302485 3.8440445587
82 1259 94310 4743 74.908657665 3.7672756156
83 4914 2079214 22145 423.12047212 4.5065120065
84 26653 49441761 132782 1855.0167336 4.9818782126
85 26661 90266903 125685 3385.7283298 4.7141892652
86 2271 163395 5235 71.948480845 2.3051519155
87 2288 54192 6113 23.685314685 2.6717657343
88 2193 11438 5480 5.2156862745 2.4988600091
89 1756 19550 4638 11.133257403 2.6412300683
90 1951 39403 5643 20.196309585 2.8923628908
91 1340 20336 3990 15.176119403 2.9776119403
92 1187 16648 3280 14.025273799 2.7632687447
93 1738 16662 4783 9.586881473 2.752013809
94 3065 46194 7998 15.071451876 2.6094616639
95 3306 59738 8470 18.069570478 2.5620084694
96 1270 17970 3892 14.149606299 3.0645669291
97 1013 24369 3273 24.056268509 3.2309970385
98 1084 29319 3580 27.04704797 3.3025830258
99 1182 20517 3695 17.35786802 3.1260575296
100 1038 21412 3220 20.628131021 3.1021194605
101 1399 39751 4512 28.413867048 3.2251608292
102 1751 4450 4766 2.5414049115 2.7218732153
103 1280 21378 3926 16.7015625 3.0671875
104 949 31579 3391 33.276080084 3.5732349842
105 1802 24530 5144 13.612652608 2.8546059933
106 1771 1412 4825 0.7972896669 2.7244494636
107 1431 21152 4372 14.781271838 3.0552061495
108 1108 29283 3601 26.428700361 3.25
109 1363 18550 3911 13.609684519 2.8694057227
110 1554 35861 4587 23.076576577 2.9517374517
111 916 26540 3187 28.973799127 3.4792576419
112 867 36119 3158 41.659746251 3.6424452134
113 1668 8829 4774 5.2931654676 2.8621103118
114 1778 26143 5240 14.70359955 2.9471316085
115 1581 -6336 4186 -4.007590133 2.6476913346
116 1607 20933 4855 13.026135657 3.0211574362
117 1384 19689 4140 14.226156069 2.9913294798
118 1071 23521 3541 21.961718021 3.3062558357
119 868 30832 3048 35.520737327 3.5115207373
120 1308 24671 4189 18.861620795 3.2025993884
121 1149 28819 3650 25.08181027 3.1766753699
122 2786 56235 7554 20.184852836 2.7114142139
123 2256 36029 6358 15.970301418 2.8182624113
124 1549 18342 4434 11.841187863 2.8624919303
125 10406 9197884 46685 883.90197963 4.4863540265
126 33032 88732872 165156 2686.2700412 4.9998789053
127 33085 84169088 163589 2544.025631 4.944506574
128 28548 100083214 138583 3505.7872355 4.8543855962
129 3678 502406 12978 136.5976074 3.528548124
130 2964 428676 12337 144.62753036 4.1622807018
131 979 74390 3563 75.985699694 3.6394279877
132 713 33853 2446 47.479663394 3.4305750351
133 1240 59232 4334 47.767741935 3.4951612903
134 870 55888 3302 64.23908046 3.7954022989
135 851 48722 3267 57.252643948 3.839012926
136 3313 159081 8730 48.01720495 2.6350739511
137 2876 559930 8372 194.69054242 2.9109874826
138 3824 220255 10600 57.598064854 2.7719665272
139 3060 55992 8208 18.298039216 2.6823529412
140 16075 473430 33112 29.451321928 2.059844479
141 1237 90005 4746 72.760711399 3.8367016977
142 1159 104058 4610 89.782571182 3.977566868
143 9545 315539 23039 33.058040859 2.4137244631
144 7303 190021 18288 26.019580994 2.5041763659
145 6942 66132 15453 9.5263612792 2.2260155575
146 1962 163525 7888 83.346075433 4.0203873598
147 1429 131647 6177 92.125262421 4.322603219
148 2033 155276 7893 76.377766847 3.8824397442
149 4318 147232 12787 34.097267253 2.9613246874
150 5191 199046 13863 38.344442304 2.6705837026
151 7591 231826 18780 30.539586352 2.4739823475
152 10712 589439 29912 55.026045556 2.7923823749
153 5876 192041 15794 32.682266848 2.6878829135
154 9617 490697 28744 51.023915982 2.9888738692
155 8763 567060 27886 64.710715508 3.1822435239
156 4224 288078 13459 68.200284091 3.1863162879
157 8126 479716 24223 59.034703421 2.9809254246
158 9072 566919 25909 62.491071429 2.8559303351
159 4452 306220 13562 68.782569632 3.0462713387
160 4472 320552 13772 71.679785331 3.0796064401
161 3295 240593 11092 73.017602428 3.3663125948
162 5345 360283 16215 67.405612722 3.033676333
163 6172 302534 18015 49.017174336 2.9188269605
164 9376 650378 28804 69.366254266 3.0720989761
165 4845 372957 16649 76.977708978 3.4363261094
166 2719 278276 10918 102.34497977 4.0154468555
167 3212 235614 11123 73.354296389 3.4629514321
168 5527 193181 14424 34.952234485 2.6097340329
169 4819 313549 15805 65.065158747 3.2797260842
170 2492 218199 9865 87.559791332 3.9586677368
171 2611 215101 10400 82.382612026 3.9831482191
172 2584 223549 10374 86.512770898 4.0147058824
173 6423 507120 21321 78.953759925 3.31947688
174 6063 547563 20034 90.312221672 3.3043047996
175 8018 637266 26913 79.479421302 3.3565727114
176 10261 860740 35023 83.884611636 3.4132150862
177 6646 538805 22079 81.072073428 3.3221486608
178 9424 778001 32621 82.55528438 3.4614813243
179 12289 959233 35441 78.056229148 2.8839612662
180 10923 636724 31748 58.29204431 2.9065275108
181 10757 831175 33585 77.268290416 3.1221530166
182 9646 777526 30801 80.606054323 3.1931370516
183 11277 872953 35985 77.410038131 3.1910082469
184 9162 774011 30280 84.480571928 3.3049552499
185 11413 982363 38534 86.074038377 3.3763252431
186 8450 712837 28350 84.359408284 3.3550295858
187 12452 1095385 43340 87.968599422 3.480565371
188 6221 625067 22463 100.47693297 3.610834271
189 5699 480940 19608 84.390243902 3.4406036147
190 10570 898516 35108 85.006244087 3.3214758751
191 8354 717692 28031 85.909983242 3.3553986114
192 5236 468703 17464 89.515469824 3.3353705118
193 5267 411584 17180 78.143914942 3.2618188722
194 6953 586847 23308 84.401984755 3.3522220624
195 4338 343538 14693 79.192715537 3.3870447211
196 7782 758559 26630 97.476098689 3.421999486
197 6996 618444 23213 88.399656947 3.3180388794
198 10058 957308 34400 95.178763174 3.4201630543
199 8252 795914 28271 96.451042172 3.4259573437
200 8782 776914 29961 88.466636302 3.4116374402
201 3477 342893 11801 98.617486339 3.3940178315
202 8570 828464 28944 96.670245041 3.3773628938
203 5208 504079 17807 96.789362519 3.4191628264
204 4455 385624 15210 86.559820426 3.4141414141
205 7884 675842 27407 85.723236936 3.4762810756
206 7109 598252 24390 84.154170769 3.4308622872
207 8622 789523 30538 91.570749246 3.5418696358
208 6056 562800 20838 92.932628798 3.4408850727
209 6867 591056 23473 86.071938255 3.4182321247
210 5687 420198 18395 73.887462634 3.2345700721
211 7555 523871 24460 69.340966248 3.2375909993
212 5594 423654 17642 75.733643189 3.1537361459
213 4077 429613 14119 105.37478538 3.4630856022
214 8692 948292 30009 109.09940175 3.4524850437
215 9343 863702 31140 92.443754683 3.33297656
216 7393 742748 26163 100.46638712 3.5388881374
217 8531 835669 30491 97.956745985 3.5741413668
218 2242 206087 8316 91.921052632 3.7091882248
219 6081 568053 21152 93.414405525 3.4783752672
220 8662 811101 30579 93.638997922 3.5302470561
221 7361 712003 25990 96.72639587 3.5307702758
222 5008 439667 16753 87.79293131 3.3452476038
223 5823 498886 18597 85.675081573 3.1937145801
224 2819 237659 9335 84.306136928 3.3114579638
225 6540 681948 22888 104.2733945 3.4996941896
226 7473 692972 26087 92.730095009 3.4908336679
227 10213 953737 35444 93.384607853 3.4704788015
228 8436 839908 29777 99.562351826 3.5297534376
229 8658 856262 30815 98.898359898 3.5591360591
230 6089 492566 18991 80.894399737 3.1189029397
231 3993 420215 13974 105.23791635 3.4996243426
232 4618 368265 16271 79.745560849 3.5233867475
233 4967 449326 17636 90.462250856 3.5506341856
234 5191 379888 16640 73.182045849 3.205548064
235 1969 163923 7287 83.25190452 3.7008633824
236 969 47283 3543 48.795665635 3.6563467492
237 2873 226539 10478 78.851026801 3.6470588235
238 7039 48839 15345 6.9383435147 2.1799971587
239 2059 138630 6681 67.328800389 3.2447790189
240 1865 152666 6245 81.85844504 3.3485254692
241 1057 35840 3622 33.907284768 3.426679281
242 2413 142299 8801 58.971819312 3.6473269789
243 2695 176413 8352 65.459369202 3.0990723562
244 9649 118508 17283 12.281894497 1.7911700694
245 3321 131116 10596 39.480879253 3.1906052394
246 7159 314331 16375 43.907109932 2.2873306328
247 3531 22092 8178 6.256584537 2.316057774
248 1010 19186 3142 18.996039604 3.1108910891
249 1713 26852 4766 15.675423234 2.7822533567
250 2945 -4064 6501 -1.379966044 2.2074702886
251 2395 -3183 5250 -1.329018789 2.1920668058
252 1960 19517 4976 9.9576530612 2.5387755102
253 2097 5411 5047 2.5803528851 2.4067715784
254 1682 34189 4780 20.326397146 2.8418549346
255 2100 23484 5545 11.182857143 2.6404761905
256 1523 21457 3963 14.08864084 2.6021011162
257 2015 -17420 4461 -8.64516129 2.2138957816
258 1438 47216 4552 32.83449235 3.1655076495
259 1760 25101 4832 14.261931818 2.7454545455
260 2083 -10842 4778 -5.204992799 2.2938070091
261 1568 43196 4730 27.548469388 3.0165816327
262 1702 37615 4827 22.100470035 2.8360752056
263 1070 35986 3346 33.631775701 3.1271028037
264 1783 41478 5061 23.263039821 2.8384744812
265 1476 37589 4313 25.466802168 2.9220867209
266 1417 55854 4700 39.417078335 3.3168666196
267 1180 27724 3398 23.494915254 2.8796610169
268 1494 72729 5217 48.680722892 3.4919678715
269 1279 23600 3492 18.451915559 2.7302580141
270 1255 37618 3856 29.974501992 3.0725099602
271 1028 49816 3602 48.459143969 3.5038910506
272 1264 51728 4126 40.924050633 3.2642405063
273 1362 45174 4318 33.167400881 3.1703377386
274 1128 46450 3792 41.179078014 3.3617021277
275 1192 47457 3962 39.812919463 3.3238255034
276 1754 39545 5154 22.545610034 2.9384264538
277 1231 16840 3306 13.679935012 2.685621446
278 1143 49488 3832 43.296587927 3.3525809274
279 2089 78250 5034 37.45811393 2.409765438
280 1143 114894 3837 100.51968504 3.3569553806
281 1573 89761 5700 57.063572791 3.6236490782
282 2125 165259 7684 77.768941176 3.616
283 1800 122039 6224 67.799444444 3.4577777778
284 4215 343973 13043 81.60688019 3.0944246738
285 4092 299114 13580 73.097262952 3.3186705767
286 6841 613706 23438 89.70998392 3.4261072943
287 4387 336910 14839 76.797355824 3.3824937315
288 1412 97412 5067 68.988668555 3.5885269122
289 2049 150200 7567 73.304050756 3.6930209858
290 2539 190066 8940 74.85860575 3.5210712879
291 4383 378124 15318 86.270590919 3.4948665298
292 3065 221702 10583 72.333442088 3.4528548124
293 4360 391705 14071 89.84059633 3.227293578
294 3269 294524 11856 90.096053839 3.6267971857
295 5332 421039 18499 78.964553638 3.4694298575
296 3803 327392 12991 86.087825401 3.4159873784
297 5387 466374 19257 86.573974383 3.5747169111
298 6709 487976 19751 72.734535698 2.9439558802





































































































































































































































































Figure 4.10: Dbp behavior over time, showing both the frequency of speculative
parallel execution and the average number of cycles taken off the critical path per
parallel execution epoch. Time is quantized into 2.5s intervals.
Benchmark Speedup Reason
gobmk 1.21 Moderate, steady gains with high frequency of parallel execution
sjeng 1.30 Brief periods of very high gains
xalancbmk 0.98 High losses due to mis-speculation at beginning of execution
namd 0.98 Overall lack of opportunities for parallelization
Table 4.2: Sources of speedup or slowdown for benchmarks shown in Figure 4.10.
average. Three benchmarks exhibit speedups of above 1.25x. Only two of the
benchmarks, namd and xalancbmk, suffer a minimal slowdown of 0.98x. On the
other hand, the die area likely to be taken up by a hardware Dbp implementation
and the associated increase in power consumption limit the benefits of using this
configuration.
4.4.5 Benchmark Sensitivity
Our results above show that there are large differences across benchmarks in terms
of their response to dynamic binary parallelization. To gain a better understanding
of this behavior, we investigate four benchmarks in more detail using the realistic
Dbp model from section .4.4.
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The two key indicators for the success of Dbp are a) how often we can specu-
latively execute code sections in parallel, and b) what benefit, or loss, in terms of
cycles taken off the critical path can be derived from such parallel executions.
In Figure 4.10, we show the development of these two factors over time during
a complete run of four of the benchmarks. Time is quantized into 2.5s intervals.
For each interval, we show the number of parallel executions and the average
amount of cycles that were ooaded to the speculative cores per parallel execu-
tion epoch. This cycle count can be negative for two reasons: firstly, in the case of
mis-speculation; and secondly, when speculative execution was successful but the
parallel section is not large enough to recoup the costs associated with paralleliza-
tion.
The first two benchmarks shown, gobmk and sjeng, both achieved significant
speedups of above 1.20x in the previous section and were chosen as typical ex-
amples for the class of benchmarks that benefit from Dbp. On the other hand,
xalancbmk and namd are characteristic of the group of benchmarks that do not
respond well to Dbp, showing slight slowdowns of 0.98x.
The first half of gobmk’s execution time is characterized by several brief episodes
of high gains from parallel execution. The second half shows a long period of mod-
erate but steady gains. The average number of cycles gained per parallel execution
during this period is relatively low, but the high frequency of parallelization means
that it becomes one of the main sources of speedup for this benchmark.
Sjeng derives most of its speedup from periods of very high parallelization
gains both at the start of its execution and at the beginning of its second half, which
result from hot loops that can be parallelized in their entirety. The remainder of
the execution time exhibits only moderate gains.
The xalancbmk benchmark incurs significant losses in the first quarter of its
execution due to the high frequency of mis-speculated parallel executions. There
are some gains later on, but much less opportunities for parallel execution. The
gains cannot fully compensate for earlier losses, so we observe an overall slowdown.
Finally, namd presents much less opportunity for parallel execution than other
benchmarks. A period of increased attempts at parallelization at the beginning
of its execution incurs losses. During the remainder of the running time, Dbp
oscillates between gains and losses with even fewer attempts at parallelization.
This again results in an overall slowdown.
A summary of these findings is provided in Table 4.2.
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Comparison with competitors















val pred avg 1.22
mem var avg 1.12
loop unroll avg 1.15
synch/stagg avg 1.04
Our result














































































Results from Fig 4.9 RASP w/o unrolling RASP optimized
Figure 4.11: Comparison with Rasp [53] showing SpecInt2006 results for real-
istic Dbp system obtained in Section 4.4.4, Rasp without dynamic loop unrolling,
and Rasp with all optimizations enabled.
4.4.6 Comparison with Rasp
Hertzberg and Olukotun [53] recently proposed an implementation of a Dbp
system of the type characterized by our study. Rasp is a runtime system based on
a dynamic binary translator from x86 to Risc. It leverages idle cores in a Cmp to
analyze, optimize, and speculatively parallelize sequential programs at runtime
and thus enables a collection of simpler cores to achieve sequential performance
on par with a significantly more complex core without any need for recompilation
or hardware support beyond transactional memory.
Rasp relies on aggressive runtime optimizations, such as global value number-
ing and feedback-guided dynamic loop unrolling, which are not exclusive to Dbp
and would also benefit sequential runtime systems. If any one of these optimiza-
tions is disabled, Rasp achieves very similar results to those our study predicted
for a realistic system in Section 4.4.4. We measured an average speedup of 1.12x
for the integer benchmarks in Spec Cpu2006, while Rasp achieves 1.16x for the
same benchmarks if dynamic loop unrolling is disabled. With all optimizations
turned on, their speedup reaches 1.46x on average.
This indicates that the main benefit of Rasp arises from dynamically applied
sequential code optimizations – similar to a system like Dynamo [11] – rather
than Dbp. We chose not to implement such optimizations in our model as they
obscure the innate benefits and drawbacks of Dbp.
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A detailed comparison of these results and those predicted by our model is
shown in Figure 4.11. The minor variations between our predictions and the raw
Rasp results are mainly due to differences in the underlying parallelization ap-
proach (loops vs. generic traces).
4.5 Summary and Conclusions
In this chapter we have experimentally evaluated the limits of dynamic binary
parallelization. We target a Cmp platform with lightweight support for speculation
and employ a region trace-based just-in-time parallelization scheme to extract
threads for parallel execution. Using a parameterizable cost model for speculation
based transactions and cycle-accurate simulation of pipeline and memory behavior
we demonstrate that for a small number of relevant benchmarks Dbp shows good
performance gains, whereas for other benchmarks the improvements are rather
small.
This is despite a seemingly larger scope for overlapping execution threads, since
our results show that the number of critical path instructions can be reduced by up
to 62% using Dbp for Spec Cpu2006 benchmarks. The introduction of realistic
cycle penalties, however, makes it dicult to translate this into a speedup beyond
1.09x on average.
The experiments in this chapter were conducted using a model for region-based
Dbp. Generic region-based tracing has emerged as the state-of-the-art in dynamic
instruction tracing [19] and subsumes other, more fine-grained, methods proposed
in previous research. Nonetheless, it is conceivable that future developments in
the field of instruction tracing may have an impact on the upper bound potential
of Dbp. We discuss this and other limitations of our approach in Chapter 7.
We draw three conclusions from the study presented in this chapter:
• Significance of dynamic information.While it is dicult to exploit in prac-
tice using Dbp, there is a noticeable amount of parallelism in the bench-
marks we investigated (up to 62% reduction in critical path instructions).
Static compilation approaches have failed to uncover this parallelism. On
the other hand, Dbp is capable of exploiting dynamic information about ap-
plication behavior and hence has greater potential for parallelism detection.
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This suggests that dynamic information is key to exploit parallelism in these
benchmarks.
• Overhead of dynamic parallelization. Parallelization requires computa-
tionally expensive analyses and transformations. In a purely dynamic system
like Dbp, these overheads become part of the critical path of execution. To
overcome this limitation, it will be necessary to move all or part of these
expensive analyses off-line while still leveraging dynamic information, e.g.
in a profiling-based approach.
• Need for higher-level techniques. Dbp by its nature is a purely dynamic
technique and does not have access to the application source code. This
is also its main limiting factor as it complicates analysis and restricts the
parallel structures that can realistically be detected in the application.
For the remainder of this thesis, we thus focus on techniques that assume the
availability of source code and exploit dynamic information in tandem with static
analysis to extract parallelism.
In the next chapter, we seek to gain a deeper understanding of the variability
of dynamic information. This is an important factor for any technique relying on
dynamic information as it affects the validity of inferences made from such data.
Chapter5
Variability of Data Dependences and
Control Flow
In the previous chapterwe have seen the benefits of exploiting dynamic information
in the context of dynamic binary parallelization. This chapter investigates the
variability of such information.
It develops a simple, yet powerful profiling-based analysis to capture data and
control flow dependences for program executions with different input data sets.
The variability of both data and control flow dependences for the whole cBench
benchmark suite [49, 41] is analyzed using 100 randomly chosen input data sets
from the kDataSets [25] collection. The performance implications of the dy-
namically collected dependence information with respect to the ability to exploit
loop-level parallelism is investigated and compared against static parallelization
approaches.
The chapter is structured as follows. We introduce the background and moti-
vation for our study in Section 5.1. In Section 5.2 we present our profiling-based
dependence analyses. This is followed by an evaluation of our empirical results in
Section 5.3. We summarize and conclude in Section 5.4.
5.1 Introduction
Besides Dbp, the use of dynamic information to complement static analyses has
been the subject of several studies, e.g. [10, 99, 100, 37, 143, 125, 65, 64, 60, 141,
130, 109, 142], as discussed in Chapter 2. The use of dynamic information allows
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void hist( char *input , i n t length , i n t *histogram)
{
f o r ( i n t i = 0; i < length ; ++i)
histogram[input[i]]++;
}
Listing 5.1: Example of a histogram computation
these techniques to overcome the limitations imposed bymay-dependences, which
may or may not manifest during program execution [96].
The profitability of all of these dynamic parallelization methods is directly
dependent on the frequency of dependence violations. An overall speedup can only
be achieved if a large enough fraction of parallel executions is successful. However,
not much is known about the (probabilistic) nature of these may-dependences.
In this chapter we seek to gain a better understanding of dependence patterns
arising from may-dependences. For this we apply profile-guided data and con-
trol flow dependence analyses across the MiBench-derived cBench benchmark
suite [49, 41] with 100 randomly chosen input data sets from the kDataSets [25]
collection. For each benchmark we analyze and characterize how different input
sets cause variation in data and control flow patterns and how these variations in
turn affect loop parallelization.
5.1.1 Motivating Example
Consider the example of a trivial histogram computation in Listing 5.1. This is
a common code pattern that appears in a more complex form, for instance, in
graphics-related benchmarks such as consumer_jpeg or tiffmedian. While
pure static analysis would determine this loop to be sequential due to a potential
flow dependence between iterations, profile-guided analysis may lead to rather
different conclusions. With a given collection of input data sets, we may determine
that the loop is:
• fully parallel due to the nature of the input data, i.e. all elements of input
are distinct;
• partially parallel with a limited amount of aliasing and therefore amenable
to techniques such as Tls or a Map-Reduce transformation; or
















Figure 5.1: Steps to obtain Cdfgs for a given benchmark and collection of input
data sets.
• fully sequential, i.e. all elements of input are identical.
This example illustrates the significant relationship between input data and
the control and data flow of an application. If we draw any empirical conclusions
from profiling data, their validity is critically dependent on the quality of input
data sets used during profiling. Data sets ideally need to cover all possible control
and data flow in a given application. To this end, it is possible to combine profiling
information gathered from multiple data sets to improve coverage. Nonetheless,
the question remains: how variable are data dependences and control flow in
typical applications?
5.2 Dependence Analysis
Our analysis methodology consists of four distinct phases: 1© Benchmark Instru-
mentation, 2© Dynamic Execution Tracing, and 3© Dependence Graph Construction
(see Figure 5.1); followed by Graph Merging and Analysis that provides the results
for our study.
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5.2.1 Instrumentation and Dynamic Tracing
We use the unmodified application source code of our benchmarks and compile
it using Clang/Llvm with our static instrumentation pass (see Chapter 3). The
instrumentation pass inserts calls to a profiling library before every memory opera-
tion (read, write, allocation); before and after every call to an internal or external
function; on branches between basic blocks; and on certain loop events (loop entry,
exit, and iteration). We do not optimize the code so as not to obscure the origi-
nal structure of the source code, as for instance the various loop transformations
commonly used in optimizing compilers would do. This allows us to employ the
concept of Ir-Profiling where every instrumented event can be linked back to a spe-
cific node in the compiler Ir and ultimately the program source code. In this way,
information gathered statically at compile-time and profiling data can be combined
easily at a later stage, for instance to discover parallelizable loops. Using unopti-
mized code also has disadvantages: trivial loops, which would be eliminated by the
optimizer, are still considered; commonly used loop transformations, such as loop
fusion or strength reduction, would remove or possibly introduce dependences and
hence lead to different dependence patterns. In the interest of presenting results
that are as much as possible independent of the particular compiler’s optimization
passes and for the advantages outlined above, the option of using unoptimized
code was chosen for this study.
After compilation, the instrumented benchmark binaries are run with a large
number of different input data sets. Each run produces a (lengthy) trace that
records the entire control and data flow during execution of a given benchmark.
5.2.2 Construction of Dependence Graphs
For each of the program traces gathered in the previous step, we construct a dy-
namic, full-program, combined control and data flow graph (Cdfg).
In these graphs,nodes represent statements withmemory effects, such as reads,
writes, allocations, and external function calls; as well as basic block entry and exit
markers. Edges can either represent control flow – in the form of branches, calls,
returns, or sequential execution within a basic block – or data flow as dependences
between nodes.
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Data dependence edges hold additional information indicating whether they
are carried by a loop and the type of dependence they represent. We distinguish
three separate types of data dependences:
• Flow dependences indicating read-after-write data flow;
• Output dependences indicating a write-after-write relationship; and
• Anti dependences indicating a write-after-read relationship between two
nodes.
The loop context of a dependence is recorded in the form of a direction vec-
tor [135]. The elements of the vector represent levels of the surrounding loop nest.
Each element indicates whether the dependence is carried by the respective loop
and – if that is the case – the direction of data flow, i.e. whether the current node
depends on a previous or successive iteration of the given loop.
We also record observation frequencies for nodes and edges which allows us to
determine loop trip counts, likelihood of dependences, and execution frequencies
of program regions.
5.2.3 Graph Merging and Analysis
Having thus obtained a Cdfg for each benchmark and input data set combination,
we proceed to the main object of our study, the analysis of the variability of data
dependences and control flow. This process again involves a number of distinct
steps.
Firstly, all graphs available for a given benchmark are merged to form a super-
Cdfg that contains all control and data flow observed across all runs. As illustrated
in Figure 5.2, the merged graph does not contain duplicate edges or nodes if
they were observed in multiple runs. Instead, corresponding edges and nodes are
matched and only added once in the supergraph.
In the second step, we measure the individual control and data flow coverage
of the super-Cdfg by each separate graph. For each run of the benchmark, this
indicates how much of the total control and data flow of the super-Cdfg was ob-
served in that particular run. We measured Control flow coverage by the proportion
of program basic blocks observed. Data flow coverage is defined as the proportion of
unique direction vectors observed per pair of dependent nodes. The two measures
































Figure 5.2: Merging of two Cdfgs obtained with different input data sets to form
a super-Cdfg.
correlate to some degree: for instance, if a basic block is not executed in a given
run, all dependences between nodes in that block and other nodes also will have
not been observed.
Thirdly, we order the graphs by increasing individual data flow coverage. This
simulates the worst-case scenario in which a user selects multiple low-coverage
input data sets to profile their benchmark application for dynamic data flow anal-
ysis.
In the fourth step, we measure the cumulative control and data flow coverage of
the super-Cdfg by the sorted graphs. Cumulative coverage represents the coverage
obtained by running a benchmark repeatedly with an increasing number of input
data sets and combining the graphs resulting from these runs into an incrementally
’larger’ graph. To illustrate: the cumulative coverage of the third run is the control
and data flow coverage of that run and the previous two runs combined; the
cumulative coverage of all runs is equivalent to the entirety of the super-Cdfg.
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5.2.4 Parallel Loop Identification
A common use case for dynamic data flow information is the detection of par-
allelism and specifically the extraction of parallel loops. We use the cumulative
data dependence information gathered in our study to identify loops that could
be parallelized.
After applying induction variable detection, reduction analysis, and privatiza-
tion, we mark a loop as parallel if no loop-carried flow dependence was observed
between its iterations. Each loop in a loop nest is counted individually; hence, a
nest of three loops appears as three separate loops in our statistics. It is important
to note that it would most likely not be sensible to parallelize all three if they
were to be found parallel. However, for the sake of measuring the accuracy and
variability of loop classification it is necessary to consider all relevant loops in the
program.
We exclude certain loops from consideration which based on static or dynamic
information cannot safely be marked as parallel despite an absence of flow depen-




We use the MiDatasets/cBench benchmark suite [41, 42] for our evaluation.
Our input data is taken from the kDatasets collection [25]. The benchmarks
and input data sets were described in Chapter 3. Each benchmark is run with 100
different, randomly selected input datasets.
We compile the benchmarks using Llvm Clang 3.2 and instrument all control
and data flow instructions at the Ir level. At runtime, the instrumented binaries
produce traces of all memory accesses and control flow decisions. Each trace is
processed to construct a whole-program dynamic control and data flow graph
(Cdfg). The graphs resulting from runs with different input data sets are then
merged to perform the analyses described above.
The scale of these experiments is vast. All profile data is obtained from complete
runs of the respective benchmarks with unmodified input data. The instrumenta-
tion increases the running time of the benchmarks considerably and produces large
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amounts of data. The size of individual program traces can reach gigabytes of com-
pressed data. Overall, the experiments used several months of compute time and
terabytes of storage.
It is important to note that there is no guarantee that the 100 input data
sets randomly selected for this study cover all possible control and data flow in
the cBench benchmarks. When measuring the accuracy of profiling information
gathered from individual or cumulative runs, we do so only in relation to the
cumulative information obtained from these 100 input data sets. The results should
thus not be understood as ’absolute’ figures, which would be impossible to obtain in
the general case, but as probable indicators of the underlying application behaviors.
5.3.2 Variability of Data Dependences
In this first part of our study, we aim to answer the question how many input data
sets does it take to gain an accurate picture of the data dependences of a given
application?
Figure 5.3 shows the data dependence coverage obtained with our randomly
chosen input data sets and the 32 cBench benchmarks. The graphs illustrate both
the data flow coverage of individual data sets as well as the cumulative coverage
obtained by combining the results of an increasing number of data sets.
It becomes immediately obvious that the benchmarks fall into at least three dis-
tinct categories. Firstly, there are benchmarks such as automotive_bitcount,
network_patricia, or security_blowfish_d/e that exhibit very little vari-
ation in response to different input data sets. The individual coverage of each
data set is very close, or even equal to 100% of the total observed data flow and
hence cumulative coverage reaches the optimum of full coverage already at the
very beginning. Consequently, running the benchmark with additional data sets
has little or no effect on data flow coverage. This is the best case scenario for
any profile-guided optimization strategy since accurate conclusions can already
be drawn from a very small number of profiling runs. Perhaps unsurprisingly, the
benchmarks exhibiting this behavior are small algorithmic benchmarks, which tend
to be more amenable to static analyses as well.
Secondly, we can see benchmarks where a small set of input data sets show
very low individual data flow coverage, but the majority reach higher levels that
rather quickly lead to complete cumulative coverage. This is the case for automo-

































































































































































































Figure 5.3: Data dependence coverage of individual (×) and cumulative (blue
line) runs of cBench benchmarks with 100 different data sets. Cumulative data
combines data from all previous runs up to and including a given run. Y-axis shows
coverage of total observed data dependences; x-axis represents data sets ordered
by increasing individual dependence coverage.
tive_susan_c/e, security_pgp_e, and – very noticeably – for the 20 worst
data sets of bzip2e. Closer inspection of the benchmarks and data sets reveals
that this is often due to very small input data set sizes or distinct behavior triggered
by a certain type of input data. With bzip2e, for instance, the outliers stem from
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input files that are already bzip2-compressed and carry a .bz2 file ending. The
benchmark detects these and quits without any of the actual compression routines
being run. Once the benchmarks are presented with larger input data, coverage is
much greater. However, it may not always be obvious what the ’right’ size of input
data is. Such benchmarks thus need to be run with a much larger number of data
sets than the algorithmic benchmarks considered previously to obtain valid profile
information.
Finally, the third category comprises benchmarks such as office_ispell,
office_ghostscript, office_rsynth, and consumer_jpeg_c/e with two
noticeable characteristics: the individual data flow coverage of data sets is rela-
tively low (at most approximately 75%); and, the cumulative coverage increases at
a very slow rate and still grows even after the results gathered with a large number
of data sets have been combined. This suggests that individual data sets trigger
subtly different program behavior (e.g. phase orderings) that leads to complex de-
pendence patterns that can manifest in a multitude of different ways. Convergence
is only achieved after most of our data sets have been run, which suggests that
profile-guided optimizations can be meaningfully applied only if a considerable
number of input data sets are considered. The benchmarks in this class are also
among the largest in the cBench suite.
5.3.3 Variability of Control Flow
Our results on data flow coverage lead to the question whether there is a signif-
icant correlation between data dependence coverage and control flow coverage.
In Figure 5.4, we show similarly formatted graphs for control flow as we did for
data flow. The data sets are ordered by increasing individual data flow coverage, as
before. If control and data flow correlated exactly, we would observe a monotonic
increase in individual control flow coverage.
This is indeed roughly the case suggesting that limited control flow coverage
is one of the main reasons for a lack of data dependence coverage. However,
it is notable that for some benchmarks, e.g. consumer_tiffdither and of-
fice_ispell, the observed individual control flow coverage oscillates around a
common trend line but does not necessarily grow monotonically with increasing
data flow coverage (which was used to determine the ordering of data sets, as
mentioned previously).

































































































































































































Figure 5.4: Control flow coverage of individual (×) and cumulative (blue line)
runs of cBench benchmarks with 100 different data sets. Data sets are ordered
by their data flow coverage. Y-axis shows coverage of total observed control flow;
x-axis represents data sets.
The reason for this behavior is that the most variable data dependences are not
evenly distributed across the benchmark code but rather clustered in specific code
regions. Thus, a given data setmay still exhibit higher individual data flow coverage
despite lower individual control flow coverage as long as the most ’interesting’ code
regions are executed. This again occurs mostly with the more complex benchmarks.


































































































































































































Figure 5.5: Loop classification based on cumulative data flow analysis results. X-
axis represents the number of data sets combined to obtain a given classification
result (from 1 to all data sets, ordered by their data flow coverage); y-axis shows
the percentage of loops identified as parallel or sequential. Segments from bot-
tom to top stand for  parallel loops;  parallel loops misclassified as sequential;
 sequential loops misclassified as parallel; and  sequential loops. The range
from 60-100% represents sequential loops for all benchmarks and is therefore not
shown.
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Having obtained individual and cumulative data dependence and control flow
information for our benchmarks, we now exploit this data to identify dynamically
parallel loops. These are loops that exhibit may-dependences and cannot be par-
allelized purely based on static analysis. In this context, we focus on the use of
cumulative profile information obtained by combining results from a number of
individual runs. As shown in previous sections, some benchmarks exhibit data
dependence patterns much too complex to accurately derive from single runs.
Since we rely on dynamic data dependence information, there is a risk of mis-
classifying loops. In particular, false positives – a sequential loop mis-classified as
parallel – carry significant danger as they break the data flow relationships inherent
in the program code. We thus aim to address the question of how many data sets
does it take to classify the loops in our benchmarks accurately in relation to
the information obtained from all 100 runs combined?
The results for the cBench benchmarks are shown in Figure 5.5. At first glance,
it is obvious that there is much less variation in the results than there was for
data dependence or control flow coverage. Almost half of the benchmarks show no
variation in loop classification as the number of data sets is increased,which implies
that a run with even a single data set would be enough to accurately classify the
loops in these benchmarks. Again, they tend to be smaller algorithmic benchmarks
with more regular dependence patterns.
More complex benchmarks, such as bzip2e,consumer_jpeg_d,consumer_
mad, andoffice_ghostscript, all show a number of parallel loopsmis-classified
as sequential (gray segment ) which decreases monotonically as more data sets
are added. This is entirely due to a lack of control flow coverage: if a loop has
not been observed with the data sets used thus far, it is marked as sequential by
default.
Finally, we see a small number of sequential loops misclassified as parallel
– the worst case scenario for dynamic loop parallelization. There are two inter-
esting observations regarding these mis-classifications. Firstly, it takes a signifi-
cant amount of data sets to remedy such mistakes. Take the consumer_mad, of-
fice_ghostscript, or office_ispell benchmarks, for example, where these
loops are only classified correctly with the cumulative information of almost all the
input data sets combined. Secondly, and perhaps most surprisingly, the number
of mis-classified loops may increase rather than decrease as the number of data
sets used is increased. Why is this the case? Again, the answer lies in the control
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flow coverage of data sets. A loop can only be marked as parallel once it has been
observed. Thus, incorporating information from a data set which triggers the exe-
cution of a greater number of loops also increases the risk of mis-classifying these
loops.
Despite the lower variability of the classification results, it appears that dynamic
loop analysis still needs to rely on a large number of input data sets to provide
accurate results. One potential heuristic to improve their accuracy may be to in-
troduce a per-loop coverage threshold so as to refrain from classifying loops as
parallel unless they have been observed with a majority of input data sets. As dis-
cussed in Section 5.3.1, the results are only accurate in relation to the 100 input
data sets selected for the study; there may exist some other data set that triggers
a dependence not previously observed, which could lead to further loops being
identified as mis-classified.
5.3.5 Comparison to Static Loop Parallelization
Industry-standard compilers, such as Intel Icc, contain analysis passes that extract
loop-level parallelism at compile-time. Such analyses are necessarily conservative
since the absence of loop-carried may-dependences can often not be proven stat-
ically. In this section, we compare the performance of Intel Icc1 to the results
obtained using our dynamic analysis. To make results comparable, we disable loop
distribution and inlining to retain the original program structure. We do not count
loops identified in regions of the code that were not executed, since it is impossible
to detect those using dynamic analysis.
The results are shown in Table 5.1. Dynamic analysis can frequently identify
more than twice as many parallel loops. As expected, this is due to a combination
of the practical limitations of static analyses and the nature of many dependences
as being determined only at runtime by input data and program options.
5.3.6 Frequency of Sequential Iterations
We have thus far focused on a binary classification of loops as either parallel or
sequential. There exist, however, loop parallelization mechanisms that can toler-
ate a certain degree of ’sequential’ iterations that exhibit data flow dependences.
1Intel Icc 14.0.0.080 with options -O2 -parallel -ipo -par-threshold0
-mP2OPT_hlo_distribution=0 -ip-no-inlining
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Parallel Loops Total loops
Benchmark Icc Dynamic analyzed
automotive_bitcount 0 1 5
automotive_qsort1 0 4 10
automotive_susan_c 1 3 10
automotive_susan_e 2 6 15
automotive_susan_s 3 7 17
bzip2d 8 17 88
bzip2e 26 53 142
consumer_jpeg_c 21 56 126
consumer_mad 17 52 124
consumer_tiff2bw 4 13 28
consumer_tiff2rgba 3 13 31
consumer_tiffdither 5 13 39
consumer_tiffmedian 11 23 68
network_patricia 0 3 5
office_ispell 7 22 115
office_rsynth 3 17 46
office_stringsearch1 1 5 10
security_blowfish_d 0 2 9
security_blowfish_e 0 2 9
security_rijndael_d 2 2 7
security_rijndael_e 3 3 8
security_sha 1 1 11
telecom_adpcm_c 0 1 3
telecom_adpcm_d 0 1 3
telecom_CRC32 0 0 3
telecom_gsm 24 31 49
Table 5.1: Number of parallel loops detected in cBench benchmarks using a) static
analysis in Intel Icc and b) dynamic analysis based on cumulative profile data
gathered from 100 runs of the benchmarks.
The prime example for such a technique is thread-level speculation (Tls). Consid-
ering the cumulative data flow information gathered from our benchmark runs,
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Figure 5.6: Classification of loops based on the percentage of their iterations that
exhibit a loop-carried flow dependence (’sequential iterations’). Loops with a low
percentage of sequential iterations are suitable for Tls and related speculative
mechanisms.
we are able to answer the question of how many of the sequential loops in our
benchmarks would be amenable to speculative techniques?
In Figure 5.6, we show the distribution of loops across six different categories
based on the percentage of their iterations that exhibit loop-carried flow depen-
dences. Such dependences prevent parallel execution and would trigger a rollback
and sequential execution of the given iterations. Limit studies on Tls [58] have
shown that rollback events must be rare in order to obtain a speed-up from specu-
lative parallel execution.
Realistically, therefore, only loops that fall into the 0-10% sequential cate-
gory would seem good candidates for Tls execution. The results show that for
some benchmarks, such as automotive_susan_c/e, consumer_jpeg_c, net-
work_dijkstra,office_ghostscript, oroffice_ispell, these loopsmake
up 5-20% of loops considered in our study. For the majority of benchmarks, how-
ever, loops with much higher dependence frequencies represent the majority of
loops considered. This would suggest that these benchmarks would derive rather
limited benefit from speculative parallelization.
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5.4 Summary and Conclusions
We have presented an empirical analysis and characterization of the variability of
both data dependences and control flow across program runs. We ran the cBench
benchmark suite with 100 randomly chosen input data sets and recorded complete
control and data flow traces. Based on these traces, we built a whole-program
control and data flow graph (Cdfg) for each run and compared the resulting
graphs to obtain a measure of the variance in the observed control and data flow.
While there exist some programs where data flow patterns are almost fixed, we
have shown that this is not the typical case. On average, the cumulative profile
information gathered with at least 55, and up to 100, different input data sets
is needed to achieve full coverage of the data flow observed across all runs. For
control flow, the figure stands at 46 and 100 data sets, respectively.
This implies that profile-guided parallelization needs to be applied with care,
as misclassification of sequential loops as parallel was observed even when up to
94 input data sets are used. Nonetheless, we have found that variability of data
dependences is only weakly correlatedwith the ability to detect parallelizable loops.
This is because loop parallelization is limited by the weakest link, i.e. a single loop-
carried dependence is sucient to prevent parallelization, and it appears that such
dependences inhibiting parallelization are fairly stable across different program
inputs. Our results also confirm that profile-guided approaches are genuinely more
capable in detecting parallelism than their static counterparts.
In conclusion, our study shows that while individual dependences are rather
variable in nature, the underlying parallelism in applications is less so. This sug-
gests that purely dependence-based analysis may not in fact be the best approach
to detect parallelism. In the next chapter, we introduce a novel characterization
of algorithmic skeletons using commutativity and liveness instead of dependences.
Continuing our focus on techniques involving dynamic information, we present
a framework for the detection of these skeletons using a combination of static
analysis and dynamic information.

Chapter6
Automated Detection of Algorithmic
Skeletons
We now conclude our vertical approach to the study of parallelization with a tech-
nique targeting a very high level of abstraction: algorithmic skeletons [26].
In this chapter, we introduce a new notion of commutativity for regions of
code based on liveness and then characterize a number of popular algorithmic
skeletons using this property. We combine static analysis and profiling into a prac-
tical methodology for detecting algorithmic skeletons in real-world legacy applica-
tions and apply this novel approach for parallelism detection to a number of Spec
Cpu2006 benchmarks.
This chapter is structured as follows: Section 6.1 explains the motivations be-
hind this approach. Section 6.2 provides a brief introduction to the background on
algorithmic skeletons and the notions required for their characterization, which
serve as the foundation of the work presented in this chapter. This is followed
in Section 6.3 by a formal characterization of a set of popular algorithmic skele-
tons. In Section 6.4, a hybrid static/dynamic methodology for identifying these
skeletons in sequential legacy applications is introduced. The results of our em-
pirical evaluation are presented in Section 6.5. We summarize and conclude in
Section 6.6.
6.1 Introduction
While algorithmic skeletons [26] have been widely adopted in the parallel program-
ming community, for example, in the shape of Intel’s Threading Building Blocks
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(Tbb) [102] or Google’s MapReduce [28], automatically parallelizing compilers
are still largely confined to a single type of parallelism, i.e. data-parallel loops. This
chapter proposes to widen the scope of automatic parallelization and enable par-
allelizing compilers to detect common algorithmic skeletons in sequential legacy
codes. For this, we initially need to provide a formal characterization of algorithmic
skeletons. We then show that for this purpose commutativity is a more suitable con-
cept than dependence information, which is conventionally used to reason about
parallelism. We define commutativity of code regions based on liveness, which
is a readily available analysis in most compilers. However, as commutativity is
still dicult to prove statically, profiling information is used to complement static
analysis. Combining these concepts, we present a proof-of-concept skeleton detec-
tion framework implemented in the Llvm compiler and use it to demonstrate the
detection of a typical skeleton.
6.1.1 Motivation
In this section, we briefly review some of the key motivations behind our approach.
This is followed by a concrete example contrasting the informal definition of skele-
tons and their manifestation in source code.
A formal characterization of algorithmic skeletons is required. Algorithmic
skeletons are an informal programming model, similar to design patterns. While
we may gain an intuitive understanding of a skeleton using either a graphical
representation, a verbal description, pseudo-code notation, or concrete code ex-
amples [47], this is not sucient to develop a compiler analysis pass capable of
detecting algorithmic skeletons in sequential code. What is needed is a formal
characterization in terms of concepts defined in compiler theory and commonly
available in compiler frameworks.
Algorithmic skeletons cannot be characterized sufficiently using dependence
information. Dependence information is not suitable for characterizing complex
algorithmic skeletons, which may maintain non-trivial internal data structures, e.g.
a work list comprising dynamic task descriptors in a task farm. Updates to those
data structures can introduce spurious dependences, which are hard to separate
from those related to the actual computation carried out by a skeleton. Instead,
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this chapter proposes to use liveness information and commutativity. That is, if the
order of execution of two regions does not affect their live-out variables, the regions
are regarded as safe to be executed concurrently, subject to synchronization.
Dynamic information is needed to compensate for the limitations of static
analysis. We initially use static analysis to drive the detection of algorithmic
skeletons according to their characterization developed later in this chapter. How-
ever, if this turns out to be inconclusive, additional profiling information gathered
from sample executions of the program under consideration is used. Together, this
provides enough information on liveness and commutativity to identify algorithmic
skeleton candidates with high confidence.
Unfortunately, both the data dependence and commutativity problems have
been shown to be undecidable in [103] and [23], respectively. The use of more
aggressive, but possibly unsafe, dynamic analyses is the only alternative [124] to
making overly conservative assumptions that would frequently prohibit paralleliza-
tion altogether. As was discussed in Chapter 5, dynamic information must be used
with care. However, while this ultimately implies asking the user for final approval,
the framework proposed in this chapter is still able to provide useful support in
automatically identifying profitable parallelization opportunities.
Algorithmic skeleton detection is more general than pattern matching. De-
tection of algorithmic skeletons differs significantly from pattern-driven automatic
parallelization, e.g. [62, 112] as discussed in Chapter 2. Its goal is not the recogni-
tion of particular algorithmic idioms like matrix multiplication; instead, it captures
generic algorithmic communication and coordination patterns, regardless of their
specific functionality and implementation.
6.1.2 Motivating Example
Consider the two characterizations of the task farm skeleton in Figure 6.1. Nei-
ther the graphical representation in Figure 6.1a, nor the verbal description in
Figure 6.1b are precise enough to characterize a task farm skeleton beyond a level
of intuitive understanding as central concepts of a task farm, e.g. farmer, work-
ers and tasks, and their interaction remain undefined. Now compare this to the
concrete code example in Figure 6.1. This code excerpt shows a graph traversal
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1 int Graph::Traverse(int s)
2 {
3 // Mark all the vertices as not visited
4 bool *visited = new bool[V];
5 for(int i = 0; i < V; i++)
6 visited[i] = false;
7
8 // Create a queue for graph traversal
9 list<int> queue;
10
11 // Mark the current node as visited and enqueue it
12 visited[s] = true;
13 queue.push_back(s);
14
15 // 'i' will be used to get all adjacent vertices
16 // of a vertex
17 list<int>::iterator i;
18




23 // Dequeue a vertex from queue
24 s = queue.front();
25 queue.pop_front();
26
27 // Apply some function f to s, accumulate values
28 result += f(s);
29
30 // Get all adjacent vertices of the dequeued
31 // vertex s. If an adjacent vertex has not been
32 // visited yet, mark it visited and enqueue it.













Listing 6.1: A graph traversal algorithm written in C++. Conceptually, the while
loop in line 21 represents a task farm. However, many other implementations of the
same skeleton are possible. Tracking dependencies introduced by the queue data
structure is dicult, whilst the order of execution is not relevant for the calculation
of result, the only live-out value at the end of the region.
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(a) Graphical characterization of a task farm.
“Conceptually, a farm consists of a farmer and several workers. The farmer accepts
a sequence of tasks from some predecessor process and propagates each task to a
worker. The worker executes the task and delivers the result back to the farmer
who propagates it to some successor process (which may be the same as the pre-
decessor).”
(b) Verbal characterization of a task farm.
Figure 6.1: Both a graphical and a verbal characterization of the task farm skeleton
(according to [93]) are not suitable for implementation in a compiler as these
characterizations are informal and key concepts, e.g. farmer, worker and task, are
not defined.
routine written in C++, which employs a worklist to iterate over all nodes of a
graph, applies a function to each node and accumulates their return values. This
final value is then returned to the caller. The body of the while loop in line 21 can
be treated as a task farm, where the entire loop body represents a task. Obviously,
there exist many dependences between iterations introduced by the (auxiliary)
worklist (queue) and the marker array (visited), which would prohibit paral-
lelization. However, if we look at the only variable live-out after this while loop,
namely result, we will notice that this variable always holds the same value
irrespective of the particular order in which the loop processes elements of the
worklist. This means if we use a definition of commutativity that only enforces
identity of live-out values, i.e values used further on in the program, we do not
need to guarantee identical state for queue and visited between a sequential
and a parallel implementation, thus allowing this loop to be safely executed in
parallel while actually violating data dependences.
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Skeleton Scope Examples
Data-parallel Data structures map, fork, scan, reduce, . . .
Task-parallel Tasks
sequential, farm, pipe, if, for,
while, loop . . .
Resolution Family of problems
divide & conquer, branch &
bound, dynamic programming
Table 6.1: Taxonomy of algorithmic skeletons according to [47].
6.2 Background
6.2.1 Algorithmic Skeletons
In this section we review algorithmic skeletons as the key concept for expressing
parallel patterns beyond traditional loop parallelization. Algorithmic skeletons
abstract commonly-used patterns of parallel computation, communication, and
interaction. Probably the most outstanding feature of algorithmic skeletons, which
differentiates them from other high-level parallel programming models, is that
orchestration and synchronization of the parallel activities is implicitly defined by
the skeleton patterns. Programmers do not have to specify the synchronizations
between the application’s computational parts.
Literature on algorithmic skeletons, e.g. [47], distinguishes between data-
parallel, task-parallel and resolution skeletons (see Table 6.1). A representative
data-parallel skeleton is map, which specifies that a function can be applied simul-
taneously to all the elements of a list to achieve parallelism. Reduce is another
data-parallel skeleton, which computes prefix operations in a list by traversing
the list from left to right and then applying a function to each pair of elements,
typically summation. A task farm is a task-parallel skeleton, which is also known as
master-slave/worker or bag of tasks. Divide & Conquer is an example of a resolution
skeleton, which recursively applies a map until a condition is met.
Researchers from different communities independently use skeleton-like ab-
stractions [69] and often refer to algorithmic skeletons using different terminology,
e.g. tao of parallelism [91] for a class of irregular graph processing skeletons or
dwarfs [9] for representatives for classes of algorithms from different domains.
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6.2.2 Single-Entry Single-Exit Regions
Our goal is to introduce a new notion of commutativity over single-entry single-exit
(Sese) code regions based on liveness of variables. The choice of Sese regions
over other region formation approaches greatly facilitates both the reasoning about
data flow and the re-ordering of regions for commutativity testing. As Sese regions
have no side entries or exits, liveness of variables only needs to be determined at
a single entry and a single exit edge. Similarly, re-ordering transformations can
easily be applied and correspond to the intuitive notion of moving self-contained
segments of code. We initially recall a few standard definitions directly based on
[61], which we are going to use to define Sese regions and their properties.
Definition 1 A control flow graph G is a directed graph with distinct nodes start
and end such that every node occurs on some path from start to end. start has
no predecessors and end has no successors.
Definition 2 A node x is said to dominate node y in a directed graph if every path
from start to y includes x . A node x is said to postdominate a node y if every
path from y to end includes x . The same definition also applies to edges.
Equipped with this we can provide a definition of Sese regions.
Definition 3 A Single-Entry Single-Exit (Sese) region in a graph G is an ordered
edge pair (a, b) of distinct control flow edges a and b where:
1. a dominates b,
2. b postdominates a, and
3. every cycle containing a also contains b and vice versa.
For each edge e in the graph, we want to find the smallest Sese regions, if they
exist, for which e is an entry edge or an exit edge. We will call these the canonical
Sese regions associated with e. We express this more formally as follows.
Definition 4 A Sese region (a, b) is canonical provided
1. b dominates b′ for any Sese region (a, b′), and
2. a postdominates a′ for any Sese region (a′, b).
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Definition 5 A node n in a graph G is contained within the Sese region (a, b) if a
dominates n and b postdominates n.
The next theorem describes how canonical Sese regions in a graph are related.
Theorem 1 If R1 and R2 are two canonical Sese regions of a graph, one of the fol-
lowing statements applies.
1. R1 and R2 are node disjoint.
2. R1 is contained within R2 or vice versa.
In other words, canonical Sese regions cannot have any partial overlap – if two
regions have any nodes in common, they are either nested or in tandem. Sese
regions are either nested, sequentially composed, or disjoint. When regions are
sequentially composed the exit edge of one region is also the entry edge of the
following region.
It also follows from Theorem 1 that Sese regions can be organized as a tree.
Each node in this tree represents a Sese region. The parent of a region is the
closest containing region, and children of a region are all the regions immediately
contained within it. We call this the program structure tree (PST). Chains of se-
quentially composed Sese regions – such as regions c, d and e in Figure 6.2b – are
grouped together in the Pst.
Definition 6 Maximal Sese regions are non-empty chains of sequentially com-
posed canonical Sese regions.
6.2.3 Data-Flow Terminology
Definition 7 A node n containing a reference that may read the value of a variable
v is a use of the variable v. We use following notation:
• use[v] denotes the set of Cfg nodes that use variable v, and
• use[n] denotes the set of variables that are used at node n.
Definition 8 A node n containing an assignment of a value to a variable v is a
definition of the variable v. We use following notation:
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(a) Control flow graph (Cfg) with hierar-
chically nested, canonical Sese regions.
(b) Program structure tree (Pst) repre-
senting the Cfg from (a) with sequen-
tially composed canonical Sese regions
grouped together. Regions f and g (and
c, d, and e, respectively) can be executed
concurrently if they are commutative.
Figure 6.2: A control flow graph (Cfg), Figure (a), and its program structure
tree (Pst), Figure (b), according to [61]. Sequentially composed canonical Sese
regions, grouped together in the program structure tree, are a source of task-level
parallelism and can be executed concurrently if they are commutative, i.e. their
execution order can be exchanged without changing any values live-out at their
exit.
• def[v] denotes the set of Cfg nodes that define variable v, and
• def[n] denotes the set of variables that are defined at node n.
Definition 9 A variable v is live on a Cfg edge e, iff
1. there exists a directed path from e to a use of v (node in use[v]), and
2. that path does not go through any def of v (no nodes in def[v]).
Definition 10 A variable v is live-in at a node n, i.e. v ∈ livein[n], if it is live on any
of n’s in-edges coming from predecessor nodes pred[n].
Definition 11 A variable v is live-out at a node n, i.e. v ∈ liveout[n], if it is live on
any of n’s out-edges leading to successor nodes succ[n].
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Definition 12 A variable v is live-thru at a node n, i.e. v ∈ livethru[n], if it is live-in
and live-out but not defined at n. That is, if v ∈ livein[n]∩ liveout[n]\def[n].





While the above definitions refer to liveness at Cfg nodes, they can be easily
extended to entire Sese regions.
6.2.4 Commutativity and Commutativity Analysis
Traditionally, parallelization relies on dependence analysis [70]. More recently, com-
mutativity analysis [104] has been proposed as an alternative analysis underpin-
ning parallelization. This is different to dependence analysis as regions of code
can still be commutative, even if there exists a dependence between them. Unfor-
tunately, commutativity analysis is not a trivial task and, in fact, has been shown
to be undecidable in general [23].
Two different notions of commutativity supporting parallelization have been
suggested, namely operations-based commutativity [104, 105], where commutativ-
ity of code regions is based on the commutativity of the operations performed in
those regions, and effects-based commutativity [2], where two regions are consid-
ered commutative, if their effect on the visible program state is identical for any
order of execution. We have discussed these two notions and their limitations in
Chapter 2.
6.3 Characterization of Algorithmic Skeletons
6.3.1 Defining Liveness-based Commutativity
Our definition combines the strengths of both versions of commutativity, while
avoiding at least some of their most restrictive weaknesses. In particular, we
1. define commutativity as a binary relation between regions of code, which may
or may not comprise function calls, rather than a property of an individual
function,
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2. only care about live-out and live-thru variables and their values, but do not
require exact matches of memory contents for intermediate variables that
are not used beyond the end of commutative regions,
3. can handle recursive commutative functions (by allowing function calls in
regions) and recursive data structures (through liveness), and
4. do not require additional support for symbolic computation, but can make
profitable use of it if it is available (see Section 6.4.2).
Definition 13 Two Sese regions R1 and R2 are commutative iff
1. (a) R1 6=R2: R1 and R2 are canonical Sese regions both contained in the same
maximal Sese region, and bR is the smallest such maximal Sese region, and
R1 is not contained in R2 (and vice versa), and all variables and their
values in liveout[bR] are the same for any execution order of R1 and R2,
or
(b) R1=R2 (“R1 is commutative with respect to itself”): R1 is a maximal Sese
region contained in another Sese region which contains a direct control
flow path from the exit of R1 back to its entry, and bR is the smallest such
containing region, and all variables and their values in liveout[bR] are the
same for all execution orders for (dynamically) repeated executions of R1.
2. The values of all variables in livethru[R1] and livethru[R2] are unaffected by the
execution order of R1 and R2.
For example, consider regions f and g in Figure 6.2a, which are contained
in the same maximal Sese ( f , g) in the Pst in Figure 6.2b. If the live-outs and
their values of ( f , g) are indistinguishable for any execution order of f and g, then
f and g are commutative. Similarly, if different executions orders for c, d and e
result in the same live-out variables and their values of (c,d,e), then c, d and e
are commutative. Note that any Sese may contain one or more function calls,
and that we are not asking for commutative regions to be immediate control flow
predecessor/successor pairs.
For an example of part 1(b) of Definition 13, consider the maximal Sese ( f , g)
in Figure 6.2a. There exists a control flow edge from the exit of ( f , g) back to its
entry, so that ( f , g) can be executed multiple times. If any execution order of ( f , g)
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produces the same set of live-out variables and their values are identical once the
loop terminates, ( f , g) is commutative with respect to itself.
Generally, we assume that regions do not contain I/O statements or produce
any other side-effects not captured by liveness (exceptions, volatile memory




We start off with the simplest algorithmic skeleton, namely primitive task paral-
lelism, where tasks represented as nodes (= Sese regions) appear in a sequential
order in the (static) program source, but can be executed concurrently.
Definition 14 Two Sese regions a and b are task parallel iff a and b are commu-
tative.
For example, consider Figure 6.2. Regions f and g are potential sources of task
parallelism as f and g are sequentially ordered within a single Sese in the Cfg,
in Figure 6.2a, and, thus, are part of the same maximal Sese region in the Pst,
in Figure 6.2b. If f and g are additionally commutative, i.e. their execution order
can be exchanged, then f and g are task parallel. Analogously, c, d, and e can be
shown to be task parallel.
Functional Task Parallelism
This form of parallelism is a special case of task parallelism, where two or more
task-parallel regions (according to Definition 14) each contain a function call.
Task Farm Parallelism
A task farm is a dynamic task-parallel algorithmic skeleton, already introduced in
the motivating example.
Definition 15 A loop L is a task farm iff
1. L is a canonical Sese region,
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2. the maximal Sese region R representing its loop body is commutative according
to Definition 13.1(b),
3. it consumes data |use[L]| = Ω(n) and produces live-out data | liveout[L]∩
def[L]|=Ω(1), where n is the number of loop iterations.
We use Knuth-style asymptotic bounds to reason about the volume of data
produced and consumed. Clause 3 can be read informally as “the loop has to
consume at least n data items and has to produce at least one data item”.
We allow arbitrary control flow in the loop body, any number of (non-statically
determined) loop iterations, and in fact, we may generate more work items in
the loop body. Our commutativity based characterization avoids complex shape
analysis [92] to identify internal work list data structures. Note that we do not
require tasks (=operations performed in R) to be completely independent of each
other.
6.3.3 Data-Parallel Skeletons
Data parallelism is the most widely used form of parallelism and refers to scenarios
in which the same operation is performed concurrently on elements of a collection
(usually arrays). Data parallel operations are partitioned so that multiple threads
can operate on different segments concurrently. Traditional data parallelization
requires that there are no data dependences between loop iterations.
“Conventional” Data-Parallel Loops
We initially provide a commutativity characterization for ordinary data-parallel
loops, also called DO loops [70].
Definition 16 A simple, non-nested loop L is data parallel iff
1. L is a canonical Sese region,
2. the maximal Sese region R representing its loop body is commutative according
to Definition 13.1(b) and does not contain any cyclic control flow,
3. it consumes data |use[L]|=Θ(n) and use[L]⊆ livein[L], and
4. it produces data | liveout[L]∩def[L]|= Θ(n), where n is the number of loop
iterations.
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Note that we do not explicitly model cross-iteration dependences, but require
commutativity of the loop body. We also ask for the loop to read, write and produce
a live-out volume of data proportional to its iteration count. The definition can be
suitably adapted for nested loops. Note that any data-parallel loop is a task farm,
but the inverse is not true.
“Conventional” Parallel Reductions
Our characterization of parallel reductions is similar to that of ordinary parallel
loops, but we only demand commutativity and a constant volume of live-out data
to be produced irrespective of the iteration count.
Definition 17 A simple, non-nested loop L is a reduction loop iff
1. L is a canonical Sese region,
2. the maximal Sese region R representing its loop body is commutative according
to Definition 13.1(b) and does not contain any cyclic control flow,
3. it consumes data |use[L]|=Θ(n) and use[L]⊆ livein[L], and
4. it produces data | liveout[L]∩def[L]|= Θ(1), where n is the number of loop
iterations.
Map Parallelism
Map is the first actual data-parallel algorithmic skeleton we define. We use a func-
tional view of this skeleton and demand non-destructive mapping of inputs to
outputs [28].
Definition 18 A simple, non-nested loop L is a map skeleton iff
1. L is data parallel according to Definition 16, and
2. it does not modify its input, i.e. (use[L]∩def[L]) 6⊆ liveout[L].
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Reduce Parallelism
Similar to the previous definition of the map skeleton, we now provide a function-
ally inspired definition of the reduce skeleton.
Definition 19 A simple, non-nested loop L is a reduce skeleton iff
1. L is a reduction loop according to Definition 17, and
2. it does not modify its input, i.e. (use[L]∩def[L]) 6⊆ liveout[L].
Map/Reduce Parallelism
Map and Reduce skeletons can be merged together to a combined Map/Reduce
skeleton in following way:
Definition 20 A sequence of a map skeleton M and a reduce skeleton R is a map/re-
duce skeleton MR iff liveout[M] = livein[R] and use[R]⊆ def[M].
Fused Data-Parallel Skeletons
In practice, legacy C code will contain frequent use of fused data-parallel skeletons.
This means that sequences of data-parallel loops over arrays may have been trans-
formed into a single data-parallel loop using loop fusion. Although common in
practice, the individual characterizations of such fused skeletons are outwidth the
scope of this chapter, but can be derived from the definitions of the basic skeletons.
6.3.4 Resolution Skeletons
Divide & Conquer
Definition 21 A function f implements the divide & conquer skeleton iff the Cfg
representing the body of f contains a maximal Sese region R and there exist two
distinct nodes x f , y f ∈ R, which
1. each comprise a recursive call to f ,
2. x f dominates y f and y f postdominates x f ,
3. use[x f ] 6= use[y f ] (but possibly use[x f ]∩use[y f ] 6=∅), and
4. x f and y f are commutative.
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Informally, divide & conquer is represented by a function that contains two
commutative recursive calls. Clause 3 further stipulates that these calls may share
some of the same arguments (e.g. in the case of MergeSort, a pointer to the array
being sorted) but must differ in at least one argument (e.g. the bounds of the array
segments to be sorted).
A similar definition applies for divide & conquer skeletons of degree greater
than two. A dependence based characterization and parallelization approach of
divide & conquer algorithms is provided in [106].
6.3.5 From Concurrency to Parallelism
The commutativity-based characterization of skeletons presented above enables the
identification of sources of parallelism, but so far only shows that commutative tasks
can be executed concurrently, i.e. in any (non-deterministic) order. However, this
does not provide correctness guarantees for the simultaneous (=parallel) execution
of tasks.
To accomplish this, dependences need to be brought back into play during
parallelism extraction and mapping. Additional synchronization of accesses to
shared variables or privatization may be required to allow parallel execution. The
degree to which this needs to be done and the specific mechanisms that can be
used, such as locking or speculative execution, depend on the target platform and
execution model. The approach described in this chapter specifically only targets
the detection of skeletons; the step from concurrency to parallelism extraction
and mapping is left for a subsequent code generation and scheduling stage of
parallelization.
6.4 Detection of Algorithmic Skeletons
In the following sections, we describe a hybrid static/dynamic framework to detect
algorithmic skeletons in application code. As the characterization of skeletons
presented in this chapter is founded on established concepts such as Sese regions,
commutativity, and liveness analysis, it is possible to leverage existing analyses
commonly available in many compiler frameworks and, in particular, the Llvm
compiler infrastructure.

























Figure 6.3: Overview of the skeleton detection framework
6.4.1 Overview
Figure 6.3 shows a high-level overview of the skeleton detection framework. It
combines both static analysis, implemented in a compiler framework, and dynamic
analysis using instrumentation that targets a custom runtime library.
6.4.2 Static Analysis
The static analysis step takes unmodified original source code of the application as
its input. This is compiled in the usual way to obtain a whole-program intermediate
representation of the application. A number of well-known compiler analyses are
then applied to this intermediate representation, such as dependence analysis,
shape analysis of data structures, liveness analysis of values, and the detection of
Sese regions. If available, static commutativity analysis is also used.
The analysis then selects candidate skeletons. Skeletons are detected based on
the characteristics described earlier, which can be expressed as a combination of
















Figure 6.4: Instrumentation of skeleton for dynamic analysis. In this case, the
skeleton candidate consists of three possibly commutative regions (Region 1, 2, and
3). The regions are outlined into separate functions, and all memory references and
function calls contained in them are instrumented. The original code is replaced
by calls into the commutativity testing runtime library (gray boxes) that indicate
start and end of the candidate skeleton and add the regions for commutativity
testing.
structural traits and the results of existing compiler analyses. The detectors are cur-
rently hard-coded for each skeleton. For instance, the functional task parallelism
skeleton is detected by traversing the control flow graph and identifying all se-
quences of two or more calls that do not have register dependences between them.
The development of a more concise domain-specific language (Dsl) to describe
the syntactic structure of skeletons is conceivable in future work. Lattner’s data
structure analysis (Dsa) [73] is used to determine commutativity between calls
statically. In most cases, the conservative nature of static analysis renders final
determination of the commutativity of code regions and the effects on live values
impossible. This makes it necessary to also leverage dynamic information about
the actual application behavior and combine it with the results of static analysis.
In the instrumentation phase (Figure 6.4), we therefore instrument all mem-
ory accesses and external function calls. We mark the start and end of possible
skeletons by calls into a runtime library. Potentially commutative code regions are
extracted into separate functions; their original locations are replaced by calls into
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the runtime library with pointers to the extracted functions. This allows the library
to later re-order the regions for commutative testing. In summary, we produce
an instrumented application binary that behaves identically but allows profiling
of the skeleton instances and commutativity testing at runtime. The next section
describes this step in detail.
6.4.3 Dynamic Liveness and Commutativity Analysis
The dynamic analysis is performed in two stages by running the instrumented
application twice and applying different modes of the runtime library.
Live Memory Profiling. The first stage produces a profile of live memory loca-
tions for each instance of a candidate skeleton. We collect all memory addresses
that are defined by the skeleton’s code and used later in the execution (the skeleton
instance’s live-out locations). We furthermore record the memory addresses that
were defined before the skeleton instance’s execution and will be used afterwards
but are not overwritten by the skeleton’s code (its live-thru locations, see Section
6.2.3). Finally, we record a number of other data points such as the start and end
of the skeleton instance (in terms of instruction counts) to allow us to verify that
the application behavior has not changed between runs as this would potentially
invalidate our profile. It is important to stress that we profile each instance of a
candidate skeleton. This is because a skeleton candidate may appear in many dif-
ferent execution contexts during application runtime, only some of which may be
actual manifestations of the skeleton.
Commutativity Testing. The second stage loads the profiling information for
each candidate skeleton instance that was gathered in the profiling stage. For each
instance, we test the commutativity of the skeleton’s code regions with respect
to live-out and live-thru locations using a fork-join model (see Figure 6.5). The
main application process always executes the original order of the potentially com-
mutative regions. Before the execution of this original region order, we fork out
a separate testing process which in turn forks out a number of child processes to
execute all possible order permutations of the regions to be tested for commuta-
tivity. We mark regions as non-commutative if a child process overwrites live-thru
locations or produces a different value in a live-out location than the main process






















Figure 6.5: Runtime commutativity testing using a fork-join model
which ran the original execution order. Depending on the skeleton, such violations
either establish weak-ordering constraints between some of the regions or discount
the skeleton candidate entirely for the particular instance.
6.4.4 Importance of Context Sensitivity
Wemake a distinction between candidate skeletons and skeleton instances. The
former refers to a region of source code, identified during static analysis, that may
represent a skeleton but could not be proven as such. The latter denotes an ac-
tual execution of this code region at runtime where it has been confirmed as the
supposed skeleton using dynamic analysis.
A candidate skeleton may appear in different program contexts at runtime.
This is the case, for instance, with skeletons in library routines that are called from
multiple locations within the application. The input data and the use of the output
data may differ depending on the program context. Hence, the candidate skeleton
may behave very differently as well.
For this reason, we see the question of whether a candidate skeleton is an
actual skeleton as a context-sensitive property. A candidate skeleton may be an
actual skeleton instance in one program context but not in another in the same
run of the application. The dynamic analysis described in the previous section
therefore tests each instance of a candidate skeleton separately.
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6.4.5 Implementation Issues
To ensure correctness and practical feasibility of this approach, a number of im-
plementation pitfalls have to be avoided.
Stability of memory addresses between runs. Live memory profiling and com-
mutativity testing cannot happen in the same run of the application since the
live-out locations for any given candidate skeleton instance can generally only be
known once the application terminates. As described above, our approach first
collects liveness information in a profiling run and then tests for commutativity in
a second run of the application. Thus, we need to ensure that the application not
only executes the same code between profiling and testing runs, but also accesses
the exact same memory locations each time. Modern operating systems use ad-
dress space layout randomization (Aslr) for security, so this needs to be disabled.
Secondly, the runtime library needs to use its own heap and stack to ensure that its
different modes of operation have no impact on the original application’s address
space. This is achieved using a combination of a custom memory allocator and ex-
plicit context switching. Finally, heap state and stack pointer values are compared
between runs to prevent reporting incorrect results.
Nesting of candidate skeletons. At runtime, skeleton candidates may appear
nested within other skeleton candidates. In the interest of detecting as many skele-
tons as possible it is important to expose all skeletons regardless of nesting depth.
To simplify commutativity testing, our framework tests each nesting depth sepa-
rately.
Risk of combinatorial explosion. As we are testing commutativity of a set of
regions, all possible permutations of the set have to be executed. This has facto-
rial growth, so a candidate skeleton instance with 10 regions already needs to be
executed 3,628,800 times. While this cannot be avoided for actually commutative
regions without risking correctness, there are some ways to mitigate this problem.
Firstly, the runs can take place in parallel. Secondly, we employ an iterative strat-
egy to gradually cut down the permutation space by quickly identifying pairs of
regions that are not in fact commutative. At first, neighboring regions are swapped
and those execution orderings tested. This will establish neighboring pairs of re-
gions that do not commute. In each of the following iterations, we increase the
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distance between the pairs of regions that are swapped while maintaining non-
commutativity constraints already identified in previous iterations. At the end of
this process, we know about the commutativity between each pair of regions in
our given set. If there is no commutativity, we already know this after the first
iteration. If only some of the regions commute, the remaining permutation space
is at least reduced to some extent.
Unexpected behavior by regions. Dynamic commutativity testing is somewhat
brute-force in its reordering of program regions. If a guess for a candidate skeleton
is incorrect and the commutativity property does not hold, this may lead to patho-
logical application behavior in the child processes that execute region orderings
different from the original program order. Firstly, the child process may never ter-
minate. This is prevented by measuring the runtime of each region during profiling
and using this as a timeout during commutativity testing. Secondly, a child process
may write into random memory locations. Since all memory accesses are instru-
mented, address sanitization can be employed. On every memory access, we verify
that it is not illegal (e.g. a null pointer dereference, writing to code regions, or a
write to a live-thru location). Any such illegal access is seen as a commutativity
violation. Note however that we explicitly allow access to any legal memory loca-
tion even if such an access did not happen in the original execution order. This is a
fundamental principle of our liveness-based definition of commutativity. Such an
access will either affect a memory location that has no further bearing on program
execution after the end of the skeleton or will be a live-out, whose value will be
checked explicitly against that resulting from the original execution order.
6.5 Empirical Evaluation
We have evaluated our proof-of-concept implementation of the skeleton detection
framework on a number of benchmarks. We focus on the detection of the functional
task parallelism skeleton (see Section 6.3.2), a fundamental pattern that has also
been the target of previous commutativity studies [2]. It allows us to demonstrate
the working of the hybrid static-dynamic detection framework and to evaluate key
factors such as the context sensitivity of skeleton detection. The functional task
parallelism skeleton includes Divide and Conquer (see Section 6.3.4) as a special
case. Other skeletons will be added to the framework as part of future work.
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6.5.1 Benchmarks
Our evaluation focuses on the Spec Cpu2006 benchmark suite, which was de-
scribed in Chapter 3. We use benchmarks implemented in C and C++; they in-
clude both integer and floating point codes. The benchmarks were compiled using
Clang/Llvm 3.4 with -O1 optimization level applied to the application code
at link-time. Dynamic information is obtained from complete runs of the bench-
marks. In order to reduce runtimes, we use smaller data sets provided with the
SPEC benchmark suite.
Limitations. Some of the Spec benchmarks (dealII, soplex, povray, om-
netpp, and xalancbmk) have non-deterministic memory layouts due to the use
of library functions for timing and subsequent printing of this information. Dy-
namic commutativity testing requires the memory layout to be stable between
runs, so these benchmarks could not be run as-is and had to be excluded. A possible
workaround may be to capture and emulate non-deterministic system library calls.
Furthermore, the number of candidate skeleton instances in astar and sphinx3
was extremely high (tens of millions) due to their location in loops with high iter-
ation counts. This exceeded the processing capabilities of the system used for this
study. This is a particular problem with the functional task parallelism skeleton, a
skeleton which is detected very frequently due to its generic nature, and is likely
not to be an issue with more complex skeletons. It may be possible to mitigate this
by using additional heuristics in the static analysis stage to reduce the number of
candidates. The above limitations are practical rather than conceptual and should
not affect the validity of the empirical evaluation in this chapter.
6.5.2 Prevalence of Functional Task Parallelism
The skeleton selected for our evaluation, functional task parallelism, is a very
generic skeleton. Any sequence of calls in a basic block that cannot statically be de-
termined as dependent qualifies as a candidate. We therefore expect to encounter
a large number of potential instances of this skeleton at runtime.
Figure 6.6 shows the time spent in potential and actual skeleton instances as a
share of execution time for our benchmark applications.
The results show that many of the benchmarks spend nearly all of their execu-
tion time in potential skeleton instances. In perlbench and namd, on the other
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Figure 6.6: Percentage of execution time spent in potential and actual functional
task parallelism skeleton instances. Actual skeleton instances are those candidates
which were confirmed by dynamic analysis to be instances of the skeleton.
hand, these make up less than 20% of the running time. On average, 79% of exe-
cution time is spent in potential instances. Not all potential instances are obviously
actual instances of the skeleton. During dynamic commutativity testing, differences
in live-out values or the violation of the requirement to preserve live-thru values
may lead to a potential instance being discounted as a skeleton instance.
This is most noticeable for mcf, which was found to contain no functional
task parallelism at all, and for perlbmk, where less than 1% of execution time
is spent in regions that could be confirmed as actual skeleton instances. Other
benchmarks that exhibit significant drops are hmmer, libquantum, and lbm. The
remaining benchmarks spend nearly the same amount of execution time in actual
skeleton instances as they do in potential ones, suggesting that the majority of
these candidates could be confirmed as containing some degree of commutativity.
The average lies at just over 50%, which indicates that the Spec benchmarks spend
a significant amount of time in regions representing the functional task parallelism
skeleton.
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Figure 6.7: Context sensitivity of skeletons, showing the percentage of candidate
skeletons in benchmark source code confirmed as actual instances in all, none, or
some of their occurrences at runtime.
6.5.3 Context Sensitivity
We have previously discussed the importance of context sensitivity for skeleton
detection. A candidate skeleton in the source code can manifest in several potential
instances at runtime, only some of which might later be confirmed as actual skele-
ton instances by dynamic analysis. We can therefore divide candidate skeletons
into three categories: firstly, candidates whose instances at runtime are always
actual instances of the skeleton; secondly, those which are never found to be actual
instances and hence were misdetected as candidates in the first place; and thirdly,
candidate skeletons which are only sometimes found to be actual instances of the
skeleton.
Figure 6.7 shows these statistics for the Spec Cpu2006 benchmarks. The re-
sults confirm the importance of a context-sensitive approach. Across the benchmark
suite, an average of 18% of the candidate skeletons fall into the ‘sometimes’ cate-
gory. It thus depends on the execution context whether these candidates are actual
skeleton instances. More than half of the candidate skeletons (54% on average)
turn out never to be actual skeleton instances. This exposes the weaknesses of static
analysis which is unable to make the determination at compile-time. However, this
is to be expected especially for the functional task parallelism skeleton since disprov-
ing commutativity of two or more function calls requires complex inter-procedural





































Figure 6.8: Average width and depth of skeleton instances (in number of tasks)
after parallel scheduling. bzip2 has an average depth of 38.4 tasks, which exceeds
the range of the chart.
analysis that stretches the limits of even state-of-the-art techniques (discussed in
Chapter 2).
Some benchmarks, such as gcc and sjeng, show a high percentage of candi-
dates (>50%) that can always be confirmed to be actual instances of the skeleton.
On average, however, only about one fifth of all candidates are always actual skele-
ton instances. mcf, in fact, has no actual skeleton instances at all.
6.5.4 Degree of Concurrency and Critical Path Length
Having determined that a particular candidate instance is an actual instance of
the skeleton, the degree of concurrency of the instance becomes an important
aspect. It determines the number of tasks that can be run in parallel given adequate
synchronization of accesses to shared memory locations. For the functional task
parallelism skeleton, the degree of concurrency is not necessarily equal to the
number of function calls in the skeleton; this is because dynamic commutativity
testing may reveal that some of the calls are not commutative and thus need to
be run in sequential order. Such sequentialization establishes the critical path of
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the skeleton, the longest sequence of tasks that needs to be run in sequential order,
which is another aspect to characterize the detected skeleton instances.
Borrowing terminology from digital circuit theory [140], the maximum degree
of concurrency can be described more concisely as thewidth of a skeleton instance
and the critical path length as its depth.
We obtain the widths and depths of skeleton instances from the results of dy-
namic commutativity analysis by scheduling each skeleton instance using the dom-
inant sequence clustering algorithm (Dsc) of the Pyrros task scheduler [138].
This algorithm is widely used and a reference implementation is freely available
from its authors. As we are interested in the maximum degree of concurrency for
each instance, we set no limit on the number of available processors.
In Figure 6.8, the average width and depth of the skeleton instances across our
benchmarks is shown. We can immediately see a clustering of benchmarks in the 2
to 3 width range. The average depths are also concentrated in one region, between
1 and 2 tasks. A typical function task parallelism instance can thus overlap about
two tasks and may have to run a third one sequentially. However, there are some
outliers: bzip2 has a very high average depth of 38. This is mainly due to the
effects of loop unrolling which creates basic blocks with large numbers of function
calls only some of which are commutative. namd achieves the highest average
width of 3.6 tasks suggesting greater potential for parallelism in that benchmark.
Overall, the results imply that a modest but noticeable amount of concurrency
can be exposed using the functional task parallelism skeleton. Given the relatively
primitive nature of the skeleton, this is an encouraging result especially since the
data is not the result of an abstract static analysis but represents actual application
behavior.
6.6 Summary and Conclusions
In this chapter we have developed a formal characterization of some popular algo-
rithmic skeletons based on a novel notion of commutativity. This notion is based on
well-understood concepts in compiler theory: liveness and Sese regions. We have
shown that many algorithmic skeletons have a simple and elegant commutativity
characterization. We overcome limitations of static analysis by complementing it
with profiling information and have presented a hybrid static/dynamic framework
for the detection of algorithmic skeletons in application code. In our empirical
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evaluation, we have demonstrated how a proof-of-concept implementation of this
framework can be used for the detection of a typical skeleton and investigated
some of the important factors in algorithmic skeleton detection, such as context
sensitivity and degree of concurrency.
The novel characterization of skeletons based on commutativity and liveness
overcomes limitations of earlier dependence-based approaches and represents a
promising new direction for the detection of structured parallelism in legacy appli-
cations. To widen its practical applicability, further skeletons as well as variations
of the ones presented in this chapter will need to be characterized in future work.
Our static/dynamic detection framework will be extended to cover a wider range of
skeletons and will be integrated with a code generation/mapping stage to exploit
the parallelism in practice.
Chapter7
Conclusions
This thesis has investigated the extraction of parallelism from sequential legacy ap-
plications using two distinct techniques: region-based dynamic binary paralleliza-
tion on one hand, and the detection of algorithmic skeletons on the other hand.
We have presented a parameterizable model of dynamic binary parallelization and
used it to establish the limits of the technique. The variability of data dependences
and control flow, a critical factor in dynamic parallelization approaches, has been
investigated in a large-scale study involving 100 different input data sets. Finally,
we have introduced a novel characterization of algorithmic skeletons that enables
their detection in legacy source code and developed a hybrid static/dynamic frame-
work to support this process.
The structure of this chapter is as follows. In section 7.1 we present a summary
of the contributions and experimental results of this thesis. Section 7.2 provides a
critical analysis of our work and discusses directions for future research.
7.1 Contributions
7.1.1 Limits of Dynamic Binary Parallelization
Chapter 4 introduced a parameterizable model of Dbp capable of representing
a wide range of possible implementations. Using this model, we experimentally
evaluated the limits of region-based dynamic binary parallelization for a Cmp
platform with hardware support for speculation.
We demonstrated that there is room for a significant reduction of up to 62% in
the number of instructions on the critical paths of legacy Spec Cpu2006 bench-
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marks. This underlines the power of dynamic analysis, since traditional static par-
allelization approaches fail to extract parallelism from these benchmarks.
However, we showed that it is much harder to translate these savings into actual
performance improvements, with a realistic hardware-supported implementation
achieving a speedup of 1.09x on average. For a small number of relevant bench-
marks Dbp shows good performance gains, whereas for other benchmarks the
improvements are rather small.
Our study confirms that for realistic speculative execution costs Dbp suffers
from diminishing returns. Cores in a many-core Cmp cannot be made arbitrarily
small without impeding single-thread performance, since Dbp in its current form
can only compensate for a relatively small loss of single-core performance through
parallel execution.
7.1.2 Variability of Data Dependences and Control Flow
In Chapter 5, we presented an empirical analysis and characterization of the vari-
ability of both data dependences and control flow across program runs. We ran the
cBench benchmark suite with 100 randomly chosen input data sets and recorded
complete control and data flow traces. We introduced a new variability analysis
for data dependence and control flow information based on an overlay control and
data flow graph (Cdfg) that captures the aggregated dependences and control
paths from all executions.
For the cBench benchmarks, we found that for most applications data depen-
dences and control flow show significant variability. On average, the cumulative
profile information gathered with at least 55, and up to 100, different input data
sets was needed to achieve full coverage of the data flow observed across all runs.
For control flow, the figure stood at 46 and 100 data sets, respectively. This sug-
gests that profile-guided parallelization needs to be applied with utmost care, as
misclassification of sequential loops as parallel was observed even when up to 94
input data sets are used.
We also found that variability of data dependences was only weakly correlated
with the ability to detect parallelizable loops. This is because loop parallelization
is limited by the weakest link, i.e. a single loop-carried dependence is sucient
to prevent parallelization, and it appears that such dependences inhibiting par-
allelization are fairly stable across different program inputs. Our data confirms
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that profile-guided approaches are genuinely more capable in detecting parallelism
than their static counterparts.
We determined that Tls based parallelization techniques, which can exploit
parallelism in loops where the majority of iterations, but not all, are independent,
have limited potential for the benchmarks considered in our study.
7.1.3 Automated Detection of Algorithmic Skeletons
Chapter 6 argued that automatically parallelizing compilers often have a narrow
focus on detecting data parallel loops, while parallelism exists in a plethora of
other shapes commonly described as algorithmic skeletons. Motivated by the fact
that skeletons are largely informal programming abstractions and lack a formal
characterization in terms of established compiler concepts, we developed a formal
characterization of some popular algorithmic skeletons based on a novel notion
of commutativity, which in turn is largely based on liveness and Sese regions –
well understood concepts in compiler theory and available in most compilers. We
showed that many algorithmic skeletons have a simple and elegant commutativity
characterization.
We described a hybrid static/dynamic analysis framework for the context-
sensitive detection of skeletons in legacy code that overcomes limitations of static
analysis by complementing it with profiling information. A proof-of-concept im-
plementation in the Llvm compiler infrastructure was evaluated against Spec
Cpu2006 benchmarks for the detection of the functional task parallelism skeleton.
We showed that this skeleton is prevalent across the benchmark suite and at times
context-sensitive in nature (18% of occurrences on average). We also introduced
the concept of width and depth of a skeleton instance as a way of measuring a
skeleton’s concurrency.
7.2 Critical Analysis and Future Directions
In this section, we discuss related issues that have not been thoroughly addressed
in this thesis along with directions for future research.
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7.2.1 Limitations of our Dbp Study
We briefly discuss some of the limitations of the approach chosen for our study of
dynamic binary parallelization in Chapter 4.
Choice of thread identification method. We use region tracing as opposed
to other thread identification methods previously described in the literature (see
Section 2.2). This choice of tracing was motivated by the large body of work on
Jit compilation, where region-based tracing has emerged as a sweet spot between
the two extremes of method- and instruction-based Jit compilation [118, 56, 19],
balancing the cost of Jit compilation and scope for optimization. Such a region
trace-based approach is suciently generic to subsume other, more fine-grained,
thread identification algorithms since it can express loop, task, and data paral-
lelism at various granularities. It is thus a step towards the detection of structured
parallelism in the context of Dbp.
Granularity of region traces. Nonetheless, region traces might be too fine-
grained to capture all parallel regions. In our approach, regions are bounded by
the page size and can thus reach up to 8KB. This should capture most parallel loops.
In fact, our experiments have shown that larger traces provide limited benefit due
to the increasing number of memory and register dependences.
Overhead of tracing. Our approach is lightweight because we only record
basic block entry points (i.e. memory addresses) as nodes, and pairs of source
and target entry points as edges in the Cfg region traces. In our experiments, we
simulate the incremental construction of region traces in trace intervals and thus
the delayed availability of opportunities for parallelization (see section 4.2.2) but
we do not model the specific overheads of recording the region traces in the course
of execution. It would be possible to implement this lightweight trace recording
eciently in hardware. Compared to the overheads of speculative execution, the
analysis of which is the goal of our study, these overheads are significantly smaller.
Level of abstraction. We operate on the level of machine instructions. No
attempt was made to raise the level of abstraction, e.g. to reconstruct polyhedral
loop representations [95]. This is in line with the definition of Dbp in related
work [53, 29, 137]. A higher level of abstraction would almost certainly create
a larger scope for the discovery of parallelism in loops, but the costs would be
prohibitive for an on-line method like Dbp.
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Future work. Our study of Dbp focused on a purely dynamic implementation,
where the parallelization system has no prior access to the binary before execution
and every application run is treated as a new event. However, we envisage a much
greater potential for the technology if prior information – such as profiling data
from previous runs of the application and static analysis of the binary – is avail-
able in a hybrid system and can be exploited during dynamic parallelization. As
mentioned in our review of related work, binary parallelization schemes that rely
on a static analysis stage have already been proposed [68, 67, 95], but these have
not yet been integrated into a full Dbp system where parallelism is discovered at
runtime. This further evolution of Dbp would seem a promising area for future re-
search and may be able to overcome the practical limitations we have encountered
in our study.
7.2.2 Profile Sensitivity of Dbp and Skeleton Detection
In Chapter 5, we investigated the variability of data dependences and control
flow given different input data sets and determined that this variability can be
considerable. This has implications for the evaluation of parallelization approaches
that depend on profiling information, such as Dbp and our hybrid static/dynamic
skeleton detection approach.
In our experimental evaluation of these two techniques, we only used one input
data set from the Spec Cpu2006 benchmark suite. This is common practice; in
fact, the benchmark suite comes with only three input data sets, each of a different
size. It was also a pragmatic choice due to the experimental overheads of full-
system simulation for Dbp and dynamic analysis for skeleton detection.
The reported results are certainly valid for the input data sets used and allow
adequate conclusions about the techniques to be drawn. We also expect the results
to have relatively low variance if the experiments were to be repeated with further
data sets; this is because they rely on macro- rather than microscopic dependence
patterns, and our study showed that these exhibit much lower variance.
Nonetheless, it would be an interesting direction for future research to investi-
gate the profile sensitivity of both Dbp and algorithmic skeleton detection.
A further avenue for future research is in the automated generation of input
data sets, which suciently cover a program, while at the same time retaining
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“typical” usage patterns such that profile-guided parallelization can be used with
more confidence and without degenerating to conservative worst-case behaviors.
7.2.3 Expansion of Skeleton Detection Framework
In Chapter 6, we characterized a number of popular skeletons using a novel com-
mutativity based approach, but that list is by no means exhaustive. Additional
skeletons, e.g. dynamic programming, stencils, etc., can be added in future work.
It remains to be seen how well these additional skeletons will lend themselves to
our characterization approach and hybrid static/dynamic analysis. The develop-
ment of a domain specific language (Dsl) to describe the structural characteristics
of skeletons would facilitate this expansion of our framework. In this way, the de-
velopers of skeleton libraries could deliver both a highly optimized implementation
as well as a compiler-friendly characterization of skeletons for their detection in
legacy applications.
Not all algorithmic skeletons may be characterized by commutativity, especially
not those which do not change the order of execution, such as pipelines. Specialized
techniques, which we discussed in Chapter 2, may still be required to address these
skeletons separately.
While we describe techniques to reduce the permutation space of dynamic com-
mutativity testing, the availability of better commutativity analysis would reduce
the overheads further. It would also potentially widen the range of skeletons that
can be detected. We envisage the development of novel commutativity analyses
integrating static, dynamic, and probabilistic techniques.
At the moment, we require bitwise identity of live-out variables. We cannot deal
with e.g. unordered container data structures, which contain the same elements,
but in a different order. Awareness of data structures and the commutativity of
operations on them [63] will be a crucial aspect of future work in this area.
While ourwork is primarily concernedwith the detection of parallelism, it would
be desirable to develop an end-to-end framework that actually exploits the detected
parallelism by generating code for existing, optimized skeleton frameworks, such
as Tbb, MapReduce, or any of the other skeleton libraries described in [47]. Pre-
vious work on auto-tuning of skeletons [46] could be leveraged in the process of
mapping the extracted parallelism to the target architecture. The use of transac-
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tional memory for optimistic, speculative parallelization also currently remains
unexplored in this context.
It is our hope that this research will spark renewed interest in supporting tech-
niques, such as commutativity analysis, shape analysis, and pattern recognition,
since the detection of algorithmic skeletons provides a compelling and unifying
use case for these hitherto disjoint techniques.
Finally, the automated detection of algorithmic skeletons may also have appli-
cations to the optimization of parallel legacy code. It remains to be investigated
whether this approach could be used for the detection of communication patterns
in parallel code and the transformation of applications from legacy programming
models to more recent ones.
7.2.4 Safety of Dynamic Analysis
We advocate the use of a hybrid static/dynamic approach for algorithmic skeleton
detection. The dynamic stage of the analysis relies on profiling data from actual
application runs to make inferences about parallelizable code regions. Like all
profiling-based approaches, this is inherently unsafe as such information is only
valid for the input data sets the application was profiled with. In the general case,
it is theoretically impossible to disprove that there exists input data that will lead
to these inferences being incorrect.
This leaves three options: firstly, speculation could be used to detect and roll
back cases where incorrect assumptions have been made from profiling data1;
secondly, the user could be presented with the results of the analysis and asked to
make the final decision using additional semantic knowledge about the application
and input data; and finally, one could rely solely on the provably correct results of
static analysis. Given that such analyses are strictly less powerful even for simple
cases like loop parallelization (see Chapter 5), this last option cannot be considered
a viable alternative.
After decades of research, we see the field of automatic parallelization and
compiler optimization in general at a turning point. In the past, the compiler and
its optimizer was largely treated as a black box, producing highly optimized bi-
nary code from user-supplied source code, but leaving the user in the dark on its
inner workings. This leads to overly conservative analyses as only provably correct
1Recent work by Wang et al. [133] has shown that the costs of speculation can be significantly
reduced for ‘probably parallel’ programs, making this a more attractive option again.
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deductions can be made without involving the user’s semantic domain knowledge.
As software development itself is becoming an interactive process connecting the
user and the compiler (cf. Apple’s new ‘Swift Playgrounds’ in the XCode Ide [6]),
we believe that a similar evolution will happen in code parallelization and opti-
mization. Powerful, dynamic, skeleton-based analyses and transformations will
detect and extract structured parallelism at multiple granularities in an interac-
tive process. Adaptive runtime environments will then exploit this parallelism on
heterogeneous target platforms, leveraging the full power of modern computer
systems.
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